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Introduction

The present double (39/40) issue of Logopedia is a great success of the whole
Polish logopedic community, in particular the Polish Logopedic Society (PTL)’s
Executive Board. I would also like to express my deep personal satisfaction. We
have decided to adopt an unusual solution, which, I believe, is unprecedented
not only in the Polish but also in the world market of scientific publications. This
publication appears in two forms as the paper and electronic editions, published
in two languages. The double issue of the present volume will additionally
commemorate changes in the Editorial Board. The paper edition of our journal
will be published according to the same principles as before, with the domestic
readers in mind, who have grown fond of the print version of Logopedia and
use it at work or while studying. Logopedia in the electronic version is freely
available only in English on the PTL’s site (www.logopedia.umcs.lublin.pl). Its
content is identical with the paper version, without reviews and reports sections,
however. This mode of editing will make it possible for foreign readers to utilize
the achievements of Polish logopedics. Since the start of the process of the
internationalization of Logopedia, that is with the issues nos. 37 and 38, there
have been suggestions that the journal be published only in English. However, we
believe that the solution that we have chosen is more advantageous as it has in fact
made Logopedia internationally accessible.
It has already been 200 years since the first Polish logopedic publication
appeared, written by the physician Jan Siestrzyński,. The manifestation of the
continuing development of this discipline is both the article opening the present
issue of Logopedia, authored by Stanisław Grabias, on the general methodology
of logopedic studies, and the articles on the assessment of language development
and language functioning in children, on logopedic management in dysglossia and
palatolalia (observe the excellent examples of cooperation between physicians
and logopedists), and on methods of logopedic diagnosis and conducting studies
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in aphasia, dysarthria, and graphomotor disorders. In my own article I ask the
questions about the possibilities of investigating general language abilities in
terms of assessment of text memory. I hope that you will find all the materials
published herein inspiring.
Our project has been made possible owing to the subsidy granted by the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education under the Index Plus program. I would
like to extend our cordial gratitude to the appropriate Authorities for support.
Tomasz Woźniak
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Logopedics – The Science of Biological Determinants
of Language and Language Behaviors

Summary
Logopedics is the science of biological determinants of language and language behaviors. It
describes and evaluates cognitive, language and communication competences, and assesses performance in implementing these competences, as well as it explains the biological causes that determine
this state. It therefore investigates the participation of language in developing individuals’ minds (in
their diversified biological condition) and in building interactions. Since it is an applied science it
also builds logopedic management strategies that change the undesirable states of language and the
possibilities of language behaviors. The discipline thus understood permits us to distinguish two
fields of its research activities: logopedic prevention (prophylaxis) and speech disorders.
Logopedic prevention forms the knowledge of diagnosing language and communication skills,
as well as that of developing and maintaining these skills in persons within the biological and mental norms. Three areas of activities in the prevention space can be distinguished: “early logopedic
intervention”, “diagnostication of the condition of hearing and speech in children”, and “artistic
logopedics”.
Speech disorders require that a logopedist/speech therapist be able to diagnose disorders, devise therapy programs and carry out therapies.
Through diagnosis, the logopedist can identify a disorder and gain insight into the cognitive,
language and communication skills, which is necessary for programming and carrying out treatment. He accesses the speaker’s cognitive functions (through vocabulary, semantic skills and narrative skills) and the speaker’s ability to build a message (by analyzing the intentions and the ways of
realizing them, by analyzing the activity of speaking, dialogic skills, and the social language skill).
Two prognostic procedures: programming and conducting a therapy provide knowledge of the
following management strategies: a) building cognitive, language and communication competences
(in deafness, alalia, oligophasia, autism, and in epilepsy incidents), b) improvement of speaking
functions (in dysglossia, stuttering and dysarthria) c) stabilizing of language disintegration (in aphasia, pragnosia, schizophasia and in dementia).
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Key words: logopedics, logopedic prevention, speech disorders, logopedic prognostication
procedures, typology of speech disorders, logopedics prognostication, logopedic management procedures, diagnostic speech functions.

Logopedics still requires discussion on the subject of research, methodological independence and its due position among other sciences because, as the science of human behavior develops, the problems previously attributed to logopedics have proliferated and become immensely complicated.
In the context of the formula of the 17th Convention of the Polish Logopedic Society – “two hundred years of logopedics in Poland” – my belief is that
these issues should be brought to the fore, highlighted, and re-formulated. This
conviction stems from the fact that in recent years entirely new opportunities of
perceiving this problem in a different way have appeared, and necessary needs
have emerged. They are related to an almost unprecedented change in the forms
of training logopedists in Poland.
Years ago, when I formed a post-structuralist system of propositions which
defined the new subject of logopedics as compared with Leon Kaczmarek’s approach, I adopted his faith and arguments justifying its scientific independence.1
It is a fact that before L. Kaczmarek no one posed the problem of logopedics’
autonomy so resolutely,2 although the arguments which he adopted and promoted
50 years ago were not entirely lucid.
I have reasons to believe that the process of achieving autonomy/independence by logopedics ended with the establishment of full-time BA and MA programs in logopedics at Maria Curie Skłodowska University in Lublin and at University of Gdansk.3 This took place four years ago after the Ministry of Science
and Higher Education issued the appropriate decree. In a year, we are going to
have first MA logopedics graduates who have completed such an extensive training program as has never been known in the history of development of Polish
logopedics.4
1
S. Grabias, Logopedia – jej przedmiot i stopień zaawansowania refleksji metanaukowej, [in:]
Przedmiot logopedii, (ed.). S. Grabias, series: “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”, Lublin
1991, vol. I: 26–47; see also Perspektywy opisu zaburzeń mowy, [in:] Zaburzenia mowy, (ed.).
S. Grabias, series: “Mowa, teoria, praktyka”, Lublin 2001, vol. I: 11–43.

L. Kaczmarek, O polskiej logopedii, [in:] Przedmiot logopedii, (ed.). S. Grabias, series: “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”, Lublin 1991, vol. I: 5–25.
3
At UMCS the name of the program is “logopedics audiology”. Responsibility for the audiology training was taken over by the Institute of Physiology and pathology of Hearing in Warsaw,
headed by Prof. Dr Habil. Henryk Skarżyński.
4
In Poland, the most important form of awarding professional qualifications is post-graduate
four-semester studies (with a minimum training program of least six hundred hours) and post-graduate two-term studies with a specialization in neurologopedics or surdologopedics. Despite the gen2
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Study courses are certainly an important organizational argument – the effect of the recent intense development of logopedic research.5 However, I have
to look at the problem of independence of logopedics from the perspective which
L. Kaczmarek, the author of this postulate, could not have. This perspective is
associated with an unprecedented development of linguistics, neurobiology, audiology, psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics – the disciplines which create reflection on human behavior with great thoroughness. The scientific method has many
instruments which permit us to formulate satisfactory judgments on the level of
development of a discipline and its position within other sciences. The most convincing are the theses that come from the neopositivist model of science, posing at
least the following three requirements before an autonomous discipline:
– a sharply defined subject of research and the corresponding level of metascientific reflection,
– a hierarchy of goal implementation: each science first of all implements
diagnostic goals; diagnosing of phenomena is also served by the accumulation of
the existing knowledge in the range of a particular science – agnostic goals; applied sciences also formulate prognostic goals – they create the theory and practice of repair measures,
– appropriate research procedures and tools that verify their efficacy.6
Below is a selective - of necessity - overview of theoretical problems of Polish logopedics presented in the order followed in the model in question. I focus in
it on the ideas rather than their application in devising the methods of therapeutic
management.
eral requirements defined many years ago, the present post-graduate studies offered at many centers
give their graduates mutually incompatible training on the national scale. For that reason the possibilities of programming and conducting logopedic treatment turn out to be mutually incompatible.
We hope that full-time logopedic studies conforming to the curricular and professional requirements
imposed by a proper scientific policy will bring order to the teaching process and the level corresponding to the achievements of knowledge on man, language and speech disorders.
5
There are three leading research centers in Poland in this field: UMCS in Lublin, which boasts
the longest traditions, University of Gdansk and Pedagogical University in Krakow.
Lublin is the seat the Polish Logopedic Society and publishes “Logopedia” (an annual series,
vol. 38 appeared recently. This is a point-awarding journal on the European Union list). The UMCS
Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics has carried out many types of logopedic studies for 40 years. It also publishes the monographic series “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”
[Language Communication and Its Disorders] (ed.). S. Grabias – vol. 34 having been published
recently) and the series “Mowa, teoria, praktyka [Speech, Theory, Practice]” (ed.). S. Grabias.
6
This model was exemplarily used by F. Grucza in assessing the development of applied
linguistics in Poland, cf. F. Grucza, Zagadnienia metalingwistyki, Warszawa 1983. This book has
always been and continues to be inspiring both to me and to young scholars trying to interpret the
phenomenon of development and disappearance of language competences and skills in different
cases of human existence.
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1. The Subject of Logopedics. Difficulties in Defining It
The present state of Polish scientific reflection on the subject of logopedic
research is as follows:
Logopedics is a science of speech disorders:
– its subject is part of other sciences: medical sciences, pedagogy and
linguistics,
– it is an independent and autonomous discipline.
2. Logopedics deals with speech, with “all its aspects”. It is a multidisciplinary
but independent science.
3. Logopedics is the science of biological determinants of language and
language behaviors. Therapeutic and research procedures give it the status of an
autonomous discipline.
The convention of this paper permits only a brief comment on the presented
picture.
Logopedics – The Science of Speech Disorders
As late as the early 20th century the scope of the concept of logopedics overlapped with the content of the following formula: speech disorders and their elimination. This understanding of logopedics stemmed from the tradition of research
that has developed in medical sciences for centuries. It was physicians who had
the competence in explaining causes of speech disorders. Interestingly enough,
despite their competences, they interpreted symptoms rather than causes.
The first known typology of disorders attributed to the eighteenth-century
doctor Francois Boissier Sauvages distinguishes the following: voice disorders,
muteness and mumbling speech. Adolf Kussmaul’s late 18th-century typology, essential for symptomatic interpretations of speech disorders, contains the disorder
division resulting from the perception of language phenomena: articulatory disorders, speech disorders (i.e. language disorders without doubt), and content disorders. This universal division by Kussmaul has survived two hundred years and is
only modified in diverse ways in present-day descriptions.7
Among the Polish descriptions of speech disorders, the first place should be
granted to Władysław Ołtuszewski8, the doctor who practiced on the turn of the
19th century. Ołtuszewski distinguishes two groups of disorders:
See for example L. Kaczmarek’s classification (1. content disorders, 2. language disorders –
disorders of language form, 3. substance disorders). I have included the full discussion of speech
disorders typology in my study “Perspektywy opisu zaburzeń mowy”, cf. S. Grabias, [in:] Zaburzenia mowy, (ed.). S. Grabias, series: “Mowa, teoria, praktyka”, Lublin 2001, vol. I: 7–43.
8
W. Ołtuszewski, Szkic nauki o mowie i jej zboczeniach, Warszawa 1905.
7
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1. central disorders:
– aphasias: they arise from disorders of any perception: apart from perception aphasia, Ołtuszewski includes here disorders related to deafness,
mental retardation, and “mumbling”,
– dysarthrias, which arise from motor disorders related to palsy, stuttering, and paralysis-related rhinolalia.
2. Peripheral disorders:
– dysarthrias: disorders related to clefts, deformations of speech organs, and
other “mumblings”.
W. Ołtuszewski’s idea was to introduce some order into the conceptual confusion which was always present in interpretations of speech disorders. He suggested that we treat the phenomena resulting from disturbed perception of the world
(aphasias) in a different way from the phenomena resulting from impossibilities
of realization (dysarthrias). W. Ołtuszewski’s conception derived from the nineteenth-century interpretations of human behavior meets those linguistic theories
that appeared sixty years later and founded their assumptions on the concepts of
competence (knowledge acquired in many ways) and performance, realization of
the knowledge in accordance with intentions.9
W. Ołtuszewski’s approach appears to be justified although his conception
gave way to the developing parallel idea of associating central speech disorders
with the location theory which sought centers in the brain responsible for human
functions. Regrettably, such a high level of scientific consideration never appeared
again in later medical publications. No one was able to follow Ołtuszewski’s vision and combine medical, philosophical and linguistic knowledge into a harmonious whole.10
The tradition of looking at logopedics through pedagogy (etymologically:
logopedics = education in word; from Greek logos and paideia) came to Poland
from the neighboring countries, especially from the Soviet Union. This is the way
it is perceived in the popular consciousness: extensive sociologopedic studies
conducted by the UMCS Students’ Circle of Logopedists show that the logopedist is usually regarded precisely as a teacher/pedagogist. The idea of combining
logopedics with special pedagogy, probably because of identical therapeutic goals
of restoring a person’s chances to live a full life, has appeared in Polish pedagogy
Cf. N. Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, Mouton, The Hague 1957, D. Hymes, Socjolingwistyka i etnografia mówienia [in:] Język I społeczeństwo, (ed.). M. Głowiński, Warszawa 1980: 41–82,
cf. also S. Grabias, Język w zachowaniach społecznych, Lublin 1997, chapter Socjolingwistyka czy
socjologia języka?, : 13–62.
10
This also applies to the eminent followers of his ideas H. Mitrynowicz-Modrzejewska
(Fizjologia i patologia głosu, słuchu i mowy, Warszawa 1963) and A. Pruszewicz (Foniatria
kliniczna, (ed.). A. Pruszewicz, Warszawa 1992).
9
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many times; recently, for example, in the studies by Jan Pańczyk, a special pedagogy theorist.11
There is an area of logopedic operation which is defined by the concept of
“growing language skills and competences”, which combines several disciplines
in the research process: at least psycholinguistics, applied linguistics and educational linguistics.
The last two subdisciplines of linguistics also formulate their assumptions in
relation to the subject of logopedics. Franciszek Grucza, a man of profound theoretical reflection, the founder of applied linguistics in Poland, directly included
logopedics in the scope of the discipline he developed12 – by making the growth
of language and communication competence as well as the development of language skills and habits the subject of this discipline. Similarly, in her theoretically
attractive conception of “educational linguistics” put forward years ago, Teodozja
Rittel is ready to divide the space defined by the formula of “ growing language
competence in children” between logopedics and educational linguistics, reserving the problem of “disturbed competence” for logopedics13.
All the foregoing theoretical conceptions treated or still treat logopedics as
a partial component of independent disciplines with clearly defined research subjects: medical sciences, pedagogy, or linguistics. At the end of the previous century, university centers in Poland witnessed the spread of the view recognizing
logopedics as an autonomous science which deals with speech disorders. In this
conception the task of logopedics is “to diagnose speech disorders, prepare treatment programs and conduct therapy”14. I have advanced this approach for over
twenty years and today I still think that it is lucid and crystal clear in its structure.
But there are reasons why I have to change my previous view and broaden the
subject of logopedic research by introducing the formula of “biological determinants of speech”.
Logopedics – the Science of Speech
Before I begin to interpret this formula, however, I have to make brief reference to the conception of L. Kaczmarek, who, in the 1960s, recognized logopedics
11
J. Pańczyk, Logopedia akademicka i jej powiązania z pedagogiką specjalną, [in:] Forum
pedagogiki specjalnej XXI wieku, (ed.). J. Pańczyk, vol. IV, Łódź 2003.
12
Cf. F. Grucza, Lingwistyka stosowana. Historia – zadania – osiągnięcia, series: “Języki, kultury, teksty, wiedza [Languages, Cultures, Texts, Knowledge]”, (eds.). F. Grucza, J. Lukszyn, vol. I,
Warszawa 2007, see also: Zagadnienia ontologii lingwistycznej: O językach ludzkich i ich (rzeczywistym) istnieniu, [in:] Opuscula logopaedica in honorem Leonis Kaczmarek, Lublin 1993: 25–47.
13
T. Rittel, Logopedia w systemie pojęciowym lingwistyki edukacyjnej, [in:] Opuscula logopaedica in honorem Leonis Kaczmarek, Lublin 1993: 72–81.
14
Cf. S. Grabias Postępowanie logopedyczne: diagnoza, programowanie terapii, terapia, “Logopedia” 2008, vol. 37: 13–27.
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as “the independent science of speech in all its aspects”15. In the research field so
outlined he distinguished the following eight departments of this discipline:

1. Speech theory.
2. Development of speech in children.
3. Development of speech in hearing-impaired children.
4. Communication of the deaf-blind.
5. Perceptions of verbal utterances (auditory, visual and sensory perceptions).
6. Articulatory and acoustic phonetics.
7. Language communication disorders.
8. Theory of the culture of modern language (or the culture of living
word).

L. Kaczmarek’s proposal can be explained only by means of the structuralist model of description of language and speech advanced by F. de Saussure and
his followers. According to this conception, adjusted by Kaczmarek to his thesis, speech is a system of the following components: communication (speaking,
writing, signaling), text (the substantialist product of communication – spoken,
written, signaled), reception (understanding of an utterance), and language (the
structure of signs built by a social group and acquired by an individual in the
socialization process). This model tells us to treat language as an “instrument of
communication”16, which an individual gains with difficulty by participating in
social life.
The attempt to reconstruct L. Kaczmarek’s intention leads us to the conviction that the most important research field of logopedics is articulation/pronunciation (the phonetically correct, model realization of text, and pronunciation disorders) and agrammatisms. The scholar as well as the logopedic practitioner has
to be equipped, therefore, in the ways of describing the phenomena of interest
provided by articulatory, acoustic, auditory and visual phonetics and the linguistic
knowledge about morphology and semantics. All these research tools first developed by phonetics and then by structuralism are sufficient for the interpretation of
the process of speech development in the child who is biologically and mentally
normal, but also in one deprived of hearing or hearing and sight simultaneously.
I presented a detailed criticism of L. Kaczmarek’s conception in the article
Logopedyczna klasyfikacja zaburzeń mowy [Logopedic Classification of Speech
L. Kaczmarek, O polskiej logopedii, [in:] Przedmiot logopedii, (ed.). S. Grabias, series:
“Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia {language Communication and Its Disorders]”, vol. I:
5–25.
16
L. Kaczmarek, op.cit.: 6: “speech is an act in the process of language communication …”.
In L. Kaczmarek’s interpretation the least explained component of the presented system is “understanding of text”. It consists in arriving at the speaker’s mind, which, having no substance, may
nevertheless be a lingualized being.
15
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Disorders]17. Today, I only want to draw attention to the fact that while building
the concept of “Logopedics as the science of speech” (i.e. language, communication (=sending/text production), reception, and text), Kaczmarek incorporated in
its scope at least linguistics, psycholinguistics, applied linguistics and text theory.
These are disciplines with huge, often far longer research traditions than logopedics. It takes considerable courage to classify them as departments of logopedics.
We should, however, give Leon Kaczmarek his due: he gave Polish logopedics the
form of science, put forward a thesis about its autonomy, treating logopedics as
an independent discipline albeit heterogeneous, humanistic and at the same time
biological18. And, although time proved Kaczmarek right in this respect, this fact
does not excuse us from the duty to seek new approaches compatible with the
current knowledge of man and his behavior. From the present-day perspective the
methodological shortcomings of Kaczmarek’s proposition stem from the unprecedented changes in the perception of language and its role in the process of forming the human mind. In the 1960s, when Kaczmarek’s theory was formulated,
the mainstream of European linguistics was entirely dominated by de Saussure’s
structuralism whereas Noam Chomsky’s generative grammar was only emerging.
Linguistic reflection focused on phonemes, words and sentences. And it did not go
beyond the sentence19. Since then, almost everything has changed in linguistics.
Language is understood in a different way than in structuralist theories while the
concept of language behavior has assumed the form of many, hardly comparable
theoretical conceptions.
Logopedics – the Science of Biological
Determinants of Speech
My position on this issue is as follows: I assume, and I have the right suggested by tradition to do so, that logopedics is a science of biological determinants
of language and language behaviors. Consequently, it has to have a conceptual
system as well as research tools and procedures allowing one
1. to assess and explain relationships between the states of language and language behaviors, and the course of central and peripheral processes that determine
language behaviors.. Because logopedics is an applied science it should also
Cf. S. Grabias, “Audiofonologia” VI, 1994: 7 – 22.
L. Kaczmarek’s organizational work cannot be overestimated: he brought about the establishment of the Polish Logopedic Society, was the founder and longtime editor in chief of the “Logopedia” yearly journal, and he organized Poland’s first postgraduate studies which trained logopedists. .
19
Cf. S. Grabias, Język w zachowaniach społecznych, Lublin 1997, chapter Od lingwistyki
strukturalnej do socjolingwistyki.
17
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2. build the practice and theory of management ( procedures) leading
to the change of undesirable states or to maintenance or perfection of states
consistent with the biological norm.

This approach shows the dualism of the logopedic theory. One part – diagnostic – is the theory of growing or disordered competences and language communication skills. It reveals those possibilities of man’s existence in the world that
are determined by the presence or deficiency of language in his mind and behaviors. The other, prognostic part, i.e. the methodology of logopedic management,
develops as the theory of building these competences and skills. Its subjects are
programs of logopedic treatment and the organization of the course of therapies.20
Further on, I will examine the two theoretical perspectives of logopedics in more
detail.
In the process of investigating relationships between an utterance (in its full,
verbal and gestural-mimic form) and the speaker’s biological capacities, the researcher can assess:
– cognitive competence (the state of knowledge of the world and of oneself:
its store, structure and possibilities of using knowledge segments); skills in using
this competence in the process of utterance building (the organization of context,
the way of verbal and non-verbal presentation); and he can explain biological
causes determining the state of the competence and skill being assessed,
– language competence (unconscious knowledge on grammatical rules of
sentence construction); skills in spoken or written realization of sentences; and
he can explain biological causes determining the state of the competence and skill
being assessed,
– communication competence (knowledge of language behavior patterns
used in societal life); skill in utterance realization; and he can explain biological
causes determining the state of competences and skills being assessed.
The concepts of assessment and explanation used in the model require the
following comment: the assessment procedure consists in describing the state of
specific competences or skills and in comparing the state described with the states
observable in biologically and mentally normal persons. In contrast, the explanaIn Polish logopedics the dualism of both theories is especially severe. It echoes the situation in the early 20th century, when the knowledge of language and human cognitive processes went
a separate way from logopedic practice to such an extent that therapeutic management assumed the
form of rather intuitive measures. They came down (which sometimes also happens now) to the
unreflective application of most general procedures, especially those pertaining to pronunciation/
articulation. This state of affairs was largely the result of influence of medical sciences which began
to identify speech with pronunciation/articulation. Obviously, in such an approach there is no room
for language, a mental being, subtly connected with speaking. W. Ołtuszewski’s deep reflection was
lost somewhere on the way, without a trace thereof in Polish medical papers. After all, in the most
general and everyday sense, the logopedist is still treated as a specialist in pronunciation improvement.
20
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tion procedure requires reference to the biological knowledge of the processes
occurring in the brain and peripheral organs that determine language and language
behaviors.
The scientist as well as the experienced logopedist has to, without doubt,
take into consideration at least the following system of biological perceptual and
realization skills:
– physical hearing (its dysfunction leads to deafness or hearing loss),
– phonematic hearing (dysfunction consisting in inability to distinguish between speech sounds; it appears in many disorders, e.g. in dyslalia)
– prosodic hearing (this dysfunction leads to aprosodia and inability to understand text),
– brain mobility and memory efficiency (mechanical brain injuries lead to
aphasia, damage to metabolic processes, to dementia, mental diseases and retardation in speech development),
– functioning of the peripheral nervous system, the working of the muscular
and bone systems of the speech organs (disorders in the functioning of these systems manifest themselves in dysarthria or dysglossia).
It should be strongly emphasized at this point that the assessed competences
and skills, which constitute the sphere of human mental life, result entirely from
man’s central and peripheral biological capacities but are also directly manifested
in the social sphere because language and language behaviors organize social life
and their deficiencies place the individuals on the fringes of this life.
Those familiar with the theory of language find obvious the dichotomies underlying the present proposition. An indisputably important achievement of twentieth-century linguistics is the sharp division between the knowledge in human
minds (cognitive competence, language competence, and communication competence ) and the possibility of using this knowledge in particular language behaviors (performance, realization, execution). It has been assumed that competence is
the result of cognitive abilities specific to man as representative of the species, and
that it stems from socially established interactional behavioral patterns acquired
in the process of socialization, whereas realization concerns creation - the creative
way of using knowledge acquired earlier by the individual.
Logopedic, the science of biological determinants of language and language
behaviors, must recognize as significant the finding that both competence and
realization are formed first of all according to the individual’s biological possibilities and express his/her brain mobility and the state of peripheral processes that
take part in the realization of utterance. The discipline thus understood opposes
the social determinants of language behaviors (these are described by e.g. sociolinguistics) and permits distinction of two principal fields of practical and research
activities within its domain: the theory and practice of growing and disordered
language competences and skills.
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2. Theory and Practice of Growing Language and Communication
Competences and Skills - Logopedic Prevention

There are at least three areas of activities where logopedics diagnoses language and communication competences and skills in order to:
– prevent predictable undesirable conditions: these goals are implemented in
the type of management commonly known as early logopedic intervention,
– sustain the development of competences and skills: this management applies to children of different ages who are intellectually and biologically normal:
school logopedics (e.g. B. Rocławski’s logopedic glottodidactics), educational
linguistics, preventive examination of hearing and speech in kindergartens and
schools,
– build a theory of model competence and improve skills in realizing it: this
is the name for the activities that were described as rhetoric some time ago and at
present they have become part of the culture of the living word (modern language)
and are turning into artistic logopedics.

3. Theory and Practice of Disordered Language and Communication Competences – Speech Disorders.

These are the most important areas of research and practical activities in logopedics because the logopedist diagnoses speech disorders, builds treatment programs for persons suffering from these disorders, and conducts therapy. .
Speech disorders and prognostic procedures.
I leave diagnostic management aside for a while: it requires the knowledge of symptoms of disorders and their causes; I will now deal with prognostic
knowledge. This is the knowledge of effective alleviation of disorder symptoms.
In logopedic practice it manifests itself through management procedures which
I utilized many years ago to build a typology of speech disorders21
Because this typology indicates the way of therapeutic management, I called
it logopedic classification. Here is the system of prognostic procedures:
1. Building competences in the minds of individuals: cognitive (cultural)
competence or knowledge of the world; language and communication competence. These needs are produced by:
– deafness and hearing loss (impaired hearing) : competences do not develop
because of improperly functioning physical hearing ;
– alalia and dyslalia: competences do not develop because of improperly
functioning phonematic hearing (alalia applies to all types of competences; dyslalia is only a disorder in the realization of incomplete phonological structure);
21

7 – 22.

Cf. S. Grabias, Logopedyczna klasyfikacja zaburzeń mowy, „Audiofonologia” VI, 1994:
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– oligophasia: competences do not develop because of mental retardation;
– autism: competences do not develop because of brain dysfunction;
– numerous forms of children’s epilepsy: because of brain dysfunction, competences do not develop fully or those developed earlier undergo degradation.
Obviously, in each individual case we deal with different degrees of competences but it is always insufficient for the correct realization of an utterance.
2. Improvement of speaking functions with the competences acquired:
– dysglossia: disordered realization of phonemes stems from anomalies in
the structure of speech organs(cleft palate and upper lip, occlusion defects, tongue
immobilized by the frenum, laryngeal excision);
– stuttering and cluttering: disordered speech fluency produced by multiple
organic causes and reinforced by logophobia;
– dysarthria: associated with cerebral palsies (disordered articulatory clarity in the realization of phonemes and consonant clusters; distorted prosodic
sequences).22
All the disorders in this group lead to the incomplete or sometimes only substitutive use of the competences acquired.
3. Stabilizing of the breakdown and sometimes restoration of speaking functions and the functioning of the brain:
– aphasia: it stems from mechanical injuries of the left brain hemisphere, its
symptoms being the breakdown of language competence, communication competence disorders, and sometimes realization difficulties;
– pragnosia: it is the result of damage to the right brain hemisphere, its symptoms being the breakdown of semantic competence;
– schizophasia: it results from schizophrenia, its specificity manifests itself in
narrative and in the unstable coherence of dialogic utterances;
– dementia: it is the result of the decay of neurons and synaptic systems; it is
most clearly manifested in Alzheimer’s disease and leads to the loss of narrative,
reduction of dialogic skills, disintegration of the knowledge of social relations and
thereby to the breakdown of the “social language skill”, and finally, to the obliteration of interpretation of any events.
Each of these procedures, which I call strategies of logopedic management,
requires different diagnostic measures and tools, and different characteristic therapeutic management.

Polish logopedics has a sufficiently standardized tool to study dysarthria, cf. U. Mirecka,
K. Gustaw, Skala dyzartrii. Wersja dla dzieci, Wrocław 2006.
22
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4. Logopedic Diagnosis

The research field of our discipline is always associated with the possibilities
of diagnosing problems. Kaczmarek’s logopedics, as has been said above, never
went beyond the communication of knowledge because in structuralism language
is only “a tool of communication”. In view of the achievements of present-day
neurobiology, the conceptions of A. Korzybski and constructivists that determine
the thinking of human behavior, and finally, taking into account the achievements
of psychology and cognitive linguistics23, the definition of speech has to be as follows: speech is a system of actions that man performs with the use of tongue when
getting to know the world and imparting the knowledge of the world and himself
to other participants in social life.
I have presented this definition with complete argumentation in almost all my
recent studies. I believe therefore that
1. Language is a path that leads to man’s cognitive activities: his store of
knowledge of himself and the world, the structure of this knowledge in the mind
and the way it is used in interaction.
2. Language is a path that leads to human emotions and wants. By studying
communication of the knowledge of ourselves and the world, we are able to express our judgment about the individual’s intentions, their structuring in the mind,
and about the ways of verbal and non-verbal expression of this communication.
3. Language behaviors determine and present the possibilities of man’s existence in a social group. By studying these behaviors we can assess the degree of
the individual’s socialization.
This is the model of diagnostic activities. When presenting it, I strongly demand that we distinguish the logopedists’ competences because they are continually confused from the competences of physicians, psychologists and teachers:
I. Diagnosis:
Description:
1. Examination of Interaction Skills:
– motor activity,
– articulation
– language,
– conceptual structures,
– dialogue realization,
– realization of narrative utterances.
Interpretation:
2. Analysis of Results of Specialist Examinations
3. Family History.
23
I write extensively on the subject in the article: Język, poznanie, interakcja. [in:] Język, interakcja, zaburzenia mowy, (ed.). T. Woźniak, A. Domagała. Lublin 2007, s. 355–377.
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4. Differential Diagnosis.
5. Diagnosis of a Case (opinion on the kind of disorder, capacities of the person being examined, and language and communication deficiencies).
In accordance with the positivist postulates of scientific research I assume
that diagnosis requires two kinds of research techniques. One is ‘description’ or
recording and describing the states and behaviors of the person examined, and the
other – interpretation consisting in the inclusion of the recorded states and behaviors in the perspective of knowledge which explains their essence.24
For the logopedist, the sphere of description is language behaviors. S/he
should record and describe them. The field of interpretation permits the logopedist
to explain the earlier described behaviors on the basis of the general knowledge
of man, the knowledge constructed by specialized disciplines (e.g. medical, psychological or pedagogical knowledge) and on the basis of information provided
by the (child’s or adult’s) guardians. This information usually verifies the recorded
descriptive knowledge and helps with interpretation. The two procedures, description and interpretation, lead to a preliminary diagnosis, which allows us to assert
about the condition of the mind of the person examined, and about the possible
injuries of the brain and executive systems associated with speech and social life.
Diagnosing of Cognitive Functions
In identifying man’s cognitive capacities, especially useful is the analysis of
vocabulary, the form of conceptual structures in the human mind, and the way of
constructing narrative utterances.
1. Lexical Skills
Language, as we know, includes the cultural segmentation of the world.
Words refer to referents and determine relationships between them. In forming
mental relations, it is derivational constructions that are characterized by exceptional discreteness. We can certainly say that the individual’s lexical store is an
index of his/her knowledge of the world and a sign of understanding relations
between phenomena.
A doubtless symptom of disorder is the minimization of the lexical store observable in almost all cases of speech development retardation and in the breakdown of the mind (Alzheimer’s disease, aphasia), the lexicon’s specific orientation
in the mind towards some sphere of reality (fixation in the Asperger syndrome)
or reduction of the semantic structure of a word to the relation: word – referent.
The word then becomes a mere label of things. This is the system – the image of
Cf. S. Grabias, Logopedia – jej przedmiot i stopień zaawansowania refleksji metanaukowej
[in:] Przedmiot logopedii, (ed.). S. Grabias, series: Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia 1, Lublin
1991.
24
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sound by lip movement referring to things - which deafness constructs in the human mind. It deprives a person of the relations between referents that are defined
in language by means of derivational categories.25
2. Semantic Skills
All human experiences are organized into concepts by the brain. Studies
on the structure of concepts show that the healthy brain organizes experiences
according to the socialized pattern while the sick brain structures knowledge in its
own, highly subjective way. The cognitive definition of a phenomenon obtained
from the utterance on its subject shows how the person investigated organizes
knowledge. It also appears that the developmental norm of organizing experiences
becomes established by the age of ten.
Here are two separate structures of concepts interpreted from a child’s utterance. One concerns the way of organizing knowledge about persons - the concept
of dragon (the structure developed on the basis of utterances of six-year-old children), the other is about an abstract being - the concept of fear (based on the utterances of ten-year-old children). The material in the presented examples is only
a selection of utterances illustrating the structure:
Dragon (Smok)
1. Who is the dragon? : a definitional formula (“monster from a fairy story,
a wild animal from a fairy story, a giant reptile, an imaginary creature” [dzikie
zwierzę z bajki, wielki gad, stworzenie zmyślone]),
2. What does it/he look like? (“it is large, has bulging eyes, has a large tail and
three heads, it has scales, looks horrible” [jest duży, ma wyłupiaste oczy”, duży
ogon i trzy głowy, ma taką łuskę, wygląda okropnie]),
3. What is it/he like (“evil and horrible, not useful because it devours sheep,
dangerous to man” [zły i okropny, nie jest pożyteczny, bo pożera owce, groźny
dla człowieka]),
4. What does it do? (“it belches fire, eats sheep, and finally bursts, drinks up
rivers [bucha ogniem, zjada owce, a na końcu pęka, wypija rzeki]),
5. Where does it/he live? (“in the fairy story, in the dragon’s lair in the Wawel hill, in a cave, in books” [w bajce, w smoczej jamie na Wawelu, w jaskini,
w książkach] ).
Fear
1. What is fear?: a definitional formula (“this is a kind of anxiety which is in
a person, a feeling of apprehension that something bad is going to happen, a terOn the role of word-formation constructions in cognitive processes not only in deafness see
the book by E. Muzyki, Konstrukcje słowotwórcze w świadomości językowej dzieci niesłyszących,
series “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”, (ed.). S. Grabias, vol. 24, Lublin 2010.
25
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rible feeling in the heart which causes some uncertainty” [to taki lęk, który siedzi
w człowieku; uczucie takiego niepokoju, że coś się stanie złego; straszne uczucie
w sercu, które wzbudza jakąś niepewność]),
2. One who fears (“children are afraid/fear, all people are afraid because
they have vivid imagination, everyone is afraid/fears, they fear most that they
may be bitten by a dog [ dzieci się boją; boją się wszyscy ludzie, bo mają bujną
wyobraźnię; każdy się boi, najbardziej chyba tego, że może go ugryźć pies])
3. Characteristics of one who fears (“ they go pale in the face and their eyes
are very restless, sweat drips from their foreheads, their mouths grimace as if
they were to start crying, they look like jelly, shaking all over” [robi się blady na
twarzy i oczy szybko mu biegają; pot mu kapie z czoła; usta mu się krzywią jakby
miał płakać; wygląda jak galareta, wszystko się na nim trzęsie]),
4. Actions by one who fears (“they squeak and shriek loudly, don’t go out, just staying in, locked up or under the bed, running like hell, that is very far away
[ piszczy i krzyczy bardzo głośno; nie wychodzi z domu, tylko siedzi zamknięty
na klucz, albo pod łóżkiem; ucieka, gdzie pieprz rośnie, to jest bardzo daleko]),
5. Causes of fear (“someone may fear because they are not brave, one fears
when they have strange anxieties, or because no one wants to help them and they
are left alone” [ktoś może się bać, bo nie jest odważny; boi się jak ma dziwne lęki;
bo nikt nie chce mu pomóc i zostaje sam]),
6. Circumstances of fear (“when someone is afraid, they have to be supported
and comforted, or even hugged; they should be told that this is only their imagination; they should be taken care of and must not be left alone” [jak ktoś się boi, to
trzeba go wspierać i pocieszać, a nawet przytulić; trzeba mu wytłumaczyć, że to
tylko taka jego wyobraźnia; należy się nim zaopiekować i nie wolno zostawiać
samego]).
The structures of the presented concepts of ‘dragon’ and ‘fear’ are universal.
They can be easily obtained from the utterance of every developmentally normal
child. The utterances of children with brain injury or brain dysfunction reflect only
certain categories of the presented structures. They are also always characterized
by the poverty of linguistic means and the absence of definitional formulas26
3. Narrative Skills
Narrative, its structure and the way of organizing knowledge is a testimony of
a person’s full mental capacity. It provides information on the ways of intellectualizing sensations (construction of references in the text to the reality perceived),
on the logical or non-logical organization of events (creating the narrative line),
I quote the structures of the concepts of dragon and fear on the basis of MA theses written
for my seminars. The standardized concept of the dwarf (krasnoludek) was used in the Logopedic
Screening Test for School-Age Children (Logopedyczny tet przesiewowy dla dzieci w wieku szkolnym), cf. S. Grabias, M. Kurkowski, T. Woźniak, Lublin 2002.
26
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on the arrangement of events into a structural whole (narrative must begin and
end somehow while chains of events should produce a culmination event, which
usually complicates the narrative line). Finally, narrative shows the creative or
passive attitude of the person examined towards events and their participants (this
component of interpretation of the narrative, called “psychological landscape”,
shows the ability to enliven characters in the text).27
Narrative is the most difficult form of human language activity because it is
characterized by the closed structure with an extremely elaborate composition.
For diagnostic purposes, guided by the studies by B. Bokus, I proposed the following systems of components of a narrative in the “Logopedic Screening Test”28:
– initiation (start): the formula that starts the narrative (Once…, One day…)
[Było tak…, Pewnego razu…],
– expositions: utterances that present a situation (The pond is frozen. Children play on ice [Jest zamarznięty staw. Dzieci bawią się na lodzie.]),
– complication: the high-point event of the narrative (The ice broke and Jack
fell into the water and started drowning [Lód się załamał i Jasio wpadł do wody
i zaczął się topić.]),
– denouement: the way out of the complication (A man lay down [on his
stomach] and passed a stick to Jack [Pan się położył i podał Jasiowi kij]),
– coda: the formula that ends the narrative (And children will never step onto
ice anymore [I dzieci już nie będą wchodziły na lód]).
The narrative skills require that we should be aware of the full structure of
utterances and the interactive technique of realizing them: a competent synchronization of verbal and non-verbal means. For most people suffering from speech
disorders a satisfactory narrative utterance is beyond their capabilities. For example, the breakdown of the mind in aphasia or Alzheimer’s disease totally disintegrates the narrative. It will be inaccessible to deaf persons, autistic children, and
mentally handicapped persons. It poses an insurmountable difficulty for children
with speech development retardation.
Consequently, the diagnosis of language skills based on the examples of narratives stimulated by a picture story or descriptions stimulated by a picture, must
27
Cf. See the exhaustive studies on the subject by B. Bokus and their results published especially in the books: Tworzenie opowiadań przez dzieci: o linii i polu narracji , Kielce 1991; Świat
fabuły w narracji dziecięcej Warszawa 2000. A somewhat different way of interpreting narrative
utterances was presented by T. Woźniak, see Narracja w schizofrenii Lublin 2005. This is in fact the
only study on the subject in Polish. Professor T. Woźniak is also associated with the most in-depth
studies on language and language behaviors in schizophrenia, see. T. Woźniak, Zaburzenia języka
w schizofrenii, series “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”, (ed.). S. Grabias, vol. 16, Lublin
2007.
28
S. Grabias, M. Kurkowski, T. Woźniak, Logopedyczny test przesiewowy dla dzieci w wieku
szkolnym, Lublin 2002.
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result in a lower assessment grade of these skills. The ability to narrate in intellectually normal children appears, admittedly, already at the age of six but the ability
to describe only at the age of ten.
The information that arises from the analysis of the three components of
language behaviors (vocabulary, structure of concepts and narrative capability)
shows the picture of reality in the human mind. It allows us to determine whether
a person examined remains in the socialized world explainable by means of popular notions or whether s/he remains in the subjectively closed world constructed
within the capacities of the damaged brain (which is most clearly observable in
schizophrenia, in Alzheimer’s disease, and in autism).
The explication of the patient’s picture of the world, obtained from his language behaviors by the logopedist, directly leads to the assessment of the individual’s capacity for socialization. It allows us to ask the question: to what extent
is this person able to cope in social life?
Diagnosis of Communication.
Realization of Intentions
The act of communication is the transmission of information about oneself
and the world to other participants in social life. It is always an act of revealed
intentions.29 The analysis of communication behaviors permits the logopedist to
get to both intentions themselves and the ways of how they are realized.
1. Intentions and Their Realizations.
The problem of intention is extremely complicated in scientific reflection.
In my proposal I start from the assumption that all wants that a person realizes
through his/her behaviors can be reduced to the following four types: intentions
to inform (I want you to know that…; it is realized in speech acts that describe
the reality: “This is a car”, “the dog is nice”); intentions to act (I want to change
a given state of affairs; it is realized in executory acts of the type: “We are going
[let’s go] to the cinema”, “make some tea”); modality intentions (realized in acts
showing the reality of a phenomenon: “I am sure…”, “I doubt that…”, “It seems
to me that…”), and emotion intentions (the speaker’s emotional states are always
present in the utterance; we read them on the basis: “I feel anger”, “I feel joy”,
“I feel despair’).30
29
I assume that every language behavior is an intentional act and the intention of an utterance
is overt or hidden in a special way but accessible to the receiver in effective acts. Non-intentional
behaviors, which are the effect of biological compulsion as in autism (e.g. multiple repetitions of the
same phrase) are echolalic behaviors.
30
On exactly the same subject see S. Grabias, Język w zachowaniach społecznych , Lublin
2003, Chapter: Cel wypowiedzi , p. 289 et seq.
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It is certain that intentions constitute a structure: the qualitative and quantitative system of wants manifested in a person’s behavior, and that an intellectually
and sensorily normal person is determined in his/her behaviors by this very system. The damaged brain changes the structure of intentions and generates human
wants in its own way.
Diagnosis of the communication involves first the assessment of the intentions system of the person examined, and then the assessment of the verbal and
non-verbal means of realizing them. For example, the structure of intentions of an
autistic child definitely differs from the intention system of a child with Down’s
syndrome. Studies show that the main difference concerns the need to inform
and the need to communicate emotions.31 There is also a definite difference between the ways of realizing intentions both in the sphere of verbal and nonverbal
behaviors.
In the behaviors of autistic children and children with Down’s syndrome we
can observe relative harmony in the use of words and nonverbal means. In the
behaviors of children with cerebral palsy the two types of communication, verbal
and gestural-mimetic, turn into independent, often contradictory systems, which
definitely impedes the process of reading intentions, thereby thwarting the efficacy of the speech act.
Modality in schizophrenia is characterized as a rule by total confidence of
judgment expressed by the schizophrenic person, whereas modality in aphasia
results from a different, opposing attitude and manifests itself as continual doubt.
The system of intentions manifested in the child’s behaviors shows the degree
of harmonious mental development. The structure of intentions in the breakdown
of the mind is the picture of the mind’s disintegration (in Alzheimer’s disease, as
it progresses, all needs disappear).
2. Speech Functions
The traditional diagnosis of communication was limited to assessing speech
functions and seeking instances of agrammatisms in the texts produced by the
person examined. It is still significant in logopedic diagnosis if we take at least the
following components into consideration:
– motor activity of the speech organs: its reduced efficiency shows paralyses
or anomalies in the structure of these organs,
– articulation/pronunciation: the state of articulation follows from the system
of several actions: phonematic hearing (which shows the complete or incomplete
31
Emotions can, as we know, be communicated intentionally (in utterances of the type:
“I am extremely sorry”, What an idiot!’) or can manifest themselves in a person’s behaviors without his/her consciousness, e.g. in intensified gestures, uncontrolled cries. See S. Grabias, Język
w zachowaniach społecznych, Ibid. An utterance by the child with Down’s syndrome is usually fully
emotional with a visible desire to communicate positive emotions.
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phonemic structure in the mind), the manner of realization of the full phonemic
inventory (realization of phonemes in the basic position permits us to establish
a set of phonological variants and interpret them as normative sounds, deformations or substitutions), and from the process of co-articulation occurring in consonant groups32 (co-articulation disorders are evidence of dysglossia, dyslalia, dysarthria, or impaired hearing).
– speech prosody: anomalous realizations of intonation, speech pace, and of
making pauses, are evidence of brain damage, impaired hearing or dysarthria, and
they are a constant element of stuttering.
The theory of communication, especially sociolinguistics, has provided the
logopedist with one more tool for the assessment of communication capacities.
This is the testing of dialogue skills.
3. Dialogue Skills
Dialogue, the most important form of human language activity, is the fabric
of socialization process. It is through dialogue that the child gets to know the
world and learns the language. From the earliest moments of his life, he enters
into social interactions through dialogue, first by nonverbal means and with time
by means of words as well. Therefore, the structure and realization of dialogue can
provide knowledge on the individual’s mental and social development and on the
degree to which s/he has mastered the language.
A dialogue utterance is thematically open-ended. The dialogue participants
can easily switch from one theme to others in their conversation. The utterance is
unpredictable both in its content and in duration. It usually requires only the unconscious knowledge of the existence of a minimal interaction structure and the
ability to fill this structure with the verbal and gestural-mimetic fabric. This structure can be presented in the following model: initiation - reaction - coda33 (“Shall
we go for a walk”[Idziemy na spacer]? “Let’s go on the swings” [Na huśtawki]!
“Let’s go then” [No to idziemy]). Each of the components of this structure may
take its specific formal shape (e.g. absence of the coda, incomplete reaction) and,
depending on the interaction possibilities of the person examined, it is conventionally or creatively filled with words, gestures, and mimetic behaviors.
In conversations with children who are normal in intellectual and sensory
terms, the realization of dialogue in action (e.g. while painting) considerably difA complete description of consonant groups in Polish is contained in the book by S. Milewski, Lingwistyczne i dydaktyczne aspekty analizy fonemowej, series: Komunikacja językowa i jej
zaburzenia, vol.17, (ed.). S. Grabias, Lublin 1999.
33
On the methodology of describing dialogue see J. Warchala, Dialog potoczny a tekst Katowice 1991; B. Boniecka, Struktura i funkcje pytań w języku polskim, series: Komunikacja językowa
i jej zaburzenia , vol. 18, (ed.). S. Grabias, Lublin 2000; A. Domagała, Zachowania językowe
w demencji, series: Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia, vol. 20, (ed.). S. Grabias, Lublin 2007.
32
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fers from the realization of intellectualized dialogue (e.g. while telling a fairy
story) both by the structure itself and the length of themes, and by the nonequivalent share of words in relation to gestural-mimetic means. Dialogue utterances in
speech disorders take specific forms depending on the kind of dysfunction (different, for example, in deafness, different in Alzheimer’s disease and entirely different in schizophrenia). In children with speech development retardation they are
structurally simplified and have the impoverished interaction fabric.
4. Social Language Skills
In language interaction there are vast possibilities for subtle diagnosis of sociolinguistic language competence, which is a significant component of the social
adjustment process. Sociolinguistics introduced into the description of interaction
the concept of social and linguistic roles which require that interaction participants know interaction patterns and are able to choose language means depending
on to whom the communication is addressed (talking to children is different from
talking to adults, talking to the latter depends on whether they are the speaker’s
family and friends or unknown to him; in official social interactions – talking to
one’s subordinates is different from talking to one’s superiors.34
The breakdown of the mind in Alzheimer’s disease entirely destroys the ability to realize social and linguistic roles.35 In all types of speech development retardation (in mental disabilities, in deafness, alalia, and in autism) the knowledge of
social communication patterns develops with difficulty and usually remains at the
level of substitute knowledge.
Description and Interpretation in Logopedic Diagnosis
To finish this necessarily simplified presentation of description we have to
assert that description is the most important component of logopedic diagnosis.
It is the logopedist’s exclusive area of activity because it is only the logopedist
who has appropriate competencies to assess disordered communication behaviors and the tools for recording and describing various manifestations of these
behaviors
Nobody is an equal partner for the logopedist in this respect since his competence stems from the subject of logopedic research. It is especially speech disorders that remain outside the research scope of related disciplines such as linguistics, psycholinguistics, or sociolinguistics. Within the scope of medical sciences
is man in his biological entanglement. Logopedics, on the other hand, observes
I described the system of social and linguistic roles in detail in the book: Język w zachowaniach społecznych, Lublin 2003, Chapter: Społeczna pozycja odbiorcy , : 268 et seq..
35
An exhaustive interpretation of communication behaviors in Alzheimer’s disease was presented by A. Domagała, Zachowania językowe w demencji, op. cit.
34
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the participation of language in the development of individuals’ minds (in their
diverse biological condition) and in building social relationships.
Description in logopedic treatment permits us to realize two goals: a) it provides the necessary grounds for the final diagnosis, which is the identification of
a disorder type; b) it shows the systems of language skills and skill disturbances
in interaction courses, which is necessary for programming therapy and then for
conducting it.36
The other diagnostic procedure is interpretation. The logopedist, equipped
with the descriptive knowledge of language behaviors, must identify the type of
disorder on the basis of analysis of the results of specialist examinations (medical,
audiological, or psychological) and on the basis of the patient’s family history.
Only the family history can provide plausible knowledge of genetic predispositions in the family, including the period of the individual’s life, in which biological damage took place. The procedure called “differential diagnosis” in the model
of logopedic treatment is based on the knowledge and experience of the logopedist, who often has to distinguish between disorders that have similar symptoms.
5. Treatment
The logopedist also has to have knowledge of the other procedures of logopedic management. Apart from diagnosis, these are: programming of therapy and
therapeutic management.
I. Programming of Therapy. The Program Framework:
1. Aims of logopedic management.
2. Strategies and methods of management
3. Organization of management
I. Therapeutic Management:
1. Organization of therapy stages and their assessments. The Choice of measures and aids
2.	Keeping documentation
3. Verification of diagnostic hypotheses
4. Modification of the program.
Programming of therapy requires the logopedist’s greatest intellectual effort:
the ability to combine into a synthesized whole a general knowledge of human
behavior, of language and its disorders, and of the possibilities and methods of
36
For an expert scholar, and the more so for an experienced practitioner it is fairly simple to
identify a disorder. Even disorders related to brain injuries do not pose major diagnostic problems.
The genuine problem in logopedic diagnosis consists in the ability to detect deficiencies in the
systems of language and communication skills. It is this skill of the logopedist, consisting in identification of man’s actual possibilities, that determines the efficacy of the programming and course
of therapy.
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management in a disorder. It also requires consideration on the order of importance of therapeutic steps.
These procedures are clear and do not require special comment. It is the logopedist’s duty to formulate the goals of therapy, management methods, and, most
importantly, to determine its measurable stages. All the procedures of therapeutic
management have to be documented and constantly adjusted for the capabilities
of the patient undergoing these procedures.
The theoretical keystone of the foregoing discussion should be the following
reflection on the nature of language. For centuries, the debate on its essence has
gone on between two extreme standpoints. The first one stems from the belief
that “language is a social phenomenon”, because it is this group (society) that has
created language motivated by needs for interaction, and that an individual can
learn language, which s/he acquires in the process of socialization (structuralism,
sociolinguistics). The second standpoint treats language as an immanently human
feature. It assumes that language is “innate to man” because it is only man who
can learn language while language behaviors are the only ones that distinguish
man from among living beings.
The thesis that language is a constitutive feature of man, an exclusively human phenomenon, is confirmed by neurobiological studies. The question why this
is so can be answered at the beginning of this 21st century like this: because the
human brain is the most organized structure in the world and only the brain can
cope with language, which is also an immensely complicated entity.
Another question, fundamental for the process of language interiorization,
why does one person learn a language faster and another more slowly?, leads
to the following answer – the biological structure determines the limits to capabilities on this basis: for a species this is impossible in any way. However,
biology creates different realizations of capabilities for individuals within a species, depending on individual properties. For centuries, the continually prevalent
belief was that it is socialization that fully determines the process of language
acquisition. The most recent studies on the brain and human behaviors will probably change views on the subject. W will have to admit the following thesis for
consideration: if language is “innate” to man, then man cannot simply not have
language.37 It seems that this is indeed the case. Logopedics confirms that there
37
It is still easier to answer the question about what language is not. It certainly is neither the
instrument of communication nor cognition. It manifests itself in every act of human consciousness,
in any interpretation of phenomena, and it cannot be excluded from this act. For man cannot stand
in front of the world in some languageless state.
Nor is language a structure of signs created outside of the individual’s mind and introduced
into the brain through behavioral stimulation. Indeed, the second language can be programmed to
some extent, just as there are efforts to program the first language in cases requiring logopedic intervention. However, the logopedists’ efforts will also be the less satisfactory the less the individual’s
brain and his/her cognitive experience are able to participate in the process of language program-
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is no speech disorder whatsoever that could entirely deprive a person of language
contact with other people.38
Therefore, we need a new discussion on the role of socialization in the process of language acquisition, so that the logopedist could also reasonably answer
the question whether, while building the language, s/he will have to program each
element of the system in the patient’s mind? Today we can only state for sure that
the logopedist should utilize in therapy everything that is available in a situation.
Encouraged by Alfred Korzybski’s theory regarding the role of language
in cognition of the world, which subject has been discussed for years, I present the problem as follows: a single individual, equipped with senses, faces the
world alone because the senses of each of us project impressions in their own way
because sensory cognition is itself highly subjective. But man has the language
which presents these subjective sensations in the form of rational and intersubjective beings. An intellectually and biologically normal individual receives language as a gift: s/he acquires it imperceptibly, without effort, as well as gaining
rationalized intersubjective cognitive structures that go with it.39
It is also believed that cognitive structures not only objectivize experiences
but also filter the flow of stimuli to the brain because the brain perceives only
the stimuli that it is able to interpret, which it does through cognitive structures.
Therefore, there is no other picture of the world than the linguistic one; there can
at best be pictures of the world constructed by different languages.

ming. Logopedics also provides a negative verification of the thesis of generative grammar that
language is an ideal construct, equally characteristic of all individuals as an innate entity.
Language is without doubt a part of the human mind, built according to the brain’s biological
capacities and man’s motor experience. Depending on these capabilities man interiorizes both language and programs of language behaviors to a different extent.
38
An extremely disadvantageous situation for the interiorization of language and communication competence is deaf-blindness. It turns out, however, that even prelingually deaf-blind persons
have language foundations and interpret the world in language terms, cf. E. Niestorowicz, Świat
w umyśle i rzeźbie osób głuchoniewidomych, series “Komunikacja językowa i jej zaburzenia”,
(ed.), S. Grabias, vol. 21, Lublin 2007.
39
For more, see S. Grabias, Język, poznanie, interakcja, [in:] Język, interakcja, zaburzenia
mowy, (ed.). T. Woźniak, A. Domagała, Lublin 2007: 355–377.
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Intralingual Translation as A Measure of Linguistic
Maturity of a Child/Student

Summary
The author assesses students’ abilities to create specific word-formation constructions (diminutive forms and masculine and feminine names) in sequences of proportional relations, with the use
of specific paraphrases. The author makes use of the first proposal of description of lexis by Professor Jerzy Wierzchowski, which refers to the assumptions of a structural formulation of a language
system and takes into account the role of a connective phrase, fulfilling the condition of an intralingual translation when establishing the relations between words based on the similarity of form and
content. The material collected through questionnaires comes from primary school students – grades
two to six and from vocational school secondary technical school and students with impaired hearing. The control group consists of Polish philology students. The analysis shows that in creating
even the easiest word-formation constructions differences not only between younger and older students but also, more importantly, between students of the same age group, become manifest. They
indicate students with language awkwardness/difficulties, students with learning difficulties with
respect to reading and writing, often with speech defects. The ability to use intralingual translation
shows their problems in the sphere of metalinguistic skills, understanding of the language structure,
implementing the system to express knowledge about the world without the need to experience it
directly.
Key words: analogy, proportions, intralingual translation, connective phrase

Introduction
Full, comprehensive and reliable assessment of the level of language competence development (also the communicative one) and the appropriate language
skills, is not an easy task, especially if we are intent on assessing the degree to
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which all the language subsystems are mastered, including semantics, and revealing the extent of the limitations or the inability to master some of them. Recognizing what in a child's language development goes beyond the norm requires time
and observations of different types of their behavior and their relations towards
the environment. It also requires the accuracy of perception of what the children
have mastered, how they express their intentions, how they describe fragments of
reality and differentiating it from what they copy from the surrounding speech,
what they leave out because it is too well known and with what language elements they experiment to find their usage and meaning. Such diagnosis allows us
not only to assess the level of the children’s speech development, their language
acquisition strategies, but also to foresee and prevent the difficulties which may
appear later, even during school education, when the intensive speech development seems completed and language education becomes a task for educationists.
The ways of mastering the signs and rules of the language by a child at
a certain level of development, the emergence of a semantic structure and changes
in the meaning of system units have long been a subject of a many-sided analysis
and research. Psychological, psycholinguistic, linguistic research proves that the
child's experience of language as a world in which one can act and create develops
slowly and lasts much longer than building the basis of a language system. From
speech therapy practice we know that skills, usually referred to as metalinguistic
skills, guarantee the development of language at a level which allows for acquiring new ranges of knowledge through language symbols, thinking about abstract
subjects and phenomena, and also, or above all, for mastering the so called school
language skills. Just as the occurrence of first words is an important indicator
of speech development, so the awareness of the system, relations between form/
forms and meaning/change of meaning can be a measure of linguistic maturity.
That allows us to describe the world and understand the description of extralinguistic reality without the need of experiencing it directly.
Relations between words – discovering the structure
The assessment of the range of vocabulary, so important in the procedure of
diagnosis of speech, focuses on determining the ability to label designations or,
possibly, describing the features of designated objects, phenomena etc. The conviction that it is enough to start the mechanism of acquiring language and the rest
should work on its own account, according to the rule stating that the mind is not
a container which should be filled, but a fire which should be lit, is inscribed in our
concept of speech development. Scientific reports suggest that lexical structure
emerges slowly. It is beyond doubt that it is a resource of knowledge about the
world and language, knowledge of connections of forms and contents as well as
their mutual relations. In an linguistic approach, models of description of the lexi-
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cal system change according to the accepted method of describing the language.
Structural approach to language claims that words create a hierarchically ordered
system and a change of one element causes changes in the whole system. Description of the system is possible when the singled out items (words) are described
with the use of intralingual translation.
Although undoubtedly the knowledge about the extralinguistic reality is decisive about the meaning of units, full mastering of language allows us to build
meanings through verbal description. Language development is based on building a system and the awareness of relations between form and meaning, and the
connections between the elements of the system, designated by the relations. The
transition from forms and meanings set in familiar spaces of here and now to
signs – units of the system, allows us to infer through analogy, abstraction, well as
through description of the system itself.
The process starts quite early, because the child, distinguishing smaller and
smaller units that inform about something, discovers – according to Smoczyński
(1955) – the key to the language of adults. This happens when the child reaches
the sense of the morphological structure of the word and starts to use that knowledge to communicate and think. Ample evidence of his mental association of
those elements of words which have common characteristics in the form and substance, and the evidence of understanding by the child, that with these elements
the meanings of words are modified in various ways, is the rapid development of
the vocabulary and children’s analogical formations. Along with the mastery of
first morphemes, the child’s memory frees the space for new units, because the acquired ones become the material for word-formation operations and the inference
about the meanings on the basis of the acquired structures and their exponents.
The child no longer needs to remember every inflected form or a word-formation
modification as a separate new word (Smoczyński 1955, 157). But before children
realize and remember the “order” of meanings and forms, several months, even
years of experimenting, testing and the activity of the little linguist will pass
Children’s common differences in the creation of new words or inflection are
explained by the application of analogy. Psychologists say that thinking by analogy is one of the most enigmatic forms of human cognitive activity, and its course
is closely connected with the functioning of the basic psychological mechanisms
(Biela 1981). How the analogous thinking activity progresses depends on the
stage of development, individual activity, also on the social and cultural environment in which individuals live (Tomasello 2002). In modern linguistics, analogy
is understood as proportional ratio that exists between linguistic forms; these may
be forms of different words (or forms of the same word), in whose relations the
similarity of form and some similarity of content can be observed. The mechanism
is reconstructed according to the formula: form X: form Y (Encyclopedia of General Linguistics 1993: 45). In the literature it is assumed that in a language system
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the phenomenon of analogy occurs when a number of elements are arranged in
a proportional relationship (e.g. phonological pairs p: b = k: g = s: z), morphological (e.g. dom: domu = atom: atomu = bok: boku). Action, reasoning, inference
by analogy are done by the discovery of proportionality between the forms. This
explains not only the presence of neologisms in the development of the child’s
speech, but also a mechanism for the emergence of new, non-standard units in
everyday language, art, etc.
In the history of linguistics, binary sequences appeared first, then the multielement ones. The constructed proportions were used to show the lexical structure
and semantic relationships, and contributed mainly to illustrating the systematic
structure of the vocabulary. While organizing them the similarity of form and
content was assumed, but without a real care for precise determination of the differences in meaning.
Analogy in proportional sequences
In the material collected by me I found proportional sequences in the utterances of four-years-old children. They were used by the little interlocutors to explain the meanings of words, identify the similarities or differentiate the meanings
of word-formation or inflexion variants, or to explain non-linguistic phenomena,
and organize the knowledge by discovering connections between words. The experience acquired while working with hard of hearing students has convinced
me that building a proportional sequence, that is, acting by analogy in the world
of language, is sometimes a difficult task for them, and sometimes impossible.
I attempted to check whether children of an early school age, having mastered the
language system at least at a sufficient level of communication, trained in reading,
writing and understanding the basics of metalanguage, can “play” formulating
proportions. It was not meant to check only the perception of the proportionality
of forms, but the role of awareness in recognizing the relationship between the
form and content of words through a language translation. I used the method of
vocabulary description proposed by J. Wierzchowski (1956).
Intralingual translation in groups of proportional
relations
Referring to multi-element proportions and the semantic relation of verbal
forms, Wierzchowski (1959) proposed groups of proportional relations, that is
groups distinguished in proportional sequences, which included words with the
same core (related by formal similarity) and specific semantic relations. Obtaining those groups allows the use of a linking phrase, that is a type of paraphrase or
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translation, which should explain a word using another of its forms. According to
Wierzchowski (1976: 139.143), it can be any phrase that occurs in the language,
which contains a word phonetically similar in its core, of an identical or nearly
identical meaning. The requirement of using the same linking phrases allows us
to extract, from among traditional proportional sequences, those proportions that
are similar not only formally but also repeat the same semantic distance. He calls
them groups of proportional relations. An effective tool for confirming the attachment to the GPR is a linking phrase, because it allows for distinguishing words,
taking into account the meaning described through the same language, without
referring to extra-linguistic reality. Wierzchowski’s proposal appears to satisfy
the requirement of a metalanguage description. For children it is a kind of game
of what words mean and how the similarity of verbal forms indicates the meaning.
Making up sequences of proportional relations requires phonological, morphological (discovering the similarity of forms) and semantic competence (recognizing
the similarity of the meaning of the core, the awareness of a change of meaning,
caused by the use of a word formative). The linking phrase, which is used for
paraphrasing phonetically similar words, shows their formal and semantic similarity, defines relations and changes in meaning (shifts in the groups). It is an intralingual translation, because it focuses on the relations between words; it enables
breaking away from the knowledge of the world (though it does not eliminate it).
It is a simple way of explaining the similarity of form and content between words,
creating words modeled after the existing ones. Therefore, it satisfies the requirement of handling units of language – words perceived as part of a larger structure.
Linking phrase in a game with sequences
of proportional relations
In the article I use the material gathered with the use of a survey. A group of
students were encouraged to take part in a game of looking for forms of words that
match the given patterns and are described by specific phrases. The respondents
were primary school students – grades two, three, four, five (54 persons), junior
high school students (30 persons) and high school students (vocational school –
25 persons, technical college – 30 persons). The control group was made up of
students of Polish philology (30 persons). The studies conducted in schools comprised all the students from the selected grades. I also used the questionnaires of
a group of pupils with speech defects and / or learning difficulties, who were under a specialist care.
I chose the easiest proportional sequences generated in the child's linguistic
picture of the world. The first task provoked the subjects to create diminutive
words in such a way as to match the first pair, given as an example: kot (cat) – big,
huge, old (under the fraction line) kotek (kitten) – small, young, cute. The next
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words were separated by the equality sign. The second task required giving the
linking phrases that explained the difference in meaning between the words kot
(male cat): kotka (female cat). On the next page in succeeding lines the words
were given for which forms were to be created (often potential ones) in the grammatical gender fulfilling the rule described by the proportion: kot:kotka = pan
(man):pani (lady). Formulas supplemented by the results obtained from the questionnaires of students of Polish philology are presented below, the words in italics
were written by the young people.
Task 1
(Cat
dog
ox
hair
balloon threshold blister shoe)
Kot
pies
wół
włos
balon
próg
bąbel
but
Kotek piesek wołek włosek balonik prożek
bąbelek bucik
/ wółek (2)
/ balonek (4)
/ butek (7)
Task 2
Wieloryb to pan: pani to wielorybica/wielorybowa.
Nietoperz to pan: pani to nietoperzowa / nietoperzyca.
Krowa to pani: pan to krów
Koń to pan : pani to konia/konica/koniowa.
Pani to owca : owiec to pan.
Pani to gwiazda : gwiazd/gwiazdowy to pan.
Palec to pan : pani to palcowa.
Pani to muszla : muszel to pan.
Szpadel to pan : pani to szpadlowa/szpadelka.
Pani to mucha : Much, muchowy to pan.
Małpa to pani : pan to małp/ pan małpa.
The first “games” were carried out in grade II of primary school, the students
completed a questionnaire at the teacher’s request before the lesson. The results
of the survey showed that approximately 2/3 of them created forms of words that
differed little from the formula/example derived from the college students’ questionnaires, about 1/6 of this group used identical forms, the others most frequently
completed the sequences by changing one of the proportions. The regular change
was creating of sequences with the use of hipocoristic forms: piesunio, wołunio,
balonunio, butunio, progunio etc. (2 persons). Other changes concerned single
words, as if the students briefly changed the paraphrase, forgot about the derivation rule. They wrote:
• plural form: wół: wóły/woły (6); włos: włosy (6), balon: balony (2); próg:
prógi/prógy (3).
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• feminine form of the word: wół/wóła (2); balon: balona (1) bąbel: bąbelka
(3 people).
• diminutive form with another formative of -yk (ik): bąbelik (1).
The fewest problems were caused by the words: pies, włos. It was more difficult to create sequences which contained probably less frequently used words,
and those in which there were alternations (wołek: wółek: wolik; próżek: próczek: prógek) and spelling traps (purzek: prórzek: prużek). It seemed that in this
age group the game of creating forms according to a pattern and a semantic rule
was not difficult. However, for some children it was difficult to keep in mind the
morphological and/or semantic principle, and consistently implement the choice
of forms.
But there was also a group of students (roughly 1/3 of a class), who formed
sequences in a completely different way. In all the proportions (except for pies:
piesek) they wrote usually forms different than the model; there were also more
deletions and corrections. Those students had a lot of trouble with the creation
of derivatives, the choice of a formative, understanding the principles of proportion, using both rules (the semantic and the formal one) simultaneously, and with
spelling the words. While in the aforementioned group the changes appeared in
one proportion, in this group the changes concerned almost all of them. The characteristics that I received from educators indicated that this group of respondents
were students with reading and/or writing difficulties, some of them with speech
defects, some of them had undergone and some are still in the process of speech
therapy. I obtained similar results from the questionnaires filled out by third-grade
students. Below I present the forms from the sequences created by primary school
students – grades two and three:
• without learning difficulties and without language problems or speech defects:
pies: piesek (6), pieśek, piesunio, piesułek;
wół: wołek (5), wółek, wołunio, woły, wołowa, bawołek;
włos: włosek (8), włosunio, włoseczek;
balon: balonik (7), balonek (2), balonunio;
próg : prożek (6), prorzek, proczek, progunio, progu;
bąbel : bąbelek (8), bąbelunio, bąbeleczek;
but: bucik (5), butek (3), buteczek, butunio;
• students with reading and/or writing difficulties, sometimes with speech
defects:
pies : piesek (8), piesik, piesia, piesio;
wół : wołek (5), wóła, wołyk, wołowa, wółontko, wole (?);
włos : włosek (5), włos(a)(y)ek, włosy, włoseczek, włosianko;
balon : balonik (3), balonek, balon(y)ek, baleczek, balon, balony, balo(?)y;
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próg : prożek (3), prorzek, pr(o)dżek, progacz, próg(ow)y, prógi,,progi, prók;
bąbel : bąbelek (4), bąbelka, bąbella, bąbeleczek, bąbća, bąble, balon;
but: butek (3), butek (3), buciek, butik, butyk, but(?), bućk.
In the questionnaires filled in by older students of primary school, a group
of students could be distinguished who did not create regular proportions and put
in forms different than expected. Similarly, I found the most numerous quantitative and qualitative diversions in the sequences created by students with learning
difficulties and speech defects. Here is a summary of forms from the sequences
created by sixth- and seventh-grade students:
• without learning difficulties and speech defects:
wół : wołek (7), wółek (6), wołeczek, wolnik, woły (3);
włos : włosek (13), włoseg, włosik, włosyk, włosy (5);
balon : balonik (11), balonek (2), balonyk, balony;
próg : prożek, prorzek, prożeg, próżek (3), progek, progiek (2), progik,
prógcik, progi (4), prugi;
bąbel : bąbelek (11), bąbeli(y)k, bąbelk, bąble, bąbele;
but : bucik (4), butek (7), buty.
• with learning difficulties and speech defects
wół : wołek (8), wółek (6), bawołek, woły (2), wóły;
włos : włosek (14), włosy (5), włoski;
balon ; balonik (9), balonek (4), balony (4), balońk, balanyk, balanik;
próg : prożek (9), prożek(g), prożeg, prorzeg, próżek, prużek, prógek, próczek, prógułek, prógnik, progi (2), progiem;
bąbel : bąbelek (14), bombelek, bodelek,bąbly, bompelki, babeczek, babalek;
but : bucik (11), butek (4), buty.
In both groups the most common form not meeting the requirements of translation was the plural form, occasionally an inflected form. Quite often diminutive
forms with suffix -yk (ik) were entered, such as balonik, balanyk, balonyk, balanik, bąbelik. Usually the same words caused students the most trouble. In the group
of younger students there was more creativity in the composition of derivatives,
and the search for word-forms, even experimentation, was more noticeable. In
the older group there were more distinctions concerning the words whose wordformation changes introduced vowel alternations, for example: prożek –próżek /
prużek, wołek – wołek and consonant alternations: prożek – progiem – proczek.
The registered forms reflect difficulties with spelling: próg – prorzek-prożeg, próg
– progi – prugi, bąbel-bombelek, balońk-balonik, bąbelek-babalek. Students’
doubts as to the rendering of nasal vowels are observable, eg: bably, bombelek,
bompelki, and phonological problems: bąmalik, bompelki, graphomotor difficulties: bodelek.
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Constructing sequences proved to be a far easier task for students from secondary schools. In task 1 I registered examples of inaccurate forms only occasionally. The case was slightly different in the group of students with impaired hearing. In their surveys I often recorded a lack of response (gaps in the proportions),
more frequent were forms that do not meet the requirement of the linking phrase:
wół – wółka, próg – proga, balon – balonka, bąbel – bąbka, but – buta; and plural forms were entered: buty, włosy. Only two students created forms realizing
the proportion: butek, balonek, most of them used the conventional forms: bucik,
balonik. Just like the younger respondents’ surveys, the proportion for the word
próg had several forms: progek, prógek, progeczek that showed the understanding
of the principle defined by the linking phrase and the knowledge of appropriate
formatives, but pointed to the difficulties of the people with impaired hearing
concerning the use of phonotactic rules. In this group I observed examples which
demonstrated the confusion of the inflected form with the word forming one. Creating proportional sequences was not an easy task for those students with impaired
hearing who mostly used sign language. They often expressed disapproval and
lack of interest in the game, they also said that they did not understand its purpose.
Task 2 was preceded by a request to provide at least a few phrases linking
the words kot and kotka. The young subjects entered typical paraphrases, mainly:
kot is a male and kotka is a female or man is kot, lady is kotka. Only one student
wrote: kot – zwierz, kotka – zwierzyca, creating a potential derivative with the use
of a cognitive category.
Comparisons of forms, added to the entries given in the second part of the
task, allow us to conclude that the students treated them like a game of creating
word-forms, coming up with forms that meet the requirements defined by the linking phrase. The collected material also shows quantitative and qualitative differences in the creation of derivatives by students of different age groups. Compared
with Task 1, a new behavior was that in almost all cases the surveyed students
produced a few other derivatives fulfilling the requirement of the linking phrase,
more frequently they did not participate in the game of creating proportions. In
many sequences, forms which realized the paraphrase from the previous task were
entered, and quite often (especially in the surveys of vocational school students)
lexemes were given which were the names of a specimen making up a pair, eg:
male pies (dog) – female suka (bitch): female owca (sheep) – male baran (ram)
etc. In this task, the students’ word-formation creativity was higher.
Here are the words entered by second- and third-grade students:
• without learning and speaking difficulties:
wieloryb (whale): wielorybka (4, wielorybica (2), wielorybcia, wielorybnica,
wieloryba,wielorybowa, pani wieloryb, wieloryb;
nietoperz (bat): nietoperzyca (5), nietoperzowa (2), nietoperka, nietoperza,
nietoperzyczka;
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krowa (cow): krówka, kruwka, krowa, krowy, pan krowa, byk (9), byck, byki;
koń (horse): koniowa (3), konica/ końca, konia, końka, koniczka (2), klacz
(3), klacza, źrybica, pani koń;
owca (sheep): baran (8), owca (2), owiec, owieczka, pan owca, owcy, owce,
owcapan;
gwiazda (star): gwiazd (4), gwiazdy (2), gwiazdka, gwiażdeczka (!), gwiazdor (3), gwiazdowie, gwiazdek (2), gwiazdacz, pan gwiazda, księzyc (!);
palec (finger): palcowa(3)/palecowa, pani palcowa, pani palec, palca, palcawa, paleczka, palecka, palcucha, paleńka, paluszka, palcica;
muszla (shell): muszla (3) muszl, muszel (5), muszlarz, muszle, muszelka, klozet;
szpadel (spade): szpadelka (6), szpadelowa, szpadlówka, szpadlica, szpadelek, łopata (2);
mucha (fly): much (11), muszek (3), muchowy, muska, muszka (2), mucha (2),
muchowad, pan mucha;
małpa (ape): małpiszon (5)/małpison, goryl (4)/goryr, małpek, małp, małpica, małpolud/małpolut, pan małpa;
• with difficulties in reading and writing, speech defects:
wieloryb: wielorybka, wielorypka, wierorypka, wieloryba, wielorybia, wielorybowa, wierobica, wielorbiana, pani wieloryb, wieloryb; wróbelka;
nietoperz: nietoperzowa (2), nietoperzyca , nietoperz(ż)ka, nietopeszka, nietoperza, nietoperka (2), nietoperza;
krowa: byk (6); krowiec, krówek, krowior;
koń: pani koń, konica (2), końica, koninka, konia, końiowa, końic, koniczak,
kobyła (3);
owca: owiec (7), pan owiec (2), owieczek, owieczor, owieczo, owieco, owieczko, owcek, owc, owcar, owcor, owciok, awciow, owciotko, owaka, owcowa, baran,
owoce;
gwiazda: pan gwiazda, gwiazdor (3), gwiazdek (1), gwiazd (2), gwiazdeczek,
gwiazdonek, gwiazdospad;
palec: pani palec, paleca, palcowa (3), palcawa, paleczówka, pa(v)(r)uszek,
paluszeka, palca, palca(?)iwa/ palow, paleczka (2), palunia (2), palka;
muszla: pan muszla, muszel, muszla, muszl(2), pan muszel, pan moszów, muszelkowy, muskan, muszle, muszli,
nietoperz: nietoperzowa (2), nietoperzyca , nietoperz(ż)ka, nietopeszka, nietoperza, nietoperka (2), nietoperza;
krowa: byk (6); krowiec, krówek, krowior;
koń: pani koń, konica (2), końica, koninka, konia, końiowa, końic, koniczak,
kobyła (3);
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owca: owiec (7), pan owiec (2), owieczek, owieczor, owieczo, owieco, owieczko, owcek, owc, owcar, owcor, owciok, awciow, owciotko, owaka, owcowa, baran,
owoce;
gwiazda: pan gwiazda, gwiazdor (3), gwiazdek (1), gwiazd (2), gwiazdeczek,
gwiazdonek, gwiazdospad;
palec: pani palec, paleca, palcowa (3), palcawa, paleczówka, pa(v)(r)uszek,
paluszeka, palca, palca(?)iwa/ palow, paleczka (2), palunia (2), palka;
muszla: pan muszla, muszel, muszla, muszl(2), pan muszel, pan moszów, muszelkowy, muskan, muszle, muszli,
szpadel: szpadelka (7), szpadka, szpadela, łopata;
mucha: much (7), mucha, muchor, mucha;
małpa: małp (4), małpek (4); małpiszon, małpior;
In this task nearly all students correctly understood the principle of the intralingual translation and created the derivatives according to the rule of “phonetic
similarity of words in their core” and did not care about formal proportions. The
differences in the formatives used were easily noticeable: in the group of linguistically more competent students there were more constructions (among them the
potential ones) in which formatives were used meant for the feminine forms, and
far fewer constructions with the use of formatives from other grammatical categories. In the group of students with language difficulties the situation was different. The choice of the rule and formative caused problems, they often repeated the
initial form. Problems with spelling were revealed to a lesser extent, but difficulties in distinguishing the morphological parts were more clearly visible.
The material obtained from the surveys done by older students from primary school also shows divergences in word-formation skills, compared with their
younger classmates. The extent of the techniques used and plays with proportions
increased with age. Here are the examples of sequences created by fifth- and sixthgrade students:
wieloryb: wielorybka (8), wielorybica (5), wielorybowi (2), wielorybia, wielorybiczka, wielorybia, pani wieloryb;
nietoperz: nietoperzowa (5), nietoperzyca (8), nietopeszka (2) nietoperzka,
nietopeża, nietoperzyna;
krowa: krów (5), krowa (2), krówka (3), krowmen, krowies, byk (11);
koń: konica (6), końca, końica, koniowa (2), konia, klacz, końwomen, kołyba;
owca: owiec (4), owieczka (2), owieczna, owcem, owoc, koza (2), baran (6);
gwiazda: gwiazdor (2), gwiazd, gwiazdec, gwiazdek, gwiazdor, gwiazdeka,
gwiezdnik, pan gwiazda, pan gwiazd, gwiazdem, gwiazda, gwiazdka, gwiazdeczka, księżyc;
palec: palcowa (4), palecowa (2), palcówka, palca, pani palec, paluszka, palica, palec, paluszek, paluch, ręka;
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muszla: muszel (5), muszl, muszol, muszlem, pan muszla, muszla, muszelka;
szpadel: szpadlowa (10), szpadlica (2), szpadlówka, szpadela, szpadrowa,
szpadella, szpadelka, łopata;
mucha: much (6), muszka (2), muska, muszyca, muchowy, muszek, pan mucha, muchalik, muchem, osa, komar;
małpa: małpa (5), małpiszon (5), małpison, małpion, małp, małpia, małpas,
małpan, małpomen, szympal, goryl (3).
The comparison of sequences created by vocational school students and
secondary technical schools also shows differences in the sphere of word-formation competence in comparison with younger students. Here are examples
of sequences created by vocational school students:
wieloryb: wielorybowa (4), wielorybica (3), wieloryb (3), wielorybka (2),
wieloryba, wieloryka, pani ryba, rybka (5), wielka ryba;
nietoperz: nietoperzyca (5), nietoperzowa (4), nietoperka (2); nietoperz (3);
nietopesz (2), nietoperzka, pani sowa (3);
krowa: krowa (2), byk (15), cielę (2);
koń: kobyła (12), konia, konica, klacz (6);
owca: owieczka, owieczce, owcowy, owiec, baran (13), pan baran, koza (2),
kozioł (2);
gwiazda: gwiazda (5), gwiazdozbiór (3); gwiazdor (3); gwiazdy, gwieździe,
księżyc (4), planeta (2), niebo (1);
palec: palec (5); paluszek, paluszka, palica, palcowa, ręka (7), rączka, dłoń,
opuszek, opuszka;
muszla: muszla (5), muszelka (2), pan muszla, muszel, małża (3), plaża,
bursztyn, ślimak;
szpadel: szpadelek (6), szpadel, szpadle, łopata (9), motyka, betoniarka;
mucha: muszka (6), mucha (3), muchy (2), much (1), bąk (4), komar (2);
małpa: małpaka (2), małpeczka (2), małpa (2), goryl (10), szympans (3),
zwierzę.
Students from that group also focused on fulfilling the task determined by
the linking phrase more than on creating proportions, more frequently than others
included lexems being names of the specimen in a masculine – feminine pair, they
repeated the headword, chose words from the same semantic range, collection,
subordinate category, seldom a primary one. The play with the linking phrase
meeting the requirements of the intralingual translation was so difficult (or incomprehensible) for almost ¼ of them that they gave up the search for any wordformation constructions. Just as in the youngest students' group, I registered plural
forms and inflected forms.
Secondary technical school students (from the same school and of the same
age) fulfilled the task in a slightly different way. Here is a list of sequences from
their survey forms:
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wieloryb: wielorybka (11), wielorybica (7), wielorybowi, wielorybowi, wielorybnica; wieloryb;
nietoperz: nietoperzyca (11), nietoperzka (3), nietoperzowa (2), nietoperka
(2), nietoperka;
krowa: krow (5), krów (4), krowek (3), krówek, krowiec, krówsko, kruwka,
byk (3);
koń: konica (7), konina (4), koniowa (2), konnica, kobyła (3), klacz (3);
owca: owiec (11), owc (3), owik, owczyk, owczątko, owieczka (2), baran (2);
gwiazda: gwiazd (7), gwiazdek (4), gwiazdor (2), gwieździc, gwieździe,
gwiezdny, gwiazda (2), gwiazdka, księżyc;
palec: palcowa (4), palcówa (2), palcówka (2), palczyca, palica, palcina,
paliczka, palicowa, palczatka, palcontka, paluszka (2), paluszek (2), ręka, dłoń;
muszla: muszel (13), muszl (3), murzl, muszelka (2), skorupiak;
szpadel: szpadelka (11), szpadlica (3), szpadka, szpadelek (3), łopata (2);
mucha: much (8), muszek (3), muszka (6), muszeczka, robacznica;
małpa: małpek (7), małpiszon (2), małpan, małpka (2), małpkowa, małpeczka,
goryl (4), orangutan (2).
Secondary technical school students more frequently took up the game with
sequences of proportional relations, incorporating the rule of intralingual translation. In the word-formation constructions they very often used the expected formatives and created potential forms in accordance with the required meaning.
Inadequate proportions were rare: the use of diminutives or plural forms. Some
respondents (as in the peer group described earlier) did not take up the game of
creating proportions but respected the requirement of semantic modification and
displayed the knowledge of specific names and extra-linguistic reality, but it happened much less frequently than in the group of their peers from a vocational
school.
Students with impaired hearing also completed that part of the questionnaire
reluctantly. The obtained material is presented below:
krowa : byk (6), krowiec, krówek, krowio;
koń : konica (6), końica, koninka, konia, kobyła;
owca : owiec (7), owieczek, owcor, baran;
gwiazda : gwiazdek (8), gwiazdor;
palec : palca (3), palcowa (2), paleczka (2), palunia (2), palka;
muszla : muszel (9),
szpadel : szpadelka (7), szpadka, szpadela, łopata;
mucha : much (7), mucha, muchor, muchat;
małpa : małp (4), małpek (4), małpiszon, małpior.
Almost all structures created by students with impaired hearing implement
the principle of intralingual translation. The repertoire of forms obtained from the
survey is much more limited, because not only was the group of respondents less
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numerous, but many of the respondents did not submit the answers. It seems that
they used the well tested ways to create derivatives following the indication of the
linking phrase.
The next task, to create paraphrases of potential forms: uczynnik, wygodnik,
myszarium, prostokątowiec, ended the questionnaire (in preparation). The obtained results also confirm that the inference about the meaning of a word based
on the knowledge of its morphology depends on the student’s age, and the level
of language skills. Playing with language translation confirmed that students with
difficulties in reading and writing and speech defects continuing into the schoolage have difficulties in using the rules for inference about the meaning of wordformation structures.
Conclusion
As psychologists say, recognizing analogy – that extraordinary instrument,
the mysterious ability of the cognitive system – depends on the system of concepts, creation of generalizations and the ability to transform information represented in the mind. Noticing the similarities between words, understanding the
meanings with the use of inference through analogy has been recorded by me in
the conversations of 4 years-old children. The proper reasoning by analogy in
solving simple conceptual tasks exists among 3 years-old children, but it must be
nested in their acquired knowledge (Haman 1993), a clear goal allows them to
perform conceptual operations, even without guidance based on external similarity. Explaining the principles of operation and the role of analogy at different
stages of cognitive development has enabled researchers to develop many different models and to conclude that at the successive stages of conceptual development it is the basis for the restructuring of the conceptual system. Although we
know little about the role of inference through analogy in language development
and understanding of its structure by a child, we use it frequently in games of
a diagnostic character and in speech therapy.
The game, in which the task was to demonstrate the skills of creating wordformation structures that meet the requirement of proportionality of form and
content showed that it is done in a slightly different way depending on the age
and level of competence and language skills. Taking up the language game of
creating proportional forms according to the requirement of the linking phrase,
which requires the understanding of the morphological structure of words and the
possibility of explaining the meaning of the word with the use of structural elements, revealed that in every school there is a group of students who cannot cope
adequately with implementing that knowledge. These are mainly pupils with difficulties in reading and writing and long persisting speech defects.
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The presented results do not permit undue generalizations. Nevertheless, they
suggest that the difficulties of students in the creation of word-formation structures
defined by the linking phrase and written in in the sequences of proportional
relations arise from the limited understanding of the fact that words coexist in the
language system, that their form and meaning are determined by specific rules.
The use of intralingual translation also indicates that even at the development age
which is appropriate for formal operations some students still remain at the stage
of labeling the reality, and this correlates with a lower level of metalinguistic
skills, difficulties in learning reading and writing, understanding of cultural texts,
as well as with overcoming the difficulties with speech.
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Word Creativity of Seven-Year-Old Children

Summary
In the following article the issue of word-formation creativity of children aged 7 who start their
primary education was discussed. Although it is about the time when the creativity should disappear,
the children still use quite numerous neologisms in their speech. First-grade pupils form neologisms
either using incorrect word-formation formatives or choosing incorrect base words, thereby expressing a different way of interpreting the surrounding world. The conclusions quoted in the article were
drawn thanks to the research conducted in the form of a quiz among the group of 30 children. The
methodology implemented herein enabled finding out which word-formation category the children
were best familiar with and in which category the children showed the greatest language creativity
Key words: word formation neologisms, conceptual neologisms, analogous word creativity

Introduction
During the development of the child’s language a period of increased word
creativity can be observed which is related to the pre-school age (Kaczmarek
1966; Chmura-Klekotowa, 1971; Zarębina, 1965).
The category of diminutive names is the first type of word formation learnt
by children. The evidence for the use of diminutives can be found in the language
of 18 month old children. The general number of diminutives increases, also the
number of spontaneous, expressions formed independently of adults, the use of
diminutives and the number of formatives (derivational morphemes) creating diminutives and accompanying root words are increased. The number of diminu-
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tives in a child’s vocabulary during this period exceeds the number of diminutives
used by adults addressing the child (Haman, 2003). The formations triggering
positive emotions precede other word-formation constructions in the child’s language.
M. Zarębina (1980) attributes the development of the basis for the wordformation system to the period of rapid increase in vocabulary. It is then when
word formation neologisms, based on analogy, as well as on diminutives and augmentatives start to appear. The author mentions that, already at the pre-school age,
“the capability of independent language creativity” exists, illustrated by numerous neologisms expressed in children’s speech. The children’s language creativity
then visibly intensifies. Parts of speech, within neologisms, appear in proportions
similar to an adult’s vocabulary – nouns constitute 50% of all neologisms, verbs
come next, followed by adjectives and adverbs.
According to L. Kaczmarek (1966), the analogous word-formation creativity
takes place during the period of specific child talk, between the ages of 3 and 7
years. In the first phase it is especially intensified and then gradually weakens in
the following phases.
M. Chmura-Klekotowa (1971) dates the period of neologism formation to
children between 2 and 7 years of age, claiming at the same time, that examples
from younger and older children are scarce. With the majority of Polish children,
analogous word formation occurs in the 3rd year, whereas the biggest intensity is in
the 5th year, following which the number markedly decreases. The neologism order is similar for all children and depends on the extent of their abstraction. Nouns
and verbs tend to occur during the initial stage of word formation development,
whilst adjectives in the latter stage. The number of nouns increases gradually for
children between the ages of 2 to 5, the greatest number of verbs recorded are for
3 and 6 year olds, whilst adjectives for 4 year olds. In the overall neologism count,
the percentage of noun categories denoting bearers of qualities and doers of action rises with age. There is a gradual percentage decrease with age, in the general
number of neologisms (apart from diminutives) for augmentative and feminine
names, though for 6 year olds the number of such formations again increases (an
increase in the emotional anxiety at this age).
As M. Chmura-Klekotowa points out, despite the indicated development correctness, children differ in the degree of word-formation development. The number of neologisms and frequency of their creation depend probably on a child’s
individual characteristics and on the conditions he is brought up in. Thus, both
the beginning of expression creativity, as well as its intensity, vary according to
the individual, which means that they can occur at different ages. They depend on
the degree of a child’s need to communicate as well as the mastered vocabulary at
a given stage and the morphological rules, and these in turn do not depend directly
on the development age achieved.
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New words in the child’s vocabulary reflect the way the world is perceived by
them. In a two part word-formation construction there is reflection of the two-stage
approach to ordering the phenomena of reality. Objects, perceived first as a whole
(or a collection of characteristics) are categorized into a specified conceptual class
(this way new phenomena are classified into a general class of previously known
concepts) and then, on the basis of distinguishing characteristics, they are extracted from other similar specimens of the class. Thus, a word-formation construction
is a concise and shortened definition (Rozwadowski, 1921, Doroszewski, 1963).
To create names a child has to possess a certain resource of perceptions and
ideas as well as relevant names for them and a classification system together with
a resource of language exponents for individual classes. Thus, it is a name that
directs perception as well as orders perceptions and ideas (Chmura-Klekotowa,
1971, 104–105). Disorders in a child’s language formation appear gradually and
slowly, followed by a stronger appearance, after which they begin to weaken,
which can be explained by the ease with which phenomena disappear not strengthened by the environment. Therefore vanishing of neologisms in a child’s language
is directly linked with the purposeful influence of schools (Chmura-Klekotowa,
1971).
The aim of the article
The aim of the article is to depict the word creativity of 7 – year – old children starting their first year at primary school. According to published data on the
subject, this is the time when neologisms should disappear and be replaced by
normative language uses. This is due to the widening of the children’s language
experience and the result of organized teaching at school, responsible for limiting
and even totally superseding children’s analogous language formation in speech.
However, the influence of school on the study group was not strong as the research
was carried out in September, i.e. in the month when the children just started their
school education.
The Method
The research material was collected from a group of 30 first – grade children in experimental trials conducted with the help of a word-formation questionnaire1 specially constructed for this purpose . The quiz consisted of 100 questions
regarding names related to various noun categories. They included diminutives,
expressive names such as augmentatives, feminine names (belonging to modifica1
More precise information related to the structure of word-formation quiz and methodology of
word-formation rules acquisition in E.Muzyka (2007).
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tion categories) as well as names of action performers, tools, products and objects
of action, bearers of qualities and places (from among mutation categories)2.
Only modification and mutation categories were analyzed. Transposition categories were studied, but are omitted from the analyses. The material collected
showed that it is essential, in order to motivate the child to create transposition
construction, to adopt a different research tool from that designed and adopted for
the research of the modification and mutation categories.
The material collected this way included, in total, about 3000 units.
The described research procedure is partly coherent with M.ChmuraKlekotowa’s (1971) suggestion, who carried out an experiment on a group of
3–7 year – old children, consisting of 20 questions prompting the creation of neologisms which were names of people, things and actions. The whole experiment
was arranged as a game due to the children’s age.
In the research described herein, it was decided not to use toys as an aid, since
the children’s age allowed it. Illustrations were used only as a “word-formation
warm-up” preceding the proper study. Then, the children were shown a series of
pictures with appropriate captions – paraphrases and word-formation constructions, i.e. examples of answers to the same type of questions included in the questionnaire. On the one hand, this “warm-up” was to facilitate the explanation to the
children about the tasks in the questionnaire, whilst on the other, it was to inspire
their language creativity related to word-formation. The children’s attention was
deliberately drawn towards formal semantic relationships between words also in
the actual study. The individual questionnaire tasks were read out to the children
with simultaneous control by sight. The word from which the children were to
form a word-formation construction was identified by underlining and additional
information (“the word you will form is to be similar to the one I am showing”).
Results
Children starting their primary school education are capable of creating constructions belonging to particular word-formation categories. On average they
created 80% modification constructions and 65% mutation constructions. They
coped best with the creation of diminutive constructions (77% of possible answers) and feminine constructions (84% of possible answers) in the mutation
categories; in the modification categories and names of personal and impersonal
perpetrators (70% of answers).
The division of derivatives into modification, mutation and transposition categories was
introduced by M.Dokulila (1971) and the classification of nominal word formation structures used
in the quiz was suggested by R.Grzegorczykową (1982).
2
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Names of places (30%) and names of creations and objects (48%) turned
out to be the most difficult to form. The children also had problems with forming
expressive names (12%), however, in this case, we should not treat this result as
binding. Searching for the cause of such a poor response to the correct formation
of expressive names, it is impossible not to draw attention to the striking contrast
between the ease of creating diminutives and the considerable problems in creating expressive names. It is highly probable that the techniques adopted in the questionnaire did not sufficiently motivate the children to express their attitude towards
the named designators, which is a necessary condition for the creation of expressive names. This reasoning is supported by the fact that instead of the expected
hypocoristic formations, the children created diminutives or phrases with diminutives, e.g.
Pies, który jest bardzo mały, bardzo ładny i dobry – piesek, piesek dobry, dobry piesek, mały piesek, bardzo dobry piesek, piesek bardzo piękny, piesek malutki, malutki piesek, milutki piesek.
(A dog which is very small, very pretty and good – doggy, doggy good,
a good doggy, a small doggy, a very good doggy, doggy very beautiful, doggy
small, a small doggy, a nice doggy.)
But, który jest bardzo mały i bardzo ładny – bucik, bucik, butek, butki. ładny
bucik, śliczny bucik, bardzo śliczne buciki, piękny bucik, jeszcze mniejszy bucik,
bardzo malutki bucik.
(A shoe which is very small and very pretty– a small shoe, a pretty small shoe,
a lovely small shoe, extremely lovely small shoe, a beautiful small shoe, even
smaller small shoe. a very small small shoe )
At times phrases with the base word appeared instead of the required expressive construction:
Pies, który jest bardzo mały, bardzo ładny i dobry – dobry pies, mądry pies,
pies domowy.
(A dog which is very small, very pretty and good – a good dog, clever dog,
domestic dog)
But, który jest bardzo mały i bardzo ładny – mały but, but ładny, but mały
i bardzo ładny, but mały dla klowna, but dla lalek. (A shoe which is very small and
very pretty– a small shoe, a shoe pretty, a shoe small and very pretty, a shoe small
for a clown, a shoe for dolls)
This type of answers occurred more often in trials to form augmentatives:
Pies, który jest bardzo duży, brzydki i zły – duży pies, zły pies, niedobry pies,
bardzo niedobry pies, głupi pies, pies myśliwy, pies groźny myśliwy, pies zły na
ludzi i gryzie.
(A dog which is very big, ugly and bad – a big dog, an ugly dog, not good dog,
very not good do, silly dog, hunting dog, fierce hunting dog, dog angry at people
and bites).
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But, który jest bardzo duży i bardzo brzydki – brzydki but, but brzydki, duży,
brzydki but, bardzo duży nieładny but, bardzo nieładny but duży, duży, bardzo
brudny but, brudny but, brzydki kamasz, but głupi kamasz.
(A shoe which is very big and very ugly–an ugly shoe, shoe ugly, a big ugly
shoe, a very big, not pretty shoe, a very not pretty shoe big, big, very dirty shoe,
dirty shoe, an ugly boot, shoe stupid boot)
Occurrences of answers in which the intended meaning was expressed with
lexical factors rather than word-formation structures, with few correct structures
of expressive names being formed at the same time, indicates the necessity of implementation of a different research methodology rather than insufficient knowledge in the area of word-formation morphemes. The conclusion drawn from the
collected material corroborated other findings in literature that children generally
use markedly more diversified resources of meliorative rather than pejorative formatives. In the group surveyed the children associated negative meaning with the
affix – or and alternations in the base word (piechor, psior ‘psisko’ – from ‘dog’)
whereas positive meaning was associated with affixes:–eczek; –uniek; –ątko; –
uńka, –uńcia; –iczek; –aczek, with the change of inflexional paradigm (–o) as well
as alternations in the base word with the participation of soft sounds (pieseczek,
piesuniek, piesiątko, psiuńka, psiuńcia, piesio and buciczek, bucio, buciaczek).
Apart from the question which categories are the easiest and the most difficult
to learn by 7 – year – old children, there is an extremely interesting and important
issue of creating neologisms in the children’s language. M.Chmura-Klekotowa
(1971: 100) defines word-formation neologisms as words being word-formation
structures created according to the existing language patterns. In this group, apart
from conceptual neologisms where a non-standard interpretation of reality is reflected and new expressive forms, there are formations with incorrect formatives.
The latter formations are the most common in the language of 7 – year – olds .
There are examples of word-formation constructions containing inadequate formatives in each of the word-formation category. The formatives either belong to
the same category or not and they are often multi-functional formatives.
Diminutive constructions
Kot, który jest mały – kociaczek, kociak kociątko. (A cat which is small)
Kura, która jest mała – kureczka. . (A hen which is small)
But, który jest mały – buciczek. butek, butki. . (A shoe which is small)
Kura, która jest mała – kurczę, kurczak, kurczątko, kurczaczek, kurczeto, kurek. (A hen which is small)
Pies, który jest mały – psiuńka, psiuńcia, piesiątko. (A dog which is small)
Nóż, który jest mały – nóżyk, nóżek. (A knife which is small)
Feminine constructions
Pani kot (mama kotów; samica kota) – kotek, kotek kobieta, kotka, kociak,
kociczka, kotkowa, kicia, kici.
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(She-cat (cats’ mum, female cat))
Pani lew (mama lwów; samica lwa) – lewcia, lewka, lwiczka, lewanka. lewiki,
lewica.
(She-lion (lions’’ mum, lioness))
Dziewczynka, która jest uczniem – ucznica, uczniowa. (A girl who is a pupil)
Names of doers of the action
Pani, która gotuje w kuchni – kucharzka. (A lady who cooks)
Pani, która sprząta – siątaczka, siątaczki, sprzątarka. . (A lady who cleans)
Pani, która biega – biegarka, że lubi biegać + biegarka, zawodniczka + biegarka, wuefiarka + biegarka, sporciarzka + biegarka, Dorotka + biegarka, pani
biegnąca. . (A lady who runs)
Pan, który zajmuje się robieniem filmów – filmówca, filmacz, filmarz, filmiarz, pan filmiarz, filmur, filmor.
.(A man who makes films)
Names of tools
Rzecz, która służy do otwierania butelek i konserw – otwieraczka, otwieradło.
(A thing for opening bottles and tins)
Urządzenie, które służy do kopania dołów – kopaczka. (An equipment for
digging holes)
Rzecz, którą ścieramy podłogi – ścieraczka, ścieradło. (A thing for wiping
floors)
Names of creations and objects
Rzecz do jedzenia zrobiona z cukru – cukierniczka, cukiernica, cukiernia.
(A thing to be eaten made of sugar)
Rzecz, o którą wycieramy o nią buty – wycieranka. (A thing to clean shoes in)
Urządzenie poruszane przez wiatr – wietrzyk, wiaterka. (A device moved by
wind)
Rzecz, którą ludzie z cukru – cukiernia. (A thing which people make of
sugar)
Names of bearers of qualities
Pan, który ma duże wąsy – wąsak, wąsiak, wąsiarz , wąsarz, wąsaty, wąsiat,
wąsek, wąsias, wąsnik, wąsalec, wąsyta. (A man with a big moustache)
Pan, który dużo gra w karty – karciak, karcielec, karcista, kartarz, kartownik,
kar taniec, karcistas, karciel.
(A man who plays cards a lot)
Pan, który jest bardzo gruby – grubielec, grubelec. (A man who is very fat)
Człowiek, który jest bardzo biedny – biednarz, biedas, biedaszek. (A man
who is very poor)
Dziecko, które jest bardzo chude – chudas, chudziarz, chuderlak, chudelec,
chudek, chudach, chudziel.
(A child who is very thin)
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Names of places
Miejsce, gdzie ludzie kąpią się – kąpiel, łazienka + do kąpania, w łazience +
do kąpania, łazienka + kąpiel;
(A place where people bathe)
Miejsce, gdzie ludzie pieką chleb – piekarka, na ogniu + pieczeń.(A place
where people bake bread)
The biggest number of neologisms created according to the existing patterns
in the Polish language but with incorrect formatives were related to the category
of attributive names. The characteristics of this word-formation category may influence this tendency. The names of bearers of qualities are not categorized, i.e.
their formation is individual and it depends on what quality dominates perceptually at the moment and often it may be a random quality. They also tend to have
a big degree of irregularity of meaning which is due to the fact that the meaning
of a derivative cannot be specified on the basis of its structure as only some elements of the real meaning are expressed by the form (Grzegorczykowa, 1982;
Grzegorczykowa, Puzynina, 1984). Attributive names include a great number of
nicknames, including those of characters from stories and films. Language creativity of children seems to be consistently encouraged and strengthened by the
environment in this respect. A great number of neologisms in the category of doers
of the action is worth noting as well.
To sum up, we can claim that neologisms of 7 – year – old children are the
most productive word-formation category. Word-formation creativity increases in
the formation of substantival names. There seems to be some analogy here to observations made by M. Chmura-Klekotowa (1971), on the basis of her research in
the group of children in the wide age range between 1 year 11 months – 12 years
old. The category of names of doers of the action originating from verbs turned
out to be the most productive and substantival names came the second. By comparison, the group of children aged 7 described in the following article showed
the biggest language creativity in their attempts to form names from nouns (not
from verbs) and then to form the names of bearers of qualities (and not names of
doers of the action). Thus, it can be assumed that a human being is in the centre
of a 7 year-old child’s interest; human activities and characteristics interest such
children most, although their language experience to date is not sufficient enough
to be able to name the phenomena observed in a normative way.
Among modification categories the biggest number of neologisms formed
with incorrect formatives occurred in attempts to form the easiest word-formation
category, namely diminutives. As seen from the material collected for many first –
grade pupils the phrase a small animal is a synonymous with a young animal. Consequently, there is an identification of the two categories - of diminutive names
and of names of young beings. The children assign the same meaning both to the
formatives characteristic of the category of young beings and diminutive names,
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i.e. suffix–ątko = suffix –ek, thus kociątko = kotek (respectively a young cat,
a small cat), piesiątko = piesek (respectively a young dog, a small dog), kurczątko
= kurka (respectively a young hen, a small hen). Regarding the names of objects
whose diminutives were to be formed in the quiz, the children at times used incorrect diminutive formatives, namely instead of the suffix–ik//–yk the suffix –ek
(butek, nóżek instead of bucik, nożyk) (respectively a small shoe, a small knife).
The formative –ik is a basic diminutive exponent for nouns in the masculine gender, which can be used with many items and derivates new formations. The formative –ek is preserved in few word classes; however, they are quite large.3 It can be
assumed that in the situation where two formatives have the same meaning (are
synonymous) and only the pronunciation of the final sound in the word decides
which formative to use, first-grade pupils have few problems in choosing the right
suffix. These phenomena may suggest that the frequency of use of a specific formative (the higher the frequency the easier acquisition) as well as the knowledge
of phonetic and morphophonological rules (the process of making progress in
word-formation is slowed down by the necessity of adhering to these rules to
choose the right formative and of making alternation in the stem ) influence the
acquisition process of rules and word-formation features.
The phenomenon, important in the word- formation creativity of the 7 year
old children, is related to problems with building correct word-formations where
co-existing formatives occur, i.e. morphophonological alternations of the base
word. It is manifested in various word-formation categories and related among
other things, to the choice by the children of the formatives which do not trigger
any alternations, e.g. the occurrence of the word bucik instead of butek (a small
shoe) and instead of the feminine name kocica – the formation kotka (a femalecat). The constructions which require implementation of morphophonological
alternations in the base word pose a difficulty for the children aged 7 and the
neologisms occurring quite frequently such as lewka, lewica – instead of lwica
(a female-lion), chudelec – instead of chudzielec (a thin person) or the already
mentioned nóżyk –instead of nożyk (a small knife), prove the point.
Conceptual neologisms constitute a separate group of examples corroborating
the fact of the word- formation creativity of the 7 year old children, reflecting the
3. Formatives –ek, –ik //–yk are exponents of the diminutive in the masculine gender. The use
of each of them depends on the pronunciation of the final sound. In a great number of diminutives
they occur alternatively. At present the formative–ik//–yk, is said to be dominant and derives new
formations with various stem endings (e.g. sz, ż, cz, c, dz, rz, t, j, ń, dź, s, n, d). At the same time it
is emphasized that the formative –ek forms in a regular way only noun diminutives whose stem ends
with a velar sound or r; these formations, however, are numerous and due to this the formations with
suffixes –ek are greater in numbers than the formations with –ik (compare. Grzegorczykowa 1982;
Grzegorczykowa , J. Puzynina 1984).
3
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different way in which the children structure the world from the one established in
the language (Chmura-Klekotowa, 1971). In the material obtained from the quiz,
this type of neologisms occurred as well; however, they were not so numerous.
The greatest number of such formations occurred in attempts to make constructions belonging to the category of substantival names of doers of the action:
Pan, który biega – sporciarz, sportowista, sportowy, cyrkownik. (A man who
runs)
Pani, która biega – sportowistka, sportowica, sortownica, sportowicka, sportowa, sportsmenka, pani wuefiarka. (A woman who runs)
Pan, który zajmuje się robieniem filmów – kamerarz, aparator. (A man who
makes films)
Pan, który pracuje w kuchni – pracownik. (A man who works in the kitchen)
Pani, która pracuje w kuchni – piekarka. (A woman who works in the kitchen)
In the case of bearers of qualities there were fewer conceptual neologisms
and they were generally related to substantival structures (as was the case with
neologisms made with incorrect formatives).
Pan, który gra dużo w karty – kraciak, kornista, gracz, pokerowiec. (A man
who plays cards a lot)
Conceptual neologisms created from other parts of speech and belonging to
different categories were marginal and they related to:
– Names of tools: zakrątka, kapsnik (opener), ogrzewacz (fan).
– Names of places: pychotka (canteen), bibliotekarka (book shop).
Conclusion
In the vocabulary of the children starting their primary education neologisms
still occur. They are not a common occurrence; however, their presence is to be
noted and regarded as important. The biggest number of neologisms are created
using incorrect formatives, but within the existing framework of the Polish language. The knowledge of formatives and their distribution is not complete at the
age of 7. The children tend to confuse the formatives of the same category or form
structures by borrowing formatives from other word-formation categories.
The first-grade pupils still have problems with word-formation structures created by means of less common formatives. Their problems with structures requiring morphophonological alternations in the root word (co-existing formatives) are
also significant. The sporadic phenomena are constructions with endings which
are not formatives (biednac ‘biedak’ (a poor man) brodacet ‘brodacz’ (a man with
a beard) ), as well as contaminations (wąsowierz, wąsonos ‘wąsacz’ (a man with
a moustache)).
The first-grade pupils do not seem to have too many conceptual neologisms
in their vocabulary. However, there is a possibility that there are more conceptual
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neologisms in children’s spontaneous utterances than in the material provided by
the quiz.
The children aged 7 form diminutives, feminine names and names of doers of
the action with greatest ease. They are the most creative in forming substantival
formations – names of bearers of qualities (neologisms formed with incorrect
formatives) and names of doers of the action (neologisms formed from a different
base word than the targeted one). Thus the process of name formation on the basis
of nouns is more difficult for such children (because it is learnt later) than forming
constructions from verbs.
The occurrence of word-formation neologisms, mainly in the attempts to
form the names of people, indicates the present range of the children’s interests.
The first-grade pupils expand their experience and enter a new environment; however their knowledge of formatives and word-formation rules is not yet sufficient.
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Dysfunction of the Mouth Slit as an Indication of Speech
Disorders in Patients after the Resection of Oral Cancer

Summary
The article considers the consequences of the section of the orbicular muscle of the mouth in
286 patients treated surgically for oral cancer. Isolated disruption of tissues surrounding the mouth
slit, without the loss of their bone support, resulted in a temporary dysfunction of the alimentary,
articulatory and aesthetic functions. The excision of the malignant tumor, along with the bones
constituting the skeleton of the facial part of the skull, permanently altered the spatial conditions of
the mouth slit and limited the possibilities of the compensatory production of speech. Malfunctioning
of the lip after the neoplastic tumor excision only slightly affected articulation. Excision of the entire
lip and its reconstruction from a compound tissue flap displaced from a remote site limited the ability
to produce labial phonemes. The participation of the tissues surrounding the slit in the compensation
of the oral cavity function, impaired after the excision of the tumor, stresses the importance of the
postoperative performance of this organ.
Keywords: mouth slit, oral cancer, mouth slit dysfunction, dysphasia

The mouth slit located in the lower part of the face has a changeable shape,
through the mobility of the surrounding structures. When closed it seals the
alimentary tract and, along with the soft palate and the vocal folds, takes part in
its separation from the respiratory tract; when open, it is an additional breathing
passage. The lower and upper lip, forming a direct delimitation of the mouth slit,
are involved in the perception of sensory feelings and in expressing emotions.
The tension of those most mobile facial structures reveals, often subconsciously,
fatigue, discouragement, disappointment, and age. The position of the upper
and lower lips and the relation of the lips to the teeth, the alveolar process and
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the tongue during the flow of air through the vocal canal define the articulatory
conditions. Production of speech sounds is the best organized function of the oral
cavity in individual development.
The muscles surrounding the mouth slit are lips and cheek muscles, they have
only one bone attachment, the other one is fixed in the subcutaneous tissue or the
mucous membrane, allowing change in the shape of the facial surface integument
and enabling the face to assume a specific expression. The central position is
occupied by the orbicular muscle of the mouth composed of its own fibers and
the fibers of the muscles forming a functional unit together. Two parts can be
distinguished: the deep part, that is the border part of the muscle, responsible
for the prehensile –sphincteral function and the surface or peripheral part,
responsible for the mimical facial movements and expressing emotional states.
The tendinous – muscular plate, located laterally from the corner of the mouth,
is the place of connection of the orbicular muscle and 13 pairs of muscles called
dilators. Maintaining the continuity of the orbicular muscle of the mouth and its
anatomical connections with dilator muscles is important for all functions of the
mouth slit. The craniofacial skeleton supports the tissues surrounding the mouth
slit, it is a guarantee of the stability of their topography, determines the possibility
of repeating muscular activity with similar results. The sensory innervation of the
mouth slit surroundings comes from the trigeminal nerve, the motor innervation –
from the facial nerve, vascularization from the facial artery. Both the innervation
and vascularization of the mouth slit surroundings includes the part of the opposite
side, close to the medial line. Lymph confluence is directed towards the suprahyoid
lymphatic nodes; from the lateral parts of the mouth slit surroundings – to the
submandibular nodes, from the middle part – to the nodes above the hyoid bone.
The surroundings of the mouth slit are formed between the third and the
twelfth week of fetal life, their definitive shape is affected by the jaw bone growth,
teeth eruption, actions repeated many times by the organs of stomatognathic
system. Over time, with the loss of teeth, a gradual decrease in the bone mass of
the jaws and progressive degenerative changes in the connective tissue of the lips,
their considerable laxity develops, combined with the loss of bone support. The
shortening of the vertical dimension of the lower part of the face, deepening of
the nasolabial sulcus, protrusion and eversion of the lower lip are visible signs of
these changes. Adaptability skills allow for the functioning of the stomatognathic
system, if the above changes are taking place gradually and smoothly.
Dysfunction of the surroundings of the mouth slit accompany the
stomatognathic system birth defects, CNS diseases, cranial nerves diseases, and
neuromuscular facial disorders. Injuries of the lower parts of the face and dental
surgeries may cause a temporary dysfunction of the mouth slit. The reasons for
this dysfunction are: traumatic damage to the orbicular muscle of the mouth,
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peripheral injury to the facial nerve, sensory disturbances in the surroundings of
the mouth slit caused by anesthetics for dental procedures.
Cancer of the oral mucosa constitutes less than 5% of human cancers, and
cancer of the lip acconts for 3.5% of all cancers of the mouth. The connection
between cancer of the oral mucosa with changes in the genotype does not reduce
the validity of the statement that it is diet-dependent and tobacco-dependent
cancer (L. Didkowska et al. 2007, U. Wojciechowska et al. 2008, A. Actis et al.
2007, J. Lissowska and et al. 2003). The precise qualification of the circumstances
of the occurrence of this tumor has not, so far, changed the main principles of its
treatment, which is a surgical treatment of choice, supplemented with postoperative
irradiation for most patients. The aim of the treatment is a radical resection of
the tumor and maintaining the basic functions of the mouth and the aesthetic
appearance (E.M. Genden et al. 2010, Y. Kimata et al. 2003, B.R. Paulosky et
al. 994, B.R. Paulosky et al. 1998). A radical tumor resection means resection of
the tumor in one block with a wide margin of healthy tissues (in the macroscopic
evaluation), along with the lymphatic basin in the cases of suspected metastases
in lymphatic nodes. Postoperative mutilation affects all spheres of the patient’s
life: it interferes with breathing, swallowing, chewing, speech articulation,
limits the possibility of performing social, occupational and family functions; it
hinders the use of dental care and lowers self-esteem (N.C. Gerlich et al. 2002,
H. Schliepchake et al. 1998, C.M. Speksnijder et al. 2010).
The appearance of the visible postoperative aesthetic abnormalities and
defective speech often makes the patients suffering from these disorders isolate
themselves from the environment and weakens their motivation to continue
postoperative rehabilitation. Surgeons focused on complete elimination of the
oral neoplasm do not analyze the circumstances concerning the dysfunction of
the tissue of the mouth slit surroundings observable during scheduled oncological
control visits. The starting of planned, effective actions by a speech therapist must
be preceded by a precise surgical damage evaluation, assessment of the patient’s
adaptive abilities and it should take into account the effects of the time passed
since the surgery.
The evaluated group of subjects consisted of the patients of the Clinic of
Maxillofacial Surgery of PMU, treated surgically for lip cancer or oral cancer
in the years 2001–2011. In all 286 patients the myotomy of the orbicular muscle
of the mouth had been made. The analyzed data came from medical records,
videoradiological records of deglutition as well as records of articulation made
with a digital camera.
In a subgroup of 51 patients (19 women, 32 men, average age – 54.07 years)
the lower lip and jaw had been cut to expose and gain access to the tumor of
the tongue or the tumor of the oral cavity floor. After the excision of the tumor
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the sectioned mandible was connected, the cut circular muscle of the mouth was
sutured, paying attention to the anatomy of the muscle and the adjacent tissues,
including the vermilion border. The process of healing of the circular muscle of the
mouth was disturbed in a few cases by inflammatory reactions, marginal necrosis,
or dehiscence of the sutured muscle stumps. With 2 patients it was necessary to
re-suture the muscle.
During the early postoperative period the complaints mainly related to patients
being unable to swallow saliva, and those located in the vicinity of the mouth slit
included: a swelling sensation, the impression of lower lip anesthesia, lack of tight
occlusion of the lips and lack of control of the tightening. An objective assessment
of the impaired function of the tissues surrounding the mouth slit in that period of
time is difficult. Clinical manifestations of the dysfunction of the orbicular muscle
of the mouth, such as open mouth slit at rest, with a swollen lower lip away from
the dental arches, or with uncontrolled leakage of saliva occurred in a quarter of
the patients operated by us, assigned to subgroup I. Among the speech disorders,
abnormalities in glossal phonemes dominated, the production of phonemes rated
as considerably or moderately incorrect1. The speech articulation of patients after
the excision of the entire, or almost the entire tongue was incomprehensible,
or comprehensible limifedly. Those patients in the first days after the operation
often used written speech. Labial phonemes production was rated as significantly
incorrect in the early postoperative period, 4 weeks after the surgery incorrect
medium incorrect or slightly incorrect. That improvement in articulation was
possible because of the regression of the postoperative edema, muscle exercises
correcting the mouth slit tightness, and progressive return of the saliva flow control.
That improvement was accompanied by the return of proportion and symmetry
of the lower part of the face at rest and during articulatory activity (except for
two patients who retained the lower lip asymmetry, unrelated to the postoperative
scar), and also the improvement of the articulation of glossal sounds.

Fig. 1. Patient after the section of a lower lip and jaw, for the exposure of the tumor of the floor
of the mouth and tongue, one week after the surgery.
The quality of phoneme realization was assessed on a four point scale as normative realizations, slightly incorrect (phonetically normative sound, slightly out of norm phonetically, medium
incorrect (sound contained within the limits of the phoneme class, realized in a supplementary place
of articulation), considerably incorrect (sound phonemically and phonetically out of norm).
1
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Fig. 2. Patient after the section of a lower lip and jaw, for the exposure of a tonsil tumor, four
weeks after the surgery.

Fig. 3. Patient after the section of a lower lip and jaw, for the exposure of a tongue tumor, four
years after the surgery. The resected tongue was reconstructed from the frontal lobe.

In subgroup II, which consisted of 62 patients (15 women, 47 men, average
age 54.9 years), together with a cancerous tumor of the tongue, floor of the mouth,
retromolar triangle, mandible or jaw, a bone fragment was removed which was
part of the skeleton supporting the tissues of the mouth slit surroundings. The
cutting of the upper or lower lip allowed access to the tumor after the excision;
while suturing the wound particular attention was paid to the reconstruction of
the continuity of the orbicular muscle of the mouth. The continuity of the arch of
the mandible was reconstructed with a metal rail in 6 patients: 3 patients after the
excision of the anterior part of the mandible and 3 after the excision of the lateral
part of the mandible. The defect after the jaw excision was filled intraoperatively
with a dressing, replaced every day, and after 2 weeks was closed with a prosthesis
obturator.
Early postoperative dysfunctions of the mouth slit surroundings in that
subgroup were dominated by the change of the mutual position of the jaws, most
often it was a withdrawal of the reduced mandibular arch in relation to the jaw.
Despite the change, the lower lip seemed pushed forward while maintaining
symmetry (after the excision of the anterior segment of the mandible), or
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asymmetrically (after the excision of half of the mandible). Lack of full contact
of the lips occurred in almost all cases, leakage of saliva in the majority of them.
The course of healing significantly affected the regression of the temporary
dysfunction of the mouth slit surroundings, and healing without complications
heralded the disappearance of the disorders after 2–4 weeks; the formation of a
fistula from the oral cavity, opening in the submaxillary area, delayed functional
rehabilitation. The existence of such a fistula found in 8 patients obstructed a
tight closure of the oral cavity, accompanied by a leakage of saliva around the
submaxillary area. The extent of the mandibular excision significantly affected
the function of the tissues surrounding the mouth slit. The dysfunction observed
during a clinical examination 4 weeks after the surgery, taking into account of the
extent of the ostectomy, is presented in Table 1.

Mandible branch - jaw

jaw

Half of the mandible – mandible - jaw

Lateral part of the shaft of
the mandible - half of the
mandible – mandible branch
– jaw -

Lateral part of the anterior
part of the mandible

Excision with tumor

Anterior part of the alveolar
process of the mandible

Table 1. Excision of the bone support of the mouth slit surroundings and the mouth slit
dysfunction.

2

23

11

7

16

3

Lack of full contact of lips

1

16

2

6

2

-

Lack of tight occlusion of mouth slit

2

20

4

7

12

1

Lack of symmetry of mouth slit at rest

-

-

5

7

11

3

Lack of functional symmetry of mouth slit

-

4

9

7

14

3

Weakening of sensory sensitivity of lips

1

17

10

6

2

1

Mouth slit surroundings
dysfunction

Number of patients
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Fig. 4. Patient after the sectioning of the lower lip and the excision of the lateral segment of
the mandible shaft, 1 week after the surgery. During the test of swallowing the patient is sealing the
leaky mouth slit with her hand.

Fig. 5. Patient after the sectioning of the lower lip and the excision of the mandible branch,
without reconstruction, 20 years after the surgery.

Speech disorders were assessed in subgroup II a little later (1-2 weeks later)
than in subgroup I, in connection with the frequently longer complicated healing
process and lasting problems with swallowing saliva. Articulation difficulties
associated with the resected tongue, floor of the mouth and facial bones of the
skull included the disorders in the production of glossal phonemes, which were
significantly or moderately defective, and labial phonemes, which were medium
or slightly defective.
In subgroup III, which consisted of 168 persons (45 women, 123 men,
average age - 63.66 years), together with the neoplasm of the lip, tissues of the
mouth slit surroundings were excised. The size of the neoplastic tumor and the
way of infiltration associated with the histopathological type determined the
extent of the excision. Eight changes of the angioma type were excised within
the healthy tissue limits: these were small changes, their extent did not exceed
the vermilion; in six patients the vermilion of the lower lip, in two patients – the
upper lip; their excision did not cause long-term functional changes in the mouth
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slit surroundings. The remaining 160 patients had tumors excised with a margin
of healthy tissues: a tumor of the lower lip (142 patients), a tumor of the upper lip
(13 patients), a tumor of the angle of the mouth (5 patients).
Single-stage tumor excision with a reconstruction of the lip is a reconstruction
on vital indications. The choice of the reconstruction method depends on the size
of the defect caused by the excision of the tumor, its location, biological properties
of the patient’s tissues, and on the surgeons’ opinion. The expectations concerning
the reconstructed lip include the sealing function of the mouth, creating the opening
of the mouth slit whose size is large enough for the performance of the function
of the oral cavity, maintenance of oral hygiene, and dental procedures. A recurring
problem, after the excision of the tumor and reconstruction of the lip, concerns
the inadequate mouth slit opening. The decrease in the sensory sensitivity of the
lips and reduction of their mobility in the early postoperative period concerned
almost all patients, after 1-3 months the sensory resolution visibly improved while
motor efficiency improved less significantly. The shallowing of the oral vestibule,
impeding the use of prosthetic appliances, was accompanied by a decreased
flexibility index of the lips and a reduction of the size of the mouth slit opening.
Difficulties in maintaining all the functions of the oral cavity, after the excision
of the tumor and reconstruction of the lip, concerned tumors affecting more than
half of the lip. In these patients, to reproduce the lips (after the excision of up
to 80% of the lip) the Karapandzic method was chosen, using innervated and
vascularized buccal lobes. To close larger defects - the whole lower lip or lower
lip with adjacent tissues - complex tissue lobes were used, for example the frontal
lobe, fronto-temporal lobe, cervical lobe, or nasolabial lobe (Table 2).

Fig. 6. Patient after the excision of the tumor of the lower lip and W-plastic operation, 1 week
after the surgery.
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lip and adjacent tissues

2/3 lip - lip and adjacent tissues

½ lip – 2/3 lip – lip and adjacent
tissues

The method of lip reconstruction
with the use of

1/3 lip – ½ lip – 2/3 lip - lip and
adjacent tissues

Range of tissue excision

Vermilion 1/3 lip – ½ lip – 2/3 lip
– lip and adjacent tissues

Table 2. Extent of the resection of tissues surrounding the mouth slit and the method of lip
reconstruction.

Number of patients
6

59

40

34

21

Simple suture 10

1

9

-

-

-

Mucosa lobe 6

4

-

-

-

2

Tongue lobe 3

1

-

-

2

-

V-plasty 41

-

41

-

-

-

W-plasty or Y-plasty 39

-

8

31

-

-

Karapandzic method 41

-

-

9

32

-

Abbe-Estlander method 2

-

1

-

-

1

Tissue lobe 8

-

-

-

-

18

Fig. 7. Patient after the excision of 50% of the lip and closing of the defect by Karapandzic
method, 3 months after the surgery.
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Fig. 8. Patient after the excision of the tumor along with the lower lip and the jaw periosteum,
after closing of the defect with a frontal flap, 4 weeks after the surgery.

The production of labial phonemes in subgroup III was dependent mainly on
the extent of the tumor excision, which influenced the choice of method of the lip
reconstruction. Slightly defective labial phoneme realizations were observed after
the excision of less than, or equal to, half of the lip. Dysfunction of the mouth
slit was usually caused by asymmetry of the position of the lips and lower motor
activity of the opposing lip. Moderately incorrect realizations of labial phonemes
predominated in patients after the excision of more than half of the lip and closing
of the resulting defect with the nearest adjacent tissues (Karapandzic method).
In moderately faulty realizations, the limitation or impossibility of obtaining the
occlusion or fissure was compensated by the participation of the tongue or the
opposing lip, dental/gingivolabial realizations.
Defective labial realizations of phonemes were recorded mainly after the
excision of the entire lip with adjacent tissues and reconstruction of the resected
complex structures with a tissue flap.
The intersection of the orbicular muscle of the mouth is necessary in the cases
of neoplastic infiltration of the muscle, as well as for access to the tumor of the oral
mucosa. The principles binding for years in oncology: the best possible access
to the tumor and tumor excision with an adequate margin of a macroscopically
healthy tissue, justify intervening actions in such a complex, precisely working
structurally-functional system, which is the mouth slit surroundings. The surgical
technique, allowing the intraoral removal of the tumor and possible restorative
treatment without cutting the jaw and the mouth slit surrounding tissues, may
be applied, provided that it does not restrict the access to the tumor and the site
after its excision (P.J. Bradley et al. 1982, J.C. Devine et al. 2001, G. Cantu et al.
2006). The functional efficiency of the lips after the operations of the cancer of the
tongue and the floor of the mouth that did or did not affect the continuity of the
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structures surrounding the mouth slit was evaluated in few studies (J.C. Devine et
al. 2001, A.D. Rapidis et al. 2001, A. Żebryk-Stopa 2009, Blomqvist et al. 1988).
The authors pointed out the limitations of mobility and sensory sensitivity of the
lips and the need for its evaluation in patients after the surgery of the tongue and
floor of the mouth cancer.
4 weeks after the surgery, a clinical examination of patients we operated by
us, showed regression of the early postoperative dysfunction of the mouth slit in
patients after splitting the tissues surrounding the mouth slit for the excision of
the oral cavity tumor. The normalization of the mouth slit surroundings function
in these patients was nearly full: out of 13 patients with those disorders only in
2 the lower lip asymmetry was found when opening the mouth and performing
mimic functions.
The loss of the bony support of the cut tissue of the mouth slit surroundings
impairs healing conditions despite the precise anastomosis, consistent with their
anatomy, furthering and the dislocation of the healing tissues, formation of fistulas,
inflammatory conditions. The excision of a malignant tumor along with part of
the mandible to varying degrees, depending on the location of excised fragment,
disturbs the functions of the stomatognathic system. The most serious structural
problems that arise after the excision of the mental part of the mandible can lead
to the impairment of the respiratory tract patency and difficulty in breathing in the
natural way, to the lack of synchronization of the component parts of swallowing
and difficulties in eating in the natural way, to the lack of frontal tightness of
the mouth, reduction of the sensory sensitivity of the mouth slit surroundings,
difficulties in the realization of labial, anterior, middle and retrolingual
phonemes (L. Halczy-Kowalik et al. 2001, J.E. Blomqvist et al. 1998, J.C. Devine
et al. 2001, A.D. Rapidis et al. 2001, D.A.Georgian et al. 1982, G. Nicoletti et
al.2004).
In patients whom we treated and evaluated the performing of a scheduled
tracheostomy, i.e. a tracheal fistula between the lumen of the trachea and the
external environment, ensured unrestrained breathing in the cases of anticipated
restraint of the patency after the resection of the mental mandible. The existence
of this artificial airway was maintained for 2 weeks on average. During this
time, breathing conditions improved, and postoperative swelling, limiting the
respiratory track lumen, decreased; it became possible to swallow saliva at any
time. The return to natural breathing and oral alimentation, in a favorable course
of the postoperative period, was observable in most patients after the excision
of the genio-hyo-glossal muscles after 4 weeks. Speech therapy before that time
was limited to explaining the pathomechanisms of speech disorders to the patient
and familiarizing him with the possibility of maintaining sufficient mobility
of the structures responsible for articulation. Exercises improving articulation
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were initiated in parallel with teaching how to swallow saliva or after achieving
improvement in swallowing saliva.
The loss of the bony support of the tissues surrounding the mouth slit in
connection with the excision of the jaw with the palate on one side, causes the
collapse of the cheek and lip on that side, lack of the mouth slit tightness, lack
of the separation of the oral cavity from the nasal cavity. The role of the glossalpalatal contact in phonation and articulation is emphasized in the justification of
the urgent need to restore the contact after the excision of the jaw with the palate
(V. Carvalho-Teles et al. 2006, E. Janknegt et al. 2004, L. Lewandowski 2006).
In patients treated by us, thanks to filling the site after the resection of the
tumor of the jaw or palate with a dressing material and then with prothesisobturator, abnormalities of the function of the tissues surrounding the mouth slit
were smaller than it usually followed from the extent of tissue excision. Speech
rehabilitation was undertaken with patients who use a prosthesis-obturator.
The sensory sensitivity and mobility of tissues surrounding the mouth slit,
after the excision of a lip tumor and its functional reconstitution, was assessed
after using different reconstruction methods (M. Bayramicli et al. 2007, J.P.
Campbell 1998, M Karapandzic 1974, S. Kowalik 1990, J. Przybysz et al. 2009,
A. Włodarkiewicz 1986). Sobczyk conducted a multifactorial analysis of the
conditions for the reconstruction of the lower lip to find the most advantageous
ones, allowing the patient to undergo a prosthetic treatment. He stated that the
degree of impairment of motor functions of the reconstructed lip depends on the
extent of tumor excision, and the sensory sensitivity is advantageously affected
by the passage of time. He showed that the tissue embryogenetically closest to the
mutilated lip, used for its reconstruction, as in the Abbe-Estlander or Karapandzic
methods, allows creating the best pre-prosthetic conditions (P. Sobczyk 2003).
In our patients, functions of the lower lip, reconstructed with complex tissue
lobes displaced from distant places, or embryogenetically distant, deviate the
most from the norm. This method of the tissue defect closure was dictated by its
size and location.
Maintaining efficiency of the mouth slit after cutting the orbicular muscle,
in a patient operated on for cancer of the mouth, is important for creating a new
model of swallowing and a new pattern of articulation. This is difficult, especially
in the cases of tumor excision with the bone scaffolding stabilizing the tissues
of the mouth slit surroundings. Obtaining lip contact at rest, even through the
use of a dressing which keeps the lower lip in a proper position, is the first step
in increasing the efficiency of the mouth slit. The control of the direction of the
flow of saliva and training in voluntary swallowing of saliva during a prolonged
apnea, are the next steps preceding proper speech rehabilitation. Teaching patients
after the excision of intraoral structures responsible for the articulation, to produce
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speech, is based on the implementation of compensatory mechanisms (C.L.B.
Furia et al. 2001, D.A. Georgian et al.1982, G. Nicoletti et al 2004, S.G. Fletcher
1988, H. Bloomer et al. 1973).
Realization of glossal phonemes in a changed situation after the operation
involves the creation of occlusions or slits between the tongue, teeth, gums
and the upper or lower lip, or the assistance in the creation of slits by rounding
or flattening the lips and obtaining a better friction effect in the realization of
fricatives or affricates. The participation of the tissues surrounding the mouth slit
in the compensation of the oral cavity functions, impaired after the excision of
the tumor, stresses the importance of postoperative performance of this organ.
Significant and permanent impairment of that skill, combined with a limited
functionality of intraoral articulators, diminishes the ability to create sounds of
speech.
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Submucous Cleft Palate. Diagnostics and Treatment

Summary
The submucous cleft palate is a specific form of the cleft palate defect, which is highly difficult to diagnose and treat. It may have an overt form, manifesting itself in a characteristic triad of
symptoms, and an occult one, which is especially difficult to diagnose. Many of these palatal clefts
produce no symptoms. They often become manifested in children after adenoidectomy in the form
of unexpected hypernasality of varying intensity after surgery. The study presents basic distinctive
features of this type of cleft palate and usefulness of endoscopic diagnostics for making a correct
diagnosis. It also discusses indications for surgery and determinants of the need to perform a palate
repair before possible logopedic rehabilitation.
Key words: submucous cleft palate, occult submucous cleft palate, velopharyngeal insufficiency, hypernasality (open rhinolalia), nasofibroscopy.

In the pharyngeal phase of swallowing, in yawning, middle ear ventilation
through Eustachian tubes, and during the realization of oral sounds it is necessary
to entirely separate the oral cavity and middle pharynx from the nasopharyngeal
cavity. This separation is determined by the proper velopharyngeal closure. The
velopharyngeal sphincter consists of musculature of the soft palate and of the
posterior and lateral walls of the throat. The muscle layer of the soft palate is
made up of five muscular pairs: the velar elevator muscle, the velar tensor muscle,
the velopharygeal muscle, the palatoglossal muscle and the uvular muscle. The
muscle layer of the posterior and lateral walls of the throat is the cephalopharyngeus (superior constrictor muscle of pharynx). The most frequent cause of velopharyngeal insufficiency and the concomitant resonance disorders in the form of
hypernasality is the cleft palate.
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The Cleft PALATE occurs in isolation or with the cleft
lip and Cleft ALVEOLAR PROCESS. tHIS IS THE MOST FREQUENT
DEVELOPMENTAL DEFECT IN THE FACIAL SKELETON. it DEVELOPS BETWEEN THE 4TH AND 12TH WEEK OF FETAL LIFE. IN POLAND,
DEPENDING ON THE DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION, 600-800 CHILDREN
WITH THIS DEFECT ARE BORN EVERY YEAR, AT THIS FREQUENCY
RATE: FROM 1.6 do 2.2/1000 OF LIVE BIRTHS (FIG.1).

1a

1b
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1c
Fig. 1. Examples of overt cleft palates: total isolated cleft soft and hard palate Partial cleft of the soft
palate, isolated bifid uvula

A special form of the cleft palate defect is the submucous cleft. Unlike overt
cleft palates it does not manifest itself after birth in an easily seen “hole”, which
even a midwife can notice. In addition, the submucous cleft does not cause feeding difficulties typical of overt palatal clefts. Therefore, on account of its more
occult form it causes considerable diagnostic and thereby therapeutic difficulties.
Moreover, many of these palatal clefts do not exhibit speech disorders in the late
period; consequently they often remain undiagnosed during the rest of life and do
not need treatment.
Unlike classic forms of the cleft palate characterized by the midline cleft
both in its muscle layer and the mucous membrane, in submucous clefts of the
palate the continuity of the palatal mucous membrane is maintained, both from
the oral cavity and from nasal cavities. However, instead of fusing horizontally in
the midline as the palatine suture, the soft palate muscles covered with it, are cleft
to varying degrees. The submucous cleft palate may also cover the hard palate to
different degrees. Muscle fibers therefore run diagonally and depending on the
extent of the cleft they hook on the posterior palate margin or along the cleft line
in the hard palate, which, in the total submucous cleft palate, may reach as far as
the incisor foramen.
The extent of submucous cleft palates thus varies – from the partial diastasis
of palatal musculature to the submucous cleft of the whole hard (bone) palate and
soft (muscle) palate. They may have an overt or occult form. It should be clearly
emphasized that this range of the submucous cleft palate does not go hand in
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hand with the degree of intensity of speech disorders. The overt submucous cleft
palate, easy to diagnose on the intraoral examination, may have no symptoms at
all whereas its occult form can be accompanied by gross hypernasality impeding
speech intelligibility to a large extent. For the cleft palate symptoms to occur,
more significant is the extent of the defect in the purely anatomical sense. Prior
to the introduction of endoscopic diagnosis to assess the structure and function
of the velopharyngeal sphincter, most occult palatal clefts were diagnosed as the
congenital short palate or palatal dysplasias. It was only Croft who demonstrated
that the characteristic incisure in the contour of the posterior soft palate margin in
the endoscopic image or a considerable flattening of the contour in the bulge area
of the uvular muscles, is proof of the submucous cleft muscles, even if there are
no other characteristics of the submucous cleft palate on oral examination in the
form of Calnan’s triad (Ch. Croft et al., 1978).
The overt submucous cleft palate is characterized by the triad of symptoms,
first described by Calnan in 1954. It consists of 1) bifurcation of the uvula, 2)
translucent zone along the midline of the palate due to the separation of velar
musculature and thinning of the submucosa, 3) the presence of a palpable smoothness or a notch in the hard palate in the area of the posterior nasal spine As has
been said before, in extreme cases the whole hard palate may be submucously
cleft, then the thinning of the whole soft and hard palate in the midline may be
observed. (Fig. 2).
A special form of submucous clefts is the submucous cleft soft palate
(E. Kaplan, 1975), total or partial. Because of its occult character it is extremely
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2b1

2b2
Fig. 2. The picture of overt submucous cleft palate with a characteristic triad of symptoms:
picture on oral examination Endoscopic image: a characteristic notch in the posterior border of
soft palate is noticeable: b1) respiration, b2) absence of velopahryngeal closure;

difficult to diagnose, especially on oral examination. The essence of submucous
cleft palate is the lack of normal midline fusion of velar muscles with the absence
of the above-described symptoms triad typical of the overt submucous cleft. The
total submucous cleft palate involves all the five pairs of soft palate muscles: the
velar elevator muscles, velar tensor muscles, velopharyngeal muscles, palatoglos-
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sal muscle and the uvular muscle. In the submucous cleft palate, the muscle cleft
affects only some part of muscle fibers. For speech functions, what matters only
is the possible cleft of soft palate elevator muscles, which then hook abnormally
on the posterior border of the hard palate instead of on the palatine suture in the
palatal midline. The soft palate elevators are mainly responsible for the palatal
movement backwards and upwards during swallowing, phonation, and yawning,
which conditions the separation of the oral from nasal cavity during these actions.
In contrast to its name, however, the tensor muscle of the soft palate not so much
tenses the soft palate as opens the Eustachian tube, when contracting normally.
It is therefore necessary for the tube’s proper functioning, which conditions the
undisturbed ventilation of the middle ear, and thereby proper hearing.
In studies by Stewart, Otto and Lagace (1972) the average frequency of incidence of the submucous cleft palate in the school children population was 1: 1200
of the studied children. However, this frequency is difficult to estimate because
many of these clefts, especially those not manifested in resonance disorders, are
never detected, as has been said above. It should be added that the bifid uvula
occurs in 1% of the “normal” population without any accompanying symptoms
of velopharyngeal dysfunction. (R. Weatherley-White et al. 1972) and in itself it
does not establish diagnosis of the submucous cleft palate although this undoubtedly requires detailed diagnostic management in order to exclude it, especially
before planned adenoidectomy (R. Shprintzen et al., 1985).
With frequently negligible clinical symptoms, a significant additional problem in diagnosing submucous clefts is the lack of sufficient ability to distinguish
by ear the character of vocal resonance disorders, i.e. hyponasality (closed rhinolalia), most often caused in children by hypertrophied adenoids or by chronic
allergic rhinitis, may not be distinguished from hypernasality accompanying velopharyngeal insufficiency. Sadly, this is the case not only with general practitioners
or pediatricians but also with laryngologists, another difficulty being that velopharyngeal insufficiency is often masked by the hypertrophied adenoid. Hence, as the
author’s practice shows, many a time the first specialist to suspect the submucous
cleft palate is the logopedist, who correctly associates the heard hypernasality
with the cleft palate defect or velopharyngeal insufficiency of different origin.
Unfortunately, in such cases it is often a delayed diagnosis from the standpoint of
the capability of repair mechanisms in the speech apparatus, first of all because as
a rule children are, regrettably, referred to the logopedist too late.
An additional difficulty is the fact that in children even with slightly hypertrophied adenoids, the velopharyngeal closure is essentially a veloadenoidal one.
(S. Gereau and R. Shprintzen, 1988; Y. Finkenstein et al., 1996; Hortis-Dzierzbicka,
2004), while the period of early childhood is the peak period for hypertrophy of
the adenoid, whether within the physiological limits or its considerable hyperpla-
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sia. The highly hypertrophied adenoid impedes nasal respiration and ventilation
of the middle ear because it blocks the pharyngeal openings of auditory tubes. It
is often removed by adenoidectomy for that reason. But in the presence of the
submucous cleft, a hypertrophied adenoid may be a kind of “prosthesis” for the
velopharyngeal closure, and then its removal may cause the appearance of hypernasality, often in a highly intense form, difficult to accept by the child and
his environment. It is for that reason that the child’s palate qualified for adenoidectomy should be always very carefully assessed to exclude the presence of the
submucous cleft palate, and in respect of a previous palate operation. Witzel et
al. (1986) report that as many 27% of children referred to them for hypernasality,
which appeared after removal of the adenoid, were diagnosed with the submucous
cleft palate, which evidences the frequency of the phenomenon and thereby the
significance of the problem. Care is all the more necessary that as many as 90%
of submucous clefts show no speech disorders on condition that no laryngological
surgery is performed within the adenoidal system of the throat, especially on the
pharyngeal tonsil.
Differential Diagnostics of occult submucous cleft
palate covers congenital short palate, hard palate found
in e.g. the Treacher-Collins syndrome, and velopharyngeal
disproportion. velopharyngeal disproportion occurs in patients with so-called deep thrOAt without any pathologies

Ryc. 3. Occult submucous cleft palate – endoscopic image: a characteristic notch replacing the bulge of the uvular muscles in the soft palate contour.
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within the palate. THE CONTENT of nasofibroscopic examination in FINAL DIAGNOSIS IN THIS CASE WAS FIRST DESCRIBED BY
Croft (Croft ET AL., 1978). IN nasofibrosCOPY INSTEAD OF THE
UVULAR MUSCLE BULGE a NOTCH IS OBSERVED IN THE SOFT PALATE
CONTOUR IN THE CASE OF THE OCCULT SUBMUCOUS CLEFT.
There are many controversies over referral for surgery in submucous cleft
palates and over the procedure itself, given, as has been said above, that many of
them show no speech disorders; consequently, they even often go undiagnosed.
By contrast, in cases manifesting itself in hypernasality, i.e. exhibiting velopharyngeal insufficiency, indications for surgery are self-evident. Frequently, however, instead of a palate repair operation, corrective operations of velopahryngeal
closure are performed as pharyngoplasties (F. Abyholm, 1976; S. Park et al., 2000;
M. Abdel-Aziz, 2007). This is, the author and others believe (J. Pensler and B.
Bauer, 1988; B. Sommerlad et al., 2004), an entirely wrong practice, because this
kind of procedure does not repair the palatal defect. Consequently it does not treat
the cause of the diagnosed dysfunction but its effect. Therefore, it is the cleft that
should be operated on in the first place, and only then, when this procedure has not
produced the expected result despite speech rehabilitation, a child can be referred
for pharyngoplasty. This applies especially to those cases of velopharyngeal insufficiency where the submucous cleft has been diagnosed early.
It should be remembered that long-lasting logopedic rehabilitation of speech
disorders in unoperated submucous cleft palates is a case of malpractice since the
existing structural disorder determines its inefficacy. Another case of malpractice
is also to perform only a corrective operation of the velopharyngeal closure in this
type of cleft, without first joining the muscles of the palate, which, regrettably,
still occurs (M. Abdel-Aziz, 2007). Pharyngoplasty alone, leaving the muscular
opening characterizing the cleft, should be limited exclusively to selected cases of
velopharyngeal insufficiency without a cleft. However, because of the frequently
late surgical closing of the submucous cleft, caused by its late detection and the
accompanying hypoplasia of unused muscles, in many cases, simultaneous with a
palate operation, pharyngoplasty is performed using the velopharyngeal flap. For,
as demonstrated by Hussein et al. (2004) and confirmed by our clinical observations, the results of surgical treatment of submucous clefts are as a rule worse than
in overt clefts. In submucous clefts, even exhibiting hypernasality from the beginning, the average age for palatal surgery is 5-6 years. The critical period for the
correct speech development has thus been considerably exceeded in these cases
(M. Hortis-Dzierzbicka and E. Stecko, 2005).
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On the Style of Communication of Children
with Cleft Lip and Cleft Palate
“To speak – is to speak to someone”
(H. G. Gadamer 2003:156)
Summary
When commenting on the differences in language custom observed in patients with cleft lip
and palate disorders in the realization of phonemes are usually described. However, the literature
also points to the risk of delays in speech development, reduced intensity of verbal expression, as
well as other communication characteristics of children with clefts. The following study presents the
results of a research concerning the speech of children with cleft lip and palate aged 6–7 and 9–10,
which allow for a general description of the style of communication among this group of people.
These results indicate that children with cleft lips are passive interlocutors, i.e. they rarely initiate
conversation, but respond to encouragement.
Keywords: speech disorders in children with clefts, communication style of children with
clefts, participation in a dialogue of children with clefts.

Introduction
The cleft lip and palate create, in particular different conditions for the
development of articulatory skills, and therefore various disorders of phoneme
realization become one of the characteristics of the speech of children with
a defect within the central part of the facial skeleton. Logopedic and phoniatric
literature in different ways describes the abovementioned disorders, profiling nonnormative realizations of phonemes, including the impairment of resonance, or
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– using the phoniatric approach – nasalization and articulatory disorders (PlutaWojciechowska, 2002, 2010). Segmental substance disorders are a relatively
common theme as regards people with clefts, which results from the structure of
the defect. The literature also mentions other differences in the language usage,
indicating, on the one hand, a delay in speech development, on the other, smaller
intensity of verbal expression, as well as other communication characteristics
of children with clefts (e.g. Chapman 1993; Estrem, Broen 1989; GoldingKushner 2001; Hortis-Dzierzbicka 1999; Hortis-Dzierzbicka, Komorowska
1996; Matthews-Brzozowska, Zalesska-Kręcicka, Moravian-Kochman 2007;
McWilliams, Morris, Shelton 1990; Pluta-Wojciechowska, 2011). The latter
correspond to the popular opinions of some people involved in the treatment
of children with clefts or having contact with them. They suggest that younger
and older patients with clefts rarely take the initiative in conversation, are more
withdrawn, and less active. Such observations require a study of a communication
style, i.e. some characteristic features observed during a contact with another
person with the use of language.
The issue is so important because insufficient interactive skills may contribute
to difficulties or disturbances in communication with the use of language.
Assuming that dialogue is associated with a mutual exchange of ideas by language
utterances we can say that it is an important skill, on the one hand, to take the
initiative in conversation, on the other hand, to participate actively in it, which
involves asking questions, answering questions, paraphrasing the interlocutor’s
utterances, responding to encouragement. An important feature of a dialogue is
turn taking – first I speak to you, then you speak to me. The exploration of such
skills is not easy during a logopedic test, which takes the form of tasks given to
the child. Some insight into the person’s communication style is possible through
observation and recording of naturally and spontaneously occurring linguistic
behaviors of children during a logopedic examination. I had the opportunity to
experience such a situation many times during the first stage of the logopedic
procedure, when a child addressed me, telling me about different issues important
to him, asking various questions, commenting on my statements, etc.
This study is an account of research on the style of communication of 6–7 and
9–10 years old children with cleft lip and palate, compared with children of the
same age, but without facial skeleton defects1.
Communication style
The Universal Dictionary of the Polish language says that style is “a way
of conduct, behavior and thinking, as well as specific preferences characterizing
1
The research presented in the present paper is based on my earlier publication (PlutaWojciechowska 2011).
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a person or an environment” (2004). Thus, for the purposes of this study it
can be assumed that a communication style means characteristic features of
communication of a person, observed during their contact with other people with
the use of language. The background for such an approach to the issue could be
the words of Joseph Porayski-Pomsta, who wrote that “child’s intentions have
a bearing on their communication strategies. These strategies are also the evidence
that even small children at preschool age begin to plan their participation in
a conversation with an adult “(Poraysky-Pomsta 2005: 20).
An important element of an incident of speech is intention, without which it
is difficult to imagine people’s conversation. It is an engine that starts successive
mechanisms of a cognitive-linguistic character which lead, on the one hand, to the
initiation of a conversation, and on the other hand, to active participation which
should be understood not only as answering questions, paraphrasing statements,
presenting one’s own opinion, responding to encouragements, or requests, but also
asking questions, initiating subsequent themes and topics during the dialogue, etc.
Betty J. McWilliams, Hughlett L. Morris, and Ralph L. Shelton (1990),
commenting on the speech of children with cleft lip and palate, and specifically on the
ability to make use of language when dealing with a group, evoke the model proposed
by Marc E. Fey (1986). This model is sometimes used to assess communication
behaviors of children with clefts (McWilliams, Morris, Shelton 1990: 244). In
this perspective, testing of two different types of behavior and communication is
proposed, namely: the ability, willingness to speak in a conversation without any
encouragement from the interlocutor (e.g. certain ability to initiate a conversation),
and with the use of such encouragement. According to the authors, children with
clefts are usually passive or inactive interlocutors. The authors present several
possible options, which allow for a description of the communication style
of people with clefts. Children may react differently to incentives and initiate
a conversation. According to the authors’ commentary, generally speaking, the
Table 1. Characteristic features of different communication styles

Communication style
Active interlocutor
Passive interlocutor
Inactive interlocutor
Uncommunicative interlocutor

Ability, willingness to take part in a conversation
Without incentives, i.e. with
With incentives from the
a certain ability to initiate
interlocutor
a conversation
Initiates conversation
Reacts to incentives
Rarely initiates conversation Reacts to incentives
Rarely initiates conversation Does not react to incentives
Initiates conversation
Does not react to incentives

Source: author’s own study based on B.J. McWilliams, H.L. Morris, R.L. Shelton: Cleft Palate
Speech...,: 244.
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following styles of communication can be distinguished : 1. active interlocutor
2. passive interlocutor 3. inactive interlocutor 4. uncommunicative interlocutor
(McWilliams, Morris, Shelton 1990: 244). Characteristic features of the individual
styles of communication are presented in Table 2.
Characterization of the studIED group
The study, whose results will be presented below, comprised 39 children
aged 6-7 and 9-10 years, with various types of clefts, which are being treated in
the Section of Orthodontics of the Department of Developmental Age, Medical
University of Silesia in Katowice (The clinic is located in Zabrze) and 41 children
without cleft of the same age. In the study group there were only those who had
undergone basic surgical operations of closing the cleft fissure, and other corrective
and supplementary surgeries. It should be noted that the surgical treatment of the
children was not uniform, because children were treated in various centers. This
means that some of them had a single-step operation of closing the cleft at about
6 - 7 months of age, with others the lip fissure was closed between 3 - 6-7 months
of age, and the palate fissure at about 9 months of age. With still others, after the
closure of the cleft lip at about 6 - 7 months of age, the palate closure followed at
2 years of age.
Children who did not have malformations other than clefts were selected for
the research, although the study included children with hearing loss reaching 30 40 dB or whose hearing loss had occurred in earlier years of life. The majority of
the children showed various maxillary and occlusion defects, and some of them
slight ankyloglossia (many of the children with ankyloglossia detected in the
first months of life had already had the tongue frenulum cut during the operation
of closing the cleft, which should be regarded as beneficial). It is necessary to
emphasize, however, that the observed effect of surgical and orthodontic treatment
(the condition of lip and palate, occlusion, patency of the nasal cavity, etc.) was
different with various children. This is the result not only of the diversity of the
methods of treatment, existence of iatrogenic factors, compensatory mechanisms
of the body, the course of biological functions, but also other individual
characteristics of the child and his environment.
Children aged 6 - 7 years and 9 - 10 years with clefts and children without
clefts of the same age came mainly from urban environment, and education of their
parents was comparable. The study of children without clefts was conducted in one
school in Zabrze, in a kindergarten in Jankowice and Katowice. I selected children
without malformations, although with some patients a slight malocclusion and
ankyloglossia appeared. However, in the case of children with clefts malocclusion
was more intense than with children without clefts. To provide a complete picture
of the children without clefts, it is important to emphasize that they were recruited
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mainly from families of average social status, and in most cases the parents were
of primary or secondary education. What’s more, many of these children needed
specialized pedagogical and logopedic care, which was obvious from the analysis
of pedagogical and logopedic tests, but most families did not make use of such
assistance.
Among the children with clefts, the largest group consisted of children with
the complete unilateral cleft of primary and secondary palate (56.41%), followed
by children with cleft secondary palate, (25.64%), children with the most severe
type of cleft, which is the complete bilateral cleft of the primary and secondary
palate (10.26%) and children with cleft primary palate (7.69%).The majority of
parents of the children with clefts had vocational or secondary education, rarely
primary or higher education. The same was true in the case of education of the
parents of children without clefts. Most parents of the studied children without
clefts had vocational or secondary education, the rest primary or higher education.
Table 2. The number of the children with cleft lip and palate and children without clefts
Age group
Occurrence of cleft

6–7 years

9–10 years

Total

l.

%

l.

%

l.

%

PP

2

9.09

1

5.88

3

7.69

PW

7

31.82

3

17.65

10

25.64

CJ

10

45.45

12

70.59

22

56.41

CO

3

13.64

1

5.88

4

10.26

Children with clefts, total

22

100.00

17

100.00

39

100.00

Children without clefts

22

100.00

19

100.00

41

100.00

Note. To denote types of clefts I use the following abbreviations:
• PP – persons with cleft primary palate
• PW – persons with cleft secondary palate (complete or partial),
• CJ – those with complete unilateral cleft of primary and secondary palate (right-or left),
• CO – a person with complete bilateral cleft of primary and secondary palate.
Source: author’s own study based on research

Research method
The results presented below and their analysis are part of a much more
extensive research on different aspects of speech of children with clefts from 4
months to 10 years of age. Partial tests (not shown in this study) included the
following elements:
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– level of development of speech from 4 months to 3 years of age, including
the assessment of pace, rhythm and quality of the key stages according to the
prepared scale,
– level of development of primary activities (breathing, taking in food and
drink) from 4 months to 3 years of age,
– level of selected language skills based on recorded speech samples of
children 6-7 and 9-10 years old, such as:
– the execution of paralingual characteristics and fluency of speech,
– the realization of phonemes,
– speech intelligibility,
– knowledge of the names of parent categories,
– knowledge of the names of elements of parent categories,
– finding rhyming words,
– understanding metaphors,
– creating metaphorical expressions,
– creating meronymies,
– defining expressions with a low level of concreteness,
– creating narrative texts (description and narrative),
– participation in a controlled dialogue,
– initiating a dialogue by the children during a logopedic test,
– learning and using new words in experimental situations, which was an
opportunity to see how they were learning and the use of some abstract patterns in
the created statements, as well as an element of language creativity2.
It is worth noting that the method of testing different language skills which I
adopted took into account the vision of description of interactive abilities postulated
by Stanislaw Grabias, in which the author includes motor skills, pronunciation,
language, conceptual structures, realization of dialogues and narrative statements
(Grabias 2008: 15).
In the research I assumed that the acquisition of speech is related to the influence
of different factors, which in various ways can modify the development, the level
and the method of constructing expressions. The aim of the undertaken study was
to seek answers to the question whether, and to what extent, the difference of the
model of development of a child with a cleft ( biological, psychological and social
conditions related to the defect) affects the development of different language
skills in verbal expression, not only the realization of phonemes. Therefore in the
present paper only those results of research are presented, the analysis of which
provides some insight into the communication style of children with clefts, aged
6–7 and 9–10 years.
2
A comprehensive report from the conducted research was presented in the paper D. PlutaWojciechowska, 2011
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The basic method of research was collecting children’s statements connected
with specific tasks prepared by me, which include a variety of language skills.
The test consisting of tasks developed by me was conducted by me personally.
I obtained the necessary additional information on types of clefts and surgical and
orthodontic procedures used from the analysis of orthodontic cards, and – in the
context of speech therapy – from speech therapy cards.
The entire logopedic test was recorded on a digital recorder. Then the
individual recordings were played by me and written down. The next phase of
work consisted in preparing summary tables showing the quantitative data on the
skills tested in each group of children with clefts and with no clefts, depending
on age. The last stage of work included statistical analysis, which allowed me to
determine statistically significant relationships and, therefore, of particular interest
to science. Reaching back into history, it is worth emphasizing that the necessity
of taking into account the quantitative analysis of linguistic studies was already
pointed out by J. Baudouin de Courtenay. The author in fact included an appropriate
comment concerning this postulate in his book about the Polish language,
“O języku polskim” and specifically in the chapter entitled “Quantitativity in
linguistic thinking” (Baudouin de Courtenay, 1984: 423–443).
In the study I used the following statistical tests:
– chi-square test with Yates’s correction
– structure indices test.
The results which I regarded as statistically significant were those for which
the probability was p <0.05. The results, for which the probability was as follows:
p ≥ 0.05, but p <0.10, I recognized as being at the significance limit. The results
of research, including statistical tests, will be presented below, along with tables
containing summary data on the basis of which indices showing statistically
relevant data were calculated. In the tables showing the results of the statistical test
statistically significant values are indicated in red, those being at the significance
level – in blue. For greater clarity of results, before the number showing the result
of the statistical test I put an arrow which indicates whether the analyzed feature
occurs in children with clefts more frequently or less frequently, compared with
children without clefts. If the arrow is pointing upwards, this means that the
analyzed trait occurs in children with clefts often, and if it points down, it means
that the feature is less frequent in children with a craniofacial defect.
The use of the method of tested analyzing the communication style in children
with clefts cited by B.J. McWilliams, H.L. Morris and R.L. Shelton (1990),
involves selecting indices that can determine whether and to what extent children
initiate conversation and how they respond to incentives. This is not an easy task.
However, a test can be organized in such a way that it is possible to develop an
opinion on the issue, using, on the one hand, spontaneous verbal activity of the
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child, and on the other, to provoke a situation in which we see a child responding
to the offer of taking the initiative in conversation during special tasks. The use of
verbal incentives during a logopedic test is often used as a method of motivating
the child to work, particularly in the absence of the child’s response to the task
posed to him, as well as in the case of new tasks and tasks unknown to the child.
Let us note, however, that the number of incentives used may affect the child’s
performance during the test. Thus, it seems important to indicate the number
of incentives used during the test, because it allows some insight into the way
children respond to a task proposed to them.
When presenting the method testing, it is worth remembering that the most
important textual forms of expression, in the approach of Stanisław Grabias, Mark
Kurkowski and Tomasz Wozniak, is a dialogue utterance and two forms of narrative
expression - a narrative and a description. The authors recognize that “interference
in the realization of any of those forms hinders efficient and effective interaction,
crucial for personal success in the society” (Grabias, Kurkowski, Wozniak 2002:
9). This dimension of the communication of children with clefts has not been as
yet the subject of detailed research in Poland, although some observations on the
intensity of verbal expression are present in the study of Tadeusz Gałkowski and
Jerzy Grossman (1987). An extensive account of the studies concerning the ability
to tell stories and describe things in children with clefts has been presented – in
another study (Pluta-Wojciechowska, 2011). In the present paper only some features
observed while testing those narrative forms will be presented, features which enable
the use of the presented model concerning the communication style of children
with clefts.
Given the scope of the conducted studies and the structure of the model
presented above, the conclusions about a general style of communication of
children with clefts will be made on the basis of the following results of partial
research and related indices:
– participation in a controlled dialogue, namely, taking the initiative by
the child during a telephone conversation,
– spontaneous initiation of a conversation with a therapist by the child during
the test,
– necessity of using verbal incentives while testing the ability to tell stories
and describe.
Research results
Participation in a controlled dialogue
S. Grabias indicates that language interaction can be described with regard
to the speaker, the person at whom the statement is addressed, the situation and
the aim of the utterance (Grabias 2007: 367). Studying participation in a dialogue
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Table 2. The results of testing of participation in a controlled dialogue
Group studied
Children without cleft
6–7
9–10
Total
years
years

Aspect studied

Children with cleft
6–7
9–10
Total
years
years

number number number number number number

Taking initiative
Takes the initiative

22

19

41

22

17

39

Does not take the initiative

0

0

0

0

0

0

Using polite expressions
Uses a polite expression when indicated

22

18

40

18

16

34

Does not use the expression when
indicated

0

1

1

4

1

5

Uses the expression after finishing the
conversation

22

18

40

17

17

34

Does not use the expression after finishing
the conversation

0

1

1

5

0

5

Answering questions
Answers questions

22

19

41

22

17

39

Answers adequately to a real situation

11

11

22

12

10

22

Answers making up a real situation

11

8

19

10

7

17

Taking the initiative of asking questions
Takes the initiative

18

17

35

11

10

21

Does not take the initiative

4

2

6

11

7

18

Takes the initiative by asking questions

15

17

32

10

9

19

Takes the initiative by making declarative
sentences

3

0

3

1

1

2

Number of questions asked after taking the
initiative

58

62

120

37

24

61

Number of declarative sentences uttered
(instead of questions) while taking the
initiative

9

0

9

1

2

3

Source: based on author’s own research
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Table 3. The results of testing of a child’s participation in a controlled dialogue (statistical
test indices)
Aspect studied
Taking the initiative

Age group
6 - 7 years 9 - 10 years

Total

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

- when indicated

↓0.0210

0.4679

↓0.0410

- after finishing the conversation

↓0.0111

0.1722

↓0.0410

- adequately to the real situation

0.3820

0.4776

0.4661

- by making up the real situation

0.0038

0.4776

0.4660

- takes the initiative

↓0.0157

↓0.0207

↓0.0014

- does not take the initiative

↑0.0157

↑0.0207

↑0.0014

Use of the polite expression:

Answering questions:

Taking the initiative of asking questions

Way of taking the initiative
- asks questions

↓0.0678

↓0.0100

↓0.0039

- makes declarative sentences (instead of questions)

0.1502

0.1769

0.2622

Number of questions asked after taking the initiative in
conversation

0.1573

↓0.0118

↓0.0163

Number of sentences uttered (instead of questions) after
taking the initiative in conversation

↓0.0546

0.1462

0.1487

Source: based on author’s own research

is difficult because it requires creating identical test conditions for each child. It
is a prerequisite to compare the obtained results. Trying to cope with this task I
prepared a script of a telephone conversation, which made it possible to create
reasonably identical test conditions for each child.
Method of testing. The ability to participate in a telephone conversation was
tested according to the following scenario:
– speech therapist gives the child a toy telephone,
– speech therapist says: I will call you,
– speech therapist “makes the phone call”, saying: Drrr,
– child “answers” the phone, the expected reaction of the child: Hello or Yes?,
– speech therapist says I am a speech therapist. I would like to talk to you.
Can I?,
– speech therapist asks the child a few questions: What is your name?, How
old are you?, What is your family like?, What do you like doing?
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– speech therapist encourages the child to take the initiative of asking
questions, saying: Maybe you want / would like to ask me something?; expected
response: the child asks the speech therapist questions,
– speech therapist ends the conversation by saying: Thank you for your time.
Goodbye (the child’s expected response: See you or goodbye or thank you) or the
child ends the conversation, using an appropriate salutation.
Research results. Overall specifications containing the data on which the
indices of the statistical test were calculated are presented in Table 2. Data
presented in Table 3 presenting the results of the statistical test show that:
– children with clefts, like children without clefts, willingly participated in the
task: there were statistically significant differences concerning the less frequent
use of the polite phrases at both the beginning and the end of the conversation, but
in the group of children aged 9–10 such differences were not reported,
– when answering the speech therapist’s questions, both children with clefts
and with no cleft equally often responded to questions, formulating true sentences
(e.g. to the question: Where are you? they responded: At the speech therapist’s),
as well as inventing the situation (e.g. a reply to the same question: I am at a pizza
place),
– children with clefts significantly less frequently took the initiative to ask
questions when compared with children without clefts and formulated fewer
questions; no differences were recorded in the frequency of uttering declarative
sentences that children constructed instead of questions, wanting to take the
initiative in the conversation after all,
– children with clefts asked fewer questions during the conversation, which
is statistically significant for the whole group of children with clefts, but is not so
for children aged 6–7 years.
Initiating a conversation by a child during the test
A logopedic test is an extraordinary contact between a speech therapist and
a child, because, on the one hand, it is a way of testing different language skills
through special tasks; on the other hand, it is an opportunity in itself for various
spontaneous verbal contacts of a child with a speech therapist and a speech therapist
with a child. Thus, a child can treat the logopedic test like any other relationship
with an adult, which whom he may (but also want or not want, not know how)
come into contact by initiating a conversation. I constantly observe such situations
during different contacts with children, also during a logopedic examination. I
watched them during the tests. I had the impression that the children treated me
differently, which manifested itself in taking the initiative to establish contact
with me, which sometimes extended beyond the limits of the tasks proposed to
the child. Children turned to me with various comments on the proposed tasks,

3
19
4.64
14
3
2

Number of children with whom spontaneous utterances did not occur

Number of children with whom spontaneous utterances occurred

Average number of spontaneous utterances per a child in the whole group

Number of children with whom 1-5
spontaneous utterances occurred

Number of children with whom
6-11spontaneous utterances occurred

Number of children with whom more
than 11 spontaneous utterances occurred

Source: based on author’s own research
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number

9.09

13.64

63.64

-

86.36

1

4

10

4.05

15

4

77

number

5.26

21.05

52.63

-

78.95

21.05

%

9-10 years

3

7

24

4.37

34

7

179

%

7.32

17.07

58.54

-

82.93

17.07

Total
number

Children without clefts

13.64

%

6-7 years

Number of spontaneous utterances

Feature
studied

2

4

7

3.32

13

9

73

number

9.09

18.18

31.82

-

59.09

40.91

%

6-7 years

Group studied

Table 4. The results of the study of spontaneous utterances of children recorded during the logopedic test

0

0

9

0.88

9

8

15

number

0.00

0.00

52.94

-

52.94

47.06

%

9-10 years

Children with clefts

2

4

16

2.26

22

17

88

number

%

5.13

10.26

41.03

-

56.41

43.59

Total
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shared their own experiences, which they thought of when talking about the
task, they confided their own experiences, etc. During the test they told me about
a new dog, informed that dad went abroad to earn money, that they do not believe
that the animals shown in the picture actually exist, etc. Observe that such
a spontaneous utterance directed at the investigator requires, beside the appearance
of the intention, also a proper level of linguistic and communicative competence
and relevant skills, and also certain characteristics associated with personality. It
can therefore be stated after J. Porayski - Pomsta that children use certain strategies
during a contact with an adult and that in some ways they plan their participation
in a conversation with an adult (Porayski-Pomsta 2005: 20).
Research method. Table 4 presents a quantitative specification of spontaneous
children’s utterances during the test, along with the number of children who
exhibited such behavior. The indices of statistical test are shown in Table 5. It
should be emphasized, however, that children’s questions, which were asked to
understand the task instruction better, were not regarded as such spontaneous
statements. Determining the number of children’s utterances which I called
spontaneous required listening to each recording made during the logopedic test
and its analysis.
Table 5. Children’s spontaneous speech recorded during the logopedic test (statistical test
indices)
Feature studied

Age group
6 - 7 years

9 - 10 years

Total

Number of children, with whom spontaneous
utterances did not occur

↑0.0243

↑0.0538

↑0.0058

Number of children, with whom spontaneous
utterances occurred

↓0.0243

↓0.0538

↓0.0058

Average number of spontaneous utterances per a
child in the whole group

0.2160

↓0.0063

↓0.0259

Number of children, with whom 1-5 spontaneous
utterances occurred

↓0.0203

0.4926

↓0.0607

Number of children, with whom 6-11 spontaneous
utterances occurred

0.3413

↓0.0264

0.1897

Number of children, with whom more than 11
spontaneous utterances occurred

1.0000

0.1722

0.3435

Source: based on author’s own research
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Research results. The statistical test results presented in Table 5 allow the
formulation of the following conclusions:
– in the case of children with clefts spontaneous utterances occourred
significantly less frequently during the test, although in the case of children aged
9 - 10 years there were no statistically significant differences (differences at the
limit of significance),
– statistically smaller number of spontaneous utterances, occurring in children
with clefts, was recorded, but in children aged 6 - 7 years no such statistical
differences were observed,
– given the number of children who produced 1 - 5 utterances, 6 - 11 or more
than 11 spontaneous utterances during the test, there were no statistically significant
differences between the two groups of children, although such differences were
recorded in different age groups.
Verbal incentives used during the test of descriptive and narrative skills
Narrative statements are an important form of language use, because the
integration of different skills – linguistic and cognitive ones - occurs therein. They
are activated in order to express one’s own interpretation of the world. Issues related
to the narrative are extensively discussed by T. Wozniak, who treats the narrative
as a mental process and states that it is a procedure of unifying knowledge with
the use of language”, and in another place he writes that “a narrative is a procedure
of interpreting the world through language” (Wozniak, 2005: 96,101). The author
stresses that a story is a universal form of expression in all cultures, and the way
the story is told is similar for people living in different parts of the world.
When commenting on the essential features of a story, dynamics, a sequence
of events related to the cause and effect relationships, and plot are usually
mentioned. What is more, those features are contrasted with description, which
is more static, and has a simultaneous character. For some children storytelling
is a relatively difficult skill, especially taking into account description, which is a
less frequently used form of testing language skills. During the test of description
(for the research I used two pictures: a picture of a girl and a picture of a boy)
and narrative (for the research I used a picture story of 3 elements), some children
were encouraged by me to speak, especially when I was not sure whether the child
had completed his speech, or was thinking about the next part of the speech.
Because of the subject of this study, some selected results of the research
related to testing the skills of storytelling and description are presented below.
Both the storytelling and description were provoked, which means that the texts
constructed by children were based on individual pictures in the case of description
or on a picture story for the narrative. Although description skills do not appear
until the tenth year of life, as indicated by Grabias S. (2008: 20), different forms
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of such linguistic activity are observed during kindergarten classes. Testing the
description of the human figure was carried out in two variants - the description
of a girl and a boy.
Research method. As indicated above, while testing the above – listed
narrative skills the situations in which I encouraged children to speak occurred.
Verbal encouragement consisted of my statements such as: What else will you
say?, Is this all?, Can you say something more?, Can you add anything? Such
encouragement is a change of the test conditions and should be taken into account
when considering the results of the tests. Therefore, it happened in the case of
the analysis of narrative and descriptive skills. It should be emphasized that I
continued encouraging storytelling or description until the child unequivocally
communicated – by a gesture or a word – that it was everything he wanted to say.
Table 6. Overall specification of verbal incentives applied during the test of narrative skills and
description of a human figure
Group studied
Number of verbal incentives
used while testing
the skill of

Children without clefts

Children with clefts

6–7
years

9–10
years

Total

6–7
years

9–10
years

Total

Describing a girl

6

16

22

19

5

24

Describing a boy

10

10

20

15

6

21

Telling a picture story

1

1

7

8

2

10

Source: based on author’s own research

In Table 6 I presented on overall specification on the basis of which the
statistical tests were prepared. Table 7 presents the results of a statistical analysis,
which concerns the frequency of the use of verbal incentives during the description
of a girl and a boy, and also while telling the story.
Research results. Statistical test results contained in Table 7 allow us to state
that considering the group as a whole, children with clefts, like children without
clefts, did not need more verbal incentives during the test, which is statistically
significant. Notice, however, that significant differences occurred in the case of
children 6–7 years old in relation to the description of a girl (children with clefts
needed significantly more verbal incentives) and among children 9–10 years old
(children with clefts needed significantly less verbal incentives than children
without clefts). The interpretation of this phenomenon may be as follows: in the
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Table 7. The results of the statistical test concerning the number of verbal incentives used
during the test of narrative skills and description of a human figure (statistical test indices)

Type of task

Age group
6-7 years

9-10 years

Total

Description of a girl

↑0.0246

↓0.0108

0.3440

Description of a boy

0.1877

0.1709

0.3806

Telling a picture story

↑0.0987

0.2308

↑0.0651

Source: based on author’s own research

first case the greater number of incentives may be a reaction to a new type of
task – the description of a girl. In the case of the description of a boy (which was
proposed to the children usually after the description of a girl3) children with clefts
no longer needed to be encouraged to work, because the task was already known
to them. Thus, differences in the group of children aged 9–10 years (a significantly
smaller number of necessary verbal incentives) may indicate that the 9–10 yearsold children with clefts are used to pursuing new tasks, which may be related
to their experiences with speech therapy. Note that in the cases of both children
with clefts and without clefts significant difference was reported between the
number of incentives used in the case of a narrative and a description. The
narrative did not require the use of large numbers of verbal incentives, because –
I think – it is better known to children and more interesting than the description
of a human figure.
Analysis of results
The above results allow us to some extent to formulate a general opinion
about the communication style of children with cleft, compared with children
without clefts aged 6–7 and 9–10 years. Using the model presented above requires
determining whether and how often the children initiate the conversation and how
they respond to incentives. On the basis of the research results we can say that
differences in the participation of children with clefts in a controlled dialogue,
compared with children without clefts concerned the following parameters:
3
I tested the difficult skill of describing by showing the children two pictures: of a girl and
a boy. The children could choose which picture they wanted to describe first. One of the features differentiating the two figures was that the girl looked-let us say-correct, but the boy was quite plump
and carelessly dressed. Most children chose the girl. In the group of 6-7 years old children without
clefts 19 persons chose the girl as first, in the group of 9-10 years old children – 15 persons, and in
the case of children with clefts 20 and 12 persons respectively.
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– less frequent use of polite phrases, both at the beginning of the conversation,
and at the end (but in a group of children aged 9–10 years such differences were
not reported),
– less frequent taking of the initiative of asking questions compared to
children without clefts, children with clefts also formulated fewer questions;
– less frequent asking questions during the task is statistically significant for
the whole group of children with clefts, but it is not important in the case of
children aged 6–7 years.
The spontaneous verbal activity of children with clefts during the entire
logopedic test manifesting itself by initiating the conversation in comparison with
children without clefts can be described as follows:
– less frequent occurrence of spontaneous utterances during the test, although
in the case of children aged 9–10 years there were no statistically significant
differences (differences at the significance limit),
– fewer spontaneous utterances, occurring in children with clefts, but in the
group of children aged 6–7 years such statistical differences were not reported.
Commentators of the communication analysis model by M. E. Fey emphasize
that children with clefts are usually passive or inactive interlocutors. Hence – in
the first case – rarely initiate a conversation, but respond to incentives, and – in the
second case – they rarely initiate a conversation and do not respond to incentives
(McWilliams, Morris, Shelton 1990, p. 244). The presented research results in
a way, correspond with the opinion of the authors. This is so because children with
clefts initiated a conversation significantly less frequently, which is shown by the
results of the study of children’s spontaneous utterances, as well they took the
initiative more rarely during the controlled dialogue.
To use the number of incentives employed during storytelling and describing
the human figure for the analysis of the communication style of children with
clefts is not easy. Note, however, that children with clefts did not need many
verbal incentives during the test while creating descriptions and stories. One can
cautiously state that they generally responded to the tasks proposed to them like
children without clefts, but it was not so in the case of analyzing individual age
groups. Notice that children 6–7 aged years old needed significantly more verbal
incentivesin relation to the description of a girl, and children aged 9–10 years old
needed significantly fewer verbal incentives as compared with children without
clefts.
It definitely should be observed that there were differences in the number
of formulated pieces of information during the description of the human figure
and storytelling to the disadvantage of children with clefts (Pluta-Wojciechowska
2011: 3124). Does this result mean that children with a craniofacial defect did
4
In the case of testing the ability to describe a human figure they were statistically important,
and in the case of testing storytelling the differences were at the significance limit.
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not respond to incentives? It is difficult to decide on the basis of the conducted
studies. Studies of other language skills of children with clefts showed, in fact,
that children with clefts are characterized by a generally lower verbal expression
when compared with children without clefts (Pluta-Wojciechowska, 2011). Thus,
keeping in mind the model of the analysis of the communication of children with
clefts, cited by B.J. McWilliams, H.L. Morris and R.L. Shelton (1990), as well
as the author’s own research and the presented analysis, it can only be generally
and cautiously stated that the tested children with clefts are passive interlocutors
(rarely initiate a conversation, but respond to incentives).
Discussion and conclusions
Commenting on the results of research I would like to point to a few issues.
The first one concerns the revision of the standpoint of Aleksandra MitrinowiczModrzejewska, who concluded that the cleft is a multisystemic disorder
(Mitrinowicz-Modrzejewska 1963: 242; Mitrinowicz-Modrzejewska, Pawlowski,
Tłuchowski 1965: 33-123), meaning the respiratory, phonatory and articulatory
systems, that is the executory aspect, responsible for the quality of the created
speech sounds. The results of the study of the speech of children with clefts (also
those that have not been included in this paper, see Pluta-Wojciechowska, 2011)
lead to the revision of that author’s position, because her approach to the issue is
the too narrow perception of the problems which face a child with a cleft defect ,
because it limits his difficulties to articulatory disorders (although the author also
mentions the possibility of delays in speech development).
In my understanding the cleft is a disorder of a multi-faceted character, and
not merely multisystemic. This means that in addition to the deformity of the
phonetic sphere, which seems a natural consequence of craniofacial disorders, there
is a risk of the occurrence of differences within other areas of linguistic functioning.
This paper describes one of them, namely, the overall style of communication.
The interpretation of the research results prompts us to indicate the complicated
early speech development of the tested children, and also other differences
related to the ontogeny of speech. These include factors of a biological, social
and psychological nature, which can create different configurations, and their
can be of vital importance combination according to the cognitive thesis that the
whole is not a sum of individual factors, but it becomes a new quality. Particularly
noteworthy is I suppose the early development of metalinguistic competence,
confronted with early and presumably, excessive correction by adults, negative
comments of other people about the child’s speech, lack of automatization of the
pronunciation patterns practiced with a speech therapist, or fear of criticism of
speech, etc. (see Pluta- Wojciechowska, 2011).
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It should be emphasized that phonetic development (often complicated in
children with craniofacial defects) does not take place in isolation but, on the one
hand, in conjunction with nonverbal actions of the oro-facial complex (especially
with primary activities such as breathing and intake of food and drink); on the
other, in conjunction with different developmental paths and levels of language,
as evidenced by the comments of Maria Zarębina and Piotr Łobacz. M. Zarębina M. writes: “Simultaneous mastering of the phonological system determines
the development of the remaining subsystems, such as inflection, word formation
and syntax, which, at the same time, do not need to be mastered fully [...], not to
mention the lexical-semantic system, which develops and enriches itself through
the entire life”(Zarębina 1994: 7).
On the other hand, P. Łobacz comments by writing: “[...] the acquisition of
vocabulary by a child determines his further phonetic-phonological development.
[...] The more words a child possesses in active, everyday use, the faster he is able
to cope with the complexities of articulation of individual sounds, although his
statements are much more strongly individualized in terms of phonetic realization
than in later life “(Łobacz 2005: 241). Thus, the development and mastery of
specific language skills does not happen in isolation, because many developmental
paths intertwine with each other.
The start of the development of speech in many children with clefts
encounters difficulties, which may take different forms and intensity, from minor
disorders of the articulatory skills to the accompanying disturbances of pace,
rhythm and intensity of speech development. As indicated by my research, about
¼ of the group of 112 surveyed children in the first three years of life, however,
exhibit correct development of speech. This leads to a thorough investigation of
this group of children (not just children with speech disorders), and to defining
the characteristics of the various factors determining normal development of
speech observed in this group. Note that in this way we can see the other side
of the phenomena associated with the speech development of children with
clefts, namely, we can determine the variables that influence this process in
a positive way.
As follows from the reports, the subsequent years of the life of a child with
a cleft may bring other experiences, adverse for his development, including
verbal communication development. They may be related to emotional and social
disorders, caused by differences in the appearance of his face and quality of
speech (Hortis-Dzierzbicka 1999, Kot 1995; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2004; Jakim,
Szczepańska 1996; Hortis-Dzierzbicka, Dutkiewicz, Stecko 2000; Szczepańska,
Łyjak 1996; Jurków 2005) and secondarily affect verbal activity. As one would
expect, inadequate stimulation and speech therapy, which aims only at changing
the patterns of articulation, can also influence the development of language skills.
Thus, the effects of the occurrence of cleft lip and palate should be approached
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in an integral way, not only in terms of disorders in the realization of phonemes.
During the ontogeny, pathways of the biological and cultural development, present
in both healthy and sick children, intertwine.
In the course of the research, the greatest diversity of language usage was
observed in relation to the intensity of verbal expression, as shown by, among
others, a more frequent avoidance of verbal tasks when these tasks are quite
unusual. Children with clefts also created poorer descriptions of the human figure,
when we take into account the number of formulated pieces of information. The
results of the tests concerning the names of basic items of the tested categories
showed that children with clefts enumerate fewer of them than children without
clefts. These are, however, only selected findings from the research.
The analysis of the communication style of the studied group of children
presented in this paper revealed yet another aspect of the occurring differences.
The studied children with clefts aged 6–7 and 9–10 years can be described
employing the method of analysis used by B.J. McWilliams, H.L. Morris and R.L.
Shelton (1990), as passive speakers (see, however, the concerns expressed above).
This means that children rarely initiate conversation, but respond to incentives.
Note that a passive interlocutor is someone who rarely starts a conversation,
and therefore may have less contact with others or they may be less intense. As
regards contacts with adults, it can result in, for example, a more limited language
experience, reduced possibility of correction, obtaining help and eliminating
errors. It would, however, require undertaking a study on the communication style
of children with clefts in relation to, for example, peers and other adults.
Note also that the use of polite phrases is an important feature of a telephone
conversation (see the above research results). Children with clefts used them
significantly less often than children without clefts, as shown by the statistical
tests. This result encourages a closer study of the communicative competence of
this group of children, and also, for example, the family communication style.
The obtained results lead to postulating, after S. Grabias, the description
and analysis of the structure of intentions. This would allow some insight
into the personality traits of a child and allow a more accurate interpretation
of test results (see Grabias 2007: 366-367). This approach corresponds with a
commentary of T. Wozniak, who writes: “speech is a window of the mind.
There is thus an insight into the mind through the study of speech. But this
metaphor also implies the opposite direction. The mind perceives the world
through the window of the soul “(Wozniak 2005: 7). We could than say that the
speech of children with clefts shows not only (as this is mostly commented) the
non-normative way of realizing phonemes. It also reflects if only by the style
of communication – the space of conditions, biological, psychological and
social experiences that children with clefts have lived with since their birth.
A particular way of its manifestation is found in speech. In one of my earlier
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publications I wrote commenting on the issue: “It (speech – note by DPW),
can be therefore, treated – using T. Wozniak’s approach – as a sign or even
a window that can be used for some insight into the mind and personality of
a child, which is related with different experiences. Man is not only a user of
language and its minister, but he is, by all means, embraced and immersed
in it.”(Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011: 367).
Towards helping children
Commenting on the findings of the research it is necessary attract attention
to the thesis, functioning in everyday use by many people, as well as among
speech therapists, according to which a word bath is the best way to stimulate
language development. In the light of the presented research results, is a word bath
a sufficient verbal way of stimulating the speech development of a child with
a cleft to shape his attitude not only as a recipient, but also – and perhaps especially
– a sender?
Writing on the subject of adult speech addressed to infants, Stanisław Milewski recalls the words of S. Schuman: “[...] one should speak a lot to an infant,
talk to him, no matter whether the infant already understands our words or not
yet” (Milewski 2004: 9). Further in the book, the author, referring to Bronisław
Rocławski (1991), stresses the importance of the first year of life for the formation of communication attitudes of a child, which is associated with behaviors
expressing “being the recipient” and “being the sender of information” (Milewski 2004: 27). Such communication attitudes are developed spontaneously since
birth, through conscious or less conscious behavior of mothers who, implementing various channels (touch, sight, hearing, movement, voice), try to shape such
attitudes in children, as em phasized by B. Rocławski (1991). In such alternate
relationships the aim of mother’s activity is to elicit specific mimic, motor, tactile,
and vocal reactions (Rocławski 1991: 87-88). S. Milewski points out an important aspect of such a contact and writes that “in the adult – child contact, (unconscious) quenching of the contact should be attributed to the child. The adult
does everything (visual, tactile, vocal channel) to sustain the contact as long as
possible”(Milewski, 2005: 27-28). Note therefore that an adult can respond to
the child in different ways and to address the child in different ways. This type of
contact has thus an alternating character.
In the light of what has been said, it seems reasonable to ask whether the
so-called word bath is a sufficient way of stimulating the development of speech,
including communicative attitudes, which consist of not only receiving but also
sending.
The term word bath has a metaphoric nature and is associated with the
adult’s monologue, who speaks a lot to the child and the child listens. The child
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is immersed in words, like in a bath. The adult speaks to the child, which may be
associated with a lecture, talk, or report. I think that such behavior is also required
so that the child could hear the features of the language which is being leamed.
However, according to the communicative needs related to the two complementary
attitudes which entail not only receiving but also sending, a word bath, understood
as a monologue, cannot be the only and main way of the adult’s being with a child
with the use of words. One can even “see” an adult who understands the popular
recommendation You have to speak to a child a lot literally -he really speaks
a lot and quickly, according to the principle, the more I say, the more I stimulate.
I observed such situations during my contacts with parents of young children, who
– what is important – ignored the infant’s attempts to “answer’’.
What then – a monologue or a dialogue, a monologue or following the child?,
speaking TO the child, or talking WITH the child?, a word bath or following the
child?, being ALONGSIDE the child and speaking TO the child or a dialogue,
which –assuming some simplifications – is present in various forms since birth?
Acquisition of language skills causes not only the intensification, but also
transformation of the communication of an adult with a child. Observe, however,
that language does not appear out of nowhere in a child’s life, and receiving and
sending verbal messages can be regarded as an extension, but also a transformation
of other forms of communication, between a little child and an adult. Starting from
birth we can observe protoconversations of a child, which have a clear alternating
structure and can be regarded as an unusual training and introduction to attitudes
– let us employ the words of S. Milewski – “being the recipient” and “being the
sender of information” (Milewski 2005).
How, then, talk to a baby? Be sure to “listen to the child”, to his various forms
of expression, notice different forms of addressing the adult by a child and reflect
them with voice, touch or allow the child to vary expression. On the other hand,
a dialogue with an infant should include elements which sharpen verbal stimuli.
With regard to the expression of an adult speaking to a child, it means
modulating voice, speaking “in larger sounds” (i.e., properly loudly, clearly,
distinctly), displaying the characteristics of a given language, introducing various
statements into the course of being with one’s child everyday, especially into
repetitive activities including turn taking, controlling the child’s attention, changes
in the adult’s utterances on the bases of indicators of the child’s attention and
behavior. Discussing this issue S. Milewski indicates that adult speech directed at
infants is characterized at first by such features as melody, slowing down of the
pace of speaking, increasing of the number of pauses, lengthening of vowels, the
presence of unconscious rhymes and rhythms (Milewski, 2005: 27-28).
Commenting on the importance of verbal interaction in the development of
language skills, Michael Tomasello uses the term discourse. Although the author
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does not define the concept clearly, we can assume that he means various forms
of verbal interaction, whose essence is the exchange of ideas (Tomasello 2002:
196 and 216-266). The analysis of the model of language acquisition, presented
by the author, leads us to believing that discourse is essential in this process,
even because of the fact that it becomes the beginning of a process leading to the
internalization of adult instruction, when the discourse has a pedagogical character.
This perspective suggests that discourse is essential on the way to self-regulation,
and reflection on our own mental processes. Note that a conversation is also
a way of enabling the child to build a theory of another person’s mind. The child’s
route to language runs through another person, his intentions and his mind.
In conclusion of discussion on a word bath it can be said that a child must be
immersed in culture, including developing communication attitudes “me to You”
“You to me,” which means, in the light of the considerations contained in this
report, much more than a monologue by an adult during the socalled word bath.
This is because language lives in conversation, which creates a new space of being
with another person, taking into account the dimension of “me to You,” “You to
me.” This new and unique way of being with another person involves emotions,
intentions and the mind. A baby is ready for such participation in a conversation
since birth, because there are media other than speech, making it possible to be
with another human being, including turn taking. It is then that the foundations for
future communication attitudes with the use of language are created.
Another reflection appearing during the analysis of results of the general style
of communication of children with clefts involves revision of the general purpose
of speech therapy, applicable to this group of people. It should be connected
with equipping the child with the skills of the effective use of language in all its
dimensions, not just teaching correct articulation. The speech of a child with a
cleft should not and cannot be reduced solely to pronunciation, despite the fact
that the disorder in the realization of phonemes is a very important feature of this
group of people (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, pp. 380-385).
When programming speech therapy one should therefore skillfully combine
improvement in the realization of phonemes with the development, expansion,
improvement of linguistic and communicative competence and the relevant
skills It seems important to equip the child with a kind of verbal behavior scripts
which can be applied in different situations and social roles in the realization of
various needs and goals Certainly, during therapy various quasi-theatrical forms,
drama, puppets, or elements of socio-therapy should be used, and communication
attitudes should be shaped since birth.
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Asymmetry in Sound Production in Persons
with Ankyloglossia

Abstract
In this article I present the sound as a three-dimensional configuration of organs forming the
peripheral articulatory apparatus (horizontally, to the front-to the back with reference to parallel
frontal vertical planes in the segments of the voice channel, vertically up-down with reference to
parallel horizontal planes, horizontally, to the right-to the left with reference to the horizontal, sagittal plane). First of all, I discuss the untypical articulatory positions and movements of the lips,
tongue and the mandible (illustrated by photographs from videophone recordings) with reference
to the vertical sagittal plane. I relate the articulatory asymmetry of the tongue directly to the limited
mobility of the tongue in ankyloglossia. I relate the asymmetry of the lips (mandible) to the labiovelar complex and interpret it as an indirect effect of ankyloglossia, caused by compensation that levels
the restricted tongue mobility in making sounds. I challenge the strategy of supporting the tongue by
lips in speech therapy of persons with ankyloglossia.
Key words: ankyloglossia, articulatory asymmetry, dismediality, articulatory polymorphism,
labio-velar complex, speech therapy

Man inhales and exhales successive portions of air several times a minute.
With every inspiration he takes in oxygen, which is indispensable for life, and
with each expiration he removes of carbon dioxide. Moreover, each exhalation
can be used for speaking and the exhaled air is then changed into language sound
material. During breathing at rest, the air goes out of the lungs to the larynx, then
to the throat and finally to the nasal cavity, from where, almost silently, it flows
out (through the front apertures). During breathing in speaking the stream of air is
directed to the oral cavity (less frequently also to the nasal cavity), from where it
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flows out as a sequence of complex segmental acoustic phenomena (sounds) and
suprasegmental phenomena (accent, intonation, pause), in which the “languaged”1
human minds can find the language value.
The movement of expired air (and the sound of the sound) is formed in every
segment of the voice channel. In the larynx (the phonatory part of speech apparatus) one of a few features of each sound is produced (voicedness/voicelessness)
and over the larynx (the articulatory part of speech apparatus) the remaining ones:
connected with the path of air flow determined by the air-tightness of the hard palate and the position of the soft palate (orality/nasality/oral-nasality, with the degree of openness in oral, oral-nasal air flow (vocality/consonantness), with a kind
of obstacle (labiality, labio-dentality etc.),its position antero-linguality, posterolinguality etc.), the way of overtaking the obstacle, as well as pace and force of air
stream (explosiveness, fluctuation, friction, etc.).
It can be said that pronouncing sounds is de facto sculpting the air, and logopedic therapy of faulty pronunciation – correcting the shape of an amorphous
sculpture2.
One configuration of the speech apparatus (and sound) produced owing to
the changes of the position and shape of the organs unnoticeably changes into
another and yet another one – together they form an unbroken phonic series. The
borders between one and the other sound in the phonic sequence are therefore not
distinct: one sound still lasts when another arrangement is produced for another
one (in accordance with the phonemic-phonetic intentions and possibilities of the
speaker). In auditory terms, a sound seems to be a simultaneous system of features
(respiratory-phonatory-articulatory). In fact, we can only talk about the relative
simultaneity of the position and movements of organs forming each segment of
a phonic sequence. A segment is – according to B. Rocławski [1986] – “such a
minimal phonic element of the text as is received by a phonetically trained ear as
something inseparable” [p. 20], and a sound is “A segment that can occur beside
other different segments and segments that always occur jointly” [p. 20]. A sound
is usually equal to a segment, some sounds are, however, multi- segmental (most
frequently they are formed by two segments), but ”an average language user does
not distinguish segments in sounds” [p. 20].
We should return to accurate terms “interindividual language communing”, “human individuals” or rather individual human heads with their other parts of organism languaged (lingualized) in one way or another. They were used about a hundred years ago by Jan Baudouin de
Courtenay in his article “Charakterystyka psychologiczna języka polskiego” [1915 in: Baudouin de
Courtenay 1984; my emphasis B. O.].
2
W. Zawadowski, discussing the x-ray method in examining sounds refers to “the shape of air
space laying between the edges of lips, teeth, tongue and palate, which changes when each sound is
being pronounced” [Koneczna, Zawadowski 1951, 4].
1
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Simultaneous visual and auditory observation of the sound structure (the
features of spatial configuration) and the sounding that corresponds to it (the
sounding features), and especially combining of one kind of features with the
other is very difficult in living speech [see: Essen 1967, Rocławski 1986, 2001,
Wierzchowska 1971, Koneczna, Zawadowski 1951]. Especially, when we need to
subject the observed sounds (short-lasting, transitory and closely connected one
with another in speech) to qualitative assessment in order to distinguish desirable
and undesirable features in them, as well as to establish what mechanisms lead to
their formation [Ostapiuk 1997].
A Sound as a three-dimensional configuration
of articulatory organs
Each sound can be described as a relatively simultaneous configuration of
positions and movements of organs forming the peripheral pronunciation apparatus. The positions and movements of organs can be assessed in three dimensions:
1. Horizontally (to the front – to the back) w i t h r e f erence to one of the few frontal
vertical planes in subsequent segm e n t s o f v o i c e c h a n n e l ( anterior, middle,
posterior3): in correct phoneme realizations – depending on the
sound – the following are on one plane: either the lower and
upper lip ([p, b, m]), or the lower lip and upper incisors ([f, w]),
or the apical part of the front of the tongue and the palatal surface of upper incisors ([t, d, n, c, dz]), or the gums behind the upper incisors ([sz,
ż, cz, dż, l, r]), or the dorsum of the palatal part of the tongue and palatal surface of
the upper incisors ([s, z]), or the middle of the tongue and the hard palate ([ś, ź, ć,
dź, ń, j]), or the dorsum of the posterior part of the tongue and the soft palate ([k,
g, ch, ł])4. Besides the main, we can also speak about the additional, vertical plane
of reference that runs either in the point of approximation/recession of both the
dental arches in the first segment (dentalized /non-dentalized sounds), or in the
point of approximation of both lips ([ł]), or where the anterior part of the tongue
approaches the gingival folds ([ś, ź, ć, dź, ń, j, i]). And there is yet another one –
along the posterior wall of the throat, which is approached (or moved away from)
by the soft palate with the uvula (oral/ nasal/ oral-nasal sounds). The undesirable
shifts (backwards, forwards) of the lower lip, tongue and maxilla lead to the formation of sounds with a different articulation structure (and tone).
Or – as it is defined in phoniatrics – in the first, second and third articulation zone [e.g..
Pruszewicz 1992].
4
The appropriate positional variants have to be considered as well, for instance: gingival positional variants of dental phonemes, etc.
3
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Certain imperfections of the speech apparatus a priori exclude the correct
articulatory position of the organs in anterior-posterior direction. The horizontal
shifts of organs during sound formation are unavoidable in persons with malocclusion [Konopska 2006] or with the cleft palate [Pluta-Wojciechowska 2006].
For instance, the maxilla, which is shifted forward, excludes positioning the apical part of the tongue behind the upper incisors, which may lead to undesirable
dorsality5. The backward position of the maxilla enlarges the dentalizing fissure,
which may lead to forward movements of the maxilla. Some of the shifts result
from the faulty structure of speech apparatus, while some others – from actions
that compensate for unfavorable conditions.
2. Vertically (upwards – downwards) w i t h r e f e r ence to one of several horizontal
planes. One is demarcated by the
i m m o v a b l e h a r d p a l a t e , which, together
with the movable soft palate, separates the oral cavity from
the nasal cavity , determining the orality/nasality of sounds6,
the next ones: the j a w (the maxilla approaches it or moves away from it, differentiating between sounds: dentalized, for instance: [sz] and non-dentalized, e.g. [l]7),
the o r a l c a v i t y floor (sounds with higher/lower position of the tongue), v o c a l
l i g a m e n t s (sounds requiring rising the larynx above the respiratory position), the
t o n g u e bone (sounds requiring rising/lowering the tongue bone). The translocation of movable organs in relation to the static ones takes place on the whole length
of the vocal channel , and the organs cooperate with one another – a specific act of
one organ in one place automatically affects the formation of space in another place,
for instance, at “a” positioning of the tongue (low, posterior – less posterior than
in “o”) and the lowered position of the maxilla, the throat channel is narrow, and
5
This is confirmed by study results: “Dorsality occurs significantly more often in persons with
forward malocclusion (80%) than in those with open occlusion (50%), or with backward malocclusion (23%)” [Konopska 2006, 89–90].
6
The tightness of this barrier is especially broken by the cleft palate that enforces a different
strategy of differentiating phoneme features in speech, not only with regard to orality/nasality [see:.
Pluta-Wojciechowska 2006].
7
The maxilla moves in various directions, depending on the act. “While opening the mouth

hinge, movements take place between the mandibular condyle and the mandibular disc,
with simultaneous forward sliding movement of the mandibular disc and mandibular condyle under the articular tuberculum. Slight movements of the mandible, e.g. during speaking, are merely hinge movements between the mandibular condyle and mandibular disc.
As there is a strong adhesion of the disc to the mandible, the hinge and sliding movements
take place in separate intervals (floors) of the joint” [MacKinnon, Morris 1997, 62]. Transverse and anterior-posterior movements of the jaw are not justified by the needs of articulation, and lowering or rising of the maxilla towards the jaw is justified or not, depending
on the phoneme and co-articulation vicinity.
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at the ”i” position of the tongue (high, anterior) and the maxilla raised towards the
jaw , the throat channel is broad [Fig. 1] (characterization of the “a” , “i” positions
of the tongue, see: Rocławski 2001).
Certain anomalies of the
pronunciation apparatus exclude a priori the correct articulatory position of the organs upwards-forwards. For
example, it is impossible to
bring the maxilla towards the
Fig. 1. Correlation of tongue and maxilla movements in
jaw in the anterior segment
the realization of phonemes /a/ and /i/ in isolation
in accomplishing dentalized
phonemes in anterior open ocSource: author’s own in cooperation with dr V. Posio
(a video X-ray recording)
clusion [see: Konopska 2006],
or raise the anterior part of the
tongue towards the gingival folds at the lowered maxilla in the realizations of
alveolar, non-dentalized phonemes with significant ankyloglossia (tongue-tie)
[Ostapiuk 2005].
3. Horizontally (right-left) w i t h r e f e r e n c e t o
t h e s a g i t t a l h o r i z o n t a l p l a n e , dividing
the tongue, oral cavity floor, the hard and soft palate, jaw and
maxilla, nasal cavity and larynx into mutually s y m m e t r i c
a l halves: r i g h t a n d l e f t . In correct realizations of
phonemes the contact (aperture or approximation) between the
particular organs – the lower and upper lip (bilabial sounds),
lower lip and upper incisors (labiodental sounds), tongue and teeth, gums or palate (dental, alveolar, i-sounds, posterolingual ), jaw and mandible (dentalized/
non-dentalized sounds), right and left vocal ligament (voiced/voiceless sounds) –
takes place in the middle line. The gingivolingual sulcus (the sulcus on the tongue
dorsum) , palatine raphe, lingual frenulum, the middle line between the upper and
lower incisors, nasal septum, as well as the rima glottidis are then in one plane and
the shape of particular organs is symmetrical towards it.
A Sound with reference to the vertical sagittal plane
(right-left direction)
In this work I focus on assessing the realization of several Polish phonemes
with reference to the sagittal vertical plane. In certain individual realizations of
phonemes, the positions and movements of organs on the right and left of that
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Fig. 2. Asymmetry of lips, tongue and mandible in speech
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

plane are not symmetrical8. In direct examination it is easy to assess the symmetry
of organs which are clearly visible during sound formation: the easiest – lips, then
mandible, more difficult – anterior part of the tongue9 [Fig.. 1], even more difficult
There is a well-known result of the experiment in which two halves (left or right) were artificially combined, showing the natural symmetry of human faces and thereby demonstrating that we
are under the illusion when we see full symmetry in somewhat asymmetrical shapes. The articulatory symmetry in question (that of lips, tongue and mandible) cannot be associated with the (hidden)
asymmetrical structure of the organs: the lack of symmetry in organ movements while producing
sounds attracts attention because it differs from the symmetry of the organs at rest position. The two
asymmetries can co-occur (for example articulatory asymmetry in persons with transverse malocclusion).
9
The assessment of tongue symmetry, position and movements requires at least minimum
lowering of the mandible , that is why it is easier to assess the realizations of non-dentalized phonemes, e.g. /l/, /r/ (the mandible is away from the jaw) than of dentalized phonemes (the mandible
approaches the jaw). Lacking teeth make the task easier, so the teeth replacement period in children
is favorable for assessing tongue movements, as well as – contrary to appearances – to start speech
therapy, because seeking the appropriate tongue position, e.g. for [sz, ż, cz, dż] sounds can be easier
to control visually and correct.
8
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– further parts of the tongue. The assessment of other organs, situated deeper, for
instance the larynx, is not possible at all in direct logopedic observation10.
Asymmetry of lips, tongue, and mandible is not a phonemically oppositional
feature in relation to symmetry; thus, the very breaching of symmetry (even a significant one) does not lead to the sound accomplishment in a different phonemic
class, which makes the asymmetry – especially when it occurs among other, more
clearly visible imperfections – easy to overlook (or ignore). Noticing asymmetry
makes us face the question: why does it happen?
Tongue asymmetry
In Figure 3 I present the
realizations of phonemes /l/
and /r/ by a 4-year-old girl,
where, besides tongue asymmetry, other undesirable features occur. The realization
Fig. 3 Extra-phonetic realization of the /l/ phoneme in
of phoneme /l/ [Fig. 3 a] in
the word /lody/ and extra-phonemic realization of the /r/
auditory assessment can even
phoneme /r/ in the word /rama/ in a 4-year-old girl
be easily considered as correct (“only” a slight differSource: author’s own (a videophone recording)
ence in the tone), although in
visual assessment it significantly diverges from the arrangement of [l] sound – the
tongue is placed dismedially and protruding between the dental arches. Achieving
the lateral air flow in this abnormal arrangement is possible owing to the dorsum
of the tongue, which, when rising, effectively blocks the medial air flow.
The tone of lateral sound [l], produced by the correctly positioned tongue
(broadly and symmetrically distributed, raised behind the upper teeth) [Fig. 3]
is different than the tone of lateral sounds ([l1], [l2], [l3] etc.) produced by the
non-symmetrically positioned tongue, but the tone differences are subtle; consequently, they are easily omitted, especially because they do not play any role in the
system of phonemes (/l/ is the only lateral phoneme) [Ostapiuk 1998, 2006]. The
realization of phoneme /r/ [Fig. 3 b] also lacks many desirable features – lack of
vibrations predominates in the auditory assessment (we hear a sound of radically
different tone from the phonemic class of /l/), in the visual assessment – no apical
tilting of the tongue (tongue positioned dismedially and protruding between the
10
That is why assessing the function of certain speech organs exceeds the competence of
a speech therapist. The insight into the position and movement of these organs during sound
formation is possible owing to the application of special apparatus by a physician (inter alia by
a phoniatrist ).
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dental arches). In the set of described symptoms the dismediality in the tongue
position may seem of secondary importance. Is it really so?
Figures 5 and 6 show vibrating realizations of
phoneme /r/ by a 30-year-old man, one – in the
word [rama] repeated at request (0.56 sec.11), and
the other – intentionally performed in isolation with
prolongation (0.96 sec.) and the slightly lowered
maxilla.
In the auditory assessment, both the vibrating
sound in the word [rama], and the prolonged vibrating sound in isolation, can be considered as “almost
Fig. 4 Realization of the /l/
correct”. In both of them the front of the left-shifted
phoneme in /al/ sequence
tongue is raised: the apex (in the figures marked with
Source: author’s own
a circle) is near the edge of the left upper lateral in(a videophone recording)
cisor (it moves on its whole width), the mandible is
slightly lowered (more in isolation)12, and the right
edge of the tongue vibrates (which is more visible in the realization intentionally
prolonged for the needs of the study).
11
The total duration of [rama] I established on auditory-visual basis from a videophone recording. B. Rocławski [1986] measured the duration of 66 words recorded on three times on a
magnetic band, obtaining for the word rama the results ranging from 0,737 to 0,674 sec. [p. 207].
The measurement result depends both on the measured phenomena (speaking pace normal, fast
), and on the measurement tool (in my measurements the restriction of segmenting the analyzed
material is 0.08 sec. – program Windows Movie Maker), but also upon the decision of researcher
determining the beginning and end of the measured phenomenon. This decision is more difficult at
demarcating the border between one and the other sound in an articulation series, which is pointed
out by B. Rocławski with reference to sound material: “Hearing sound duration is much more difficult than hearing the duration of words. Sometimes the borders of sounds are difficult to establish.
We can observe the merging of sounds and transitory zones”, (emphasis mine-B O.) [p. 210]. The
simultaneous visual analysis makes the task complicated, for not only tones merge, but also images,
and the borders between what we hear and what we see do not coincide, for instance the auditory
impression, accompanying fragment 9. of the image in figure 13. contains both the ending of /r/,
and the beginning of /ł/, which I record as /r…ł/). As B. Rocławski says, the acoustic duration “can
be shorter or equal to the articulatory duration of the sound. The articulatory duration of the sound is
established during observation of the articulators’ work. We know that certain kinds of articulation
behavior do not produce the voice wave. The duration of articulation is longer than acoustic duration
in the case of voiceless plosive sounds (consonants) (…) and frictional sounds (…). The movements
that prepare for articulation of other sounds also sometimes are not accompanied by an acoustic
wave” [Rocławski, 209; see also: Wierzchowska 1971,. 210 and next].
12
The measurements of distance between the secant plane of the lower and upper incisors
allowed us to establish that lowering the mandible in the realization of phoneme /r/ in the word /
rama/ constitutes 14%, and in isolation 19% of the same distance measured at performing a single
(non-articulatory) movement of the tongue raising with the simultaneous maximal lowering of the
mandible [Fig. 7.b].
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Fig. 5. Asymmetry of tongue, lips and maxilla in the realization of the phoneme
sequence /rama/ by a 30-year-old man (frame after frame every 0.08 sec. in extended
time from 0.56 to 1.12 sec.)
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

Fig. 6. Prolonged realization of the /r/ phoneme in isolation by a 30-year-old man
(0.96 sec., frame after frame every 0.08 sec). The rectangle on the medial left incisor of the jaw
allows us to observe changes in the position of mandible, lower lip and tongue
(apex marked with a circle). Letter K denotes the right the right, lower cuspid tooth.
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

Together with the tongue, the mandible shifts left (almost by the width of the
lower incisor) [Fig. 6], and shifting of the tongue and mandible is accompanied
by asymmetrical positioning of lips – the mouth slit is broader on the opposite
(right) side. The examinee feels inconvenience in pronunciation (that is why he
had seen a speech therapist). As can be seen, producing a vibrating sound (sounding – let us recall –only slightly different ) at the dismedial position of the tongue
is not impossible, yet troublesome for the speaker. Why does the examinee, when
realizing the phoneme /r/ shift his tongue? Its m o b i li ty cannot be denied, if in
this – as it seems - “acrobatic” way – he achieves the vibrations.
Below, for comparison, I present an incorrect realization of the phoneme sequence /rama/ performed by a 4-year-old girl (extra-phonemic realization of phoneme /r/ makes us hear [lama]) [Fig. 7]. We should observe that the times of both
performances are completely different (0.56 sec. and 1.28 sec.), which also seems
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Fig. 7. Realization of phoneme sequence /rama/ by a 4-year-old girl (1.28 sec.,
frame after frame every 0.08 sec.).
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

to be determined by different pronunciation styles (the man repeats the word neutrally, and the girl – with emphasis), and in each of them – different proportions of
particular sounds’ duration, e.g. the word-final /a/ takes 50% (girl) or 28,6% (man)
of the whole and the word-initial /r/ –12.5% (girl) or 35.7% (man).
What connects the realizations of phoneme /r/ by a 4-year-old girl [Fig.
3.b] and by a 30year-old man [Fig. 5, 6]? Examining tongue mobility allows us
to discover that both these persons are not fully free to raise their tongues vertically, which is caused by the lingual frenulum – in one case significantly [Fig.
8 b], in the other only slightly [Fig. 8 a] shortened [tongue mobility assessment
in ankyloglossia according to Ostapiuk 2005]. During rising of the tongue behind
the upper incisors, the f r e n u l u m becomes very tense and arrests the tongue
before the goal is achieved. Persistence in overcoming the resistance of the tense
frenulum does not bring the desirable effect, but it brings undesirable results:
pain (sometimes even disruption of
the frenulum can happen). We can say
that the tongue is tilted, but because
of a mechanical obstacle it cannot be
fully tilted13 [Ostapiuk 2005].
As we can see, language users,
aiming at the realization of phoneme
/r/ look for a shorter way to achieve
their goal, by moving the tongue to
Fig. 8. Slightly (a) and significantly
(b) shortened tongue frenulum in raising
the side. Another sound effect of this
the tongue behind the upper teeth
strategy in both the discussed cases
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording) – reverse, incidentally, in relation to
The faulty mechanism described above obviously does not include other restrictions in
tongue tilting, e.g. neurological ones, though – which is worth noticing – it can coexist with other
ones .
13
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the degree of frenulum shortening: an imperfect, but vibrating sound at a significantly shortened frenulum and the lateral consonant instead of the vibrating one at
only a slightly shortened frenulum – can be explained by their different age of the
two persons (and maybe other, unnoticed factors ).
According to the interpretation, which is commonly applied in logopedics, the
above-described realization of phoneme /r/ by a 4-year-old girl cannot be treated
(substitution in the period of articulation development) [Kania 1975, Ostapiuk
2002]. If, however, we connect this substitution with the short frenulum, which
disturbs the child with medial tongue tilting, we cannot expect that he/she will
naturally “grow up” to the vibrating consonant. Quite contrary, we can expect that
if – in spite of the obstacle – the child finds another, substitute way and, finally,
a vibrating realization of phoneme /r/
is be obtained, it will be in a certain
faulty form – for instance dismedial
(like the 30-year-old man with the
substantially shortened frenulum [Fig.
5, 6], or the 20-year- old woman with
the slightly shortened frenulum [Fig.
9]14). The way from non-vibrating
(extra-phonemic) to vibrating (phoneFig. 9 Asymmetry of the tongue in the vibrating
realization of he /r/ phoneme, in isolation (b) by mic), but dismedial (extra-phonetic)
a 20-year-old woman with the slightly shortened realization of phoneme /r/cannot be
tongue frenulum (a)
regarded as correct. Should we then
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording) wait with the therapy of the 4-year-old
girl until she achieves the abnormal
vibration (deformation) or she does not achieve it until she is 6–7 years old (remaining at substitution) and will undergo therapy in accordance with the linguistic-register (age) criterion commonly applied in speech therapy , or – applying the
etiological criterion – shall we undertake the corrective measures straight away,
disregarding the form of realization and her age [Ostapiuk 2002]?
Tongue and lip movements in ankyloglossia and the articulatory polymorphism
In persons with a short lingual frenulum I also record a very significant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of l i p w o r k in the realizations, not only of consonant, but also
of vowel phonemes.
The most surprising, asymmetrically formed sound that I have encountered in my practice
as a speech therapist, was the vibrating realization of phoneme /r/ produced by the lateral edge of
the anterior part of the tongue with the apex at the upper sixth tooth (in an adult with a short lingual
frenulum).
14
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In Figure 10. I present completely different images of phoneme /o/ realizations (in various contexts) in three subjects. In the auditory assessment, the
realizations of /o/ with lips moved forward (Subject 3.) or flat (Subject 1.), symmetrical (Subject 1.) or asymmetrical: distinctly (Subject 2.) or discretely (Subject
3.), with mandible moved away (Subject 2. and 3.), or close to the jaw (Subject
1.), with tongue moved forward: “bulging” (Subject 3.), or flat (Subject 2.), seem
to be equally good, especially if we refer to the idea of polymorphism, the essence
of which is the conviction that “t h e s a m e s o u n d , e s p e c i a l l y
the same vowel can be pronounced in more
t h a n o n e w a y ” [Gołąb, Heinz, Polański 1970, 432, Dłuska 1983; emphasis mine-B.O.]. The observation of how the lips and tongue cooperate “when
vowels are pronounced by different persons” [Styczek 1979, 113] convinced the
researchers that “The oral cavity resonator can be extended by moving the lips
forward o r m o v i n g t h e t o n g u e b a c k w a r d s – the acoustic effect remains the same”. In the idea of polymorphism, without going into
details about the cause of different arrangements, it is assumed that “In certain
persons lips work strong during pronunciation of vowels, whereas in others the
mobility of lips is small, and the tongue works more” [Styczek 1979, 113; (emphasis mine-B. O.), see also: Dłuska 1983]. Polymorphism was earlier observed
in producing vowels (in two persons) in X-ray examinations by H. Koneczna
[Koneczna, Zawadowski 1951]: “Subject One pronounces them with very insignificant changes in the arrangement of lips, whereas Subject Two demonstrates
much greater mobility of the mouth. This “laziness” of the lips is compensated for
by Subject One, by the increased work of the tongue” [p. 8].
Is the “acoustic effect “of various arrangements presented in figure 10 really the same? Can each of these sounds be included into the class of model
a standard sounds (as a model sound [o] or its combination variant [o1], [o2], [o3],
[o4], etc. [B. Rocławski2001, 212]), or should it be counted into the class of faulty
sounds within this phoneme ([o1], [o2], [o3], [o4] etc.)15? What auditory satisfaction can provide, is only the assurance that at various arrangements of lips and
tongue a sound can be produced with the features of phoneme /o/. The question
that remains unanswered is: why does such a differentiation occur? In figure 11,
I present the examination of non-articulatory tongue mobility, which reveals that
B. Rocławski emphasizes that the abundance of phonetic phenomena creates needs for
special phonetic signs, which are especially significant in logopedics. He himself suggests that
15

sounds, well described in terms of articulation and acoustics, should be marked as follows:
with a letter – basic sounds (e.g. [r]), with a letter and the subsequent number written next
to the letter in superscript – non-basic sounds, accepted by the orthophonic standard (e.g.
[r1]), and with a letter and number in subscript – non-basic sounds, not accepted by the
orthophonic standard (e.g. [r1]) (or the other way round) [Rocławski 2001,166]. This is the
way of recording that I use.
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Fig. 10. Labiograms of the phoneme /o/ realizations in the speech of three people
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

in each case we deal with the limited freedom of tongue movements: the restriction is significant (Subject 1.), average (medium) (Subject 3.), slight (Subject 2.)
[assessment according to Ostapiuk 2005]. Is the “l a z y ” or i n c r e a s e d ,
even a s y m m e t r i c a l w o r k o f t h e l i p s i n r e a l i z a t i o n s o f p h o n e m e /o/ presented in figure 10., the expression of polymorphous freedom, or the result of limited tongue mobility in ankyloglossia?
Faulty realizations of vowel phonemes are seldom distinguished in literature,
because vowel defects are treated as “only” carelessness, sloppiness, and negligence of articulation not r el a t e d to the s t r u c t u r e of the a r t i c u l a t i o n
a p p a r a t u s [see: Ostapiuk, Konopska 2006], and even as m a s k i n g of the
s p e e c h defect, which is suggested by B. Wierzchowska [1971], as she discussed
the disorders in the pronunciation of oral vowels: “It sometimes happens that indistinct way of speaking is aimed at c o v e r i n g u p some speech defect, e.g.
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lisping, which the speaker is ashamed of” [p. 131; emphasis mine - B. O.]. The
realizations of vowel phonemes very rarely attract the attention of speech therapists, in fact only when they exceed the limits of a phoneme16, probably also
because the “damage” resulting from the defective structure or work of the organs in speech apparatus is
smaller in vowels than in
consonants. Are there any
grounds for thinking that
incorrect realizations of
consonant phonemes can
be accompanied by exemplary realizations of vowel
Fig. 11 Tongue mobility restriction in subjects
phonemes, or the other way
from Fig. 10
round, that faulty vowels
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)
can be accompanied by correct consonants. Or quite
contrary – considering the fact that both these types of sounds are produced in the
s a m e s p e e c h a p p a r a t u s, we can assume, even a priori, that the imperfection of speech apparatus adversely affects all the sounds produced in it, regardless
of its different participation in forming a syllable. The ”damage” is greater, indeed
– and at the same time it is more perceptible – in the realizations of consonants
than those of vowels. We can even perversely say that f a u l t y c o n s o n a n t s m a s k t h e o c c u r r e n c e o f f a u l t y v o w e l s (in
the eyes and ears of the observer).
If two different articulation arrangements lead to t h e s a m e s o u n d ,
then the l o go p e d i s t should recognize both arr a n g e m e n t s a s c o r r e c t; if, however two different arrangements lead
t o t w o d i f f e r e n t s o u n d s , then the speech therapist should know
what is the difference between the arrangement leading to a s o u n d w i t h
n o r m a l t o n e and the arrangement leading to a s o u n d w i t h a l m o s t n o r m a l t o n e . Then he should aim at establishing why the untypical
arrangement is formed.
How to refer to a pronunciation, where sounds with definitely different tones
(for instance: [r1]) c o - o c c u r with “almost normal” sounds (for instance [l1],
[o1])? Should only the first ones be regarded as faulty, and the second ones as
16
“In Polish, the vowels are not very frequently incorrectly pronounced (…). However,
in spite of this fact, sometimes incorrect vowel articulations occur, involving, first of all, substitution. (…) We also encounter articulations, which are n o t d e f i n i t e l y i n c o r r e c t
b u t t h e i r p r o n u n c i a t i o n i s c a r e l e s s , with minor application of the lips,
the result of which are not very comprehensible utterances” [Sołtys-Chmielowicz 2008,. 127; emphasis mine – B. O.; see as well: Skorek 2000, 37–39].
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“polymorphously” correct? Or the opposite – considering the economics of actions undertaken in speech therapy and its effectiveness – the sounds with “almost
normal” tone, should also be diligently studied with reference to anatomical conditions?
Can therefore vowel imperfections be ignored, or quite contrary – although
they are slight – should they also be carefully studied, also in consideration of consonants? My experience shows that undesirable features in vowels (a different arrangement of the tongue, lips, and mandible) accompany the undesirable features
in consonants, and that imperfect vowels are not “ordinary” carelessness, and
negligence of articulation, but – together with imperfect consonants – they produce a speech defect.

Fig. 12. Asymmetry of lips in the phoneme sequence /czapka/. Subject 3 (frame after frame
every 0.08 sec., in extended time from 0.48 to 96 sec.)
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

In figures 12.-15. I present the examples of accomplishing a few consonant
and vowel phonemes in the speech of Subject 3. (a 19-year-old man with a moderately shortened lingual frenulum, who pays a lot of attention to pronunciation
quality and, with visible diligence, aims at as good results as possible). The broadening of the mouth slit, (especially active in this case) is either left- or right-side
for particular phonemes, and sometimes, as in the realization of /k/, variable: once
to the left [Fig. 12.6-7], and after a while, in the same [Fig. 12.8-9] and in a different sound [Fig. 13.12-13] to the right.
No realization exceeds the appropriate phonemic field, consequently, speech
is understandable, but in the tone of particular sounds (in the auditory assessment)
we find features that prevent us from regarding them as exemplary. The difference
in tone is greater (and can be heard more clearly) in realizing certain consonant
phonemes, for instance /r/ (disvibrating sounds) than in others, for instance /l/ (lateral, but dental sounds). The auditory assessment of how the consonant phoneme
realizations sound is practically impossible.
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Fig. 13. Asymmetry of lips in the realization of the phoneme sequence /czapeczka/.
Subject 3 (frame after frame every 0.08 sec., in extended time from 0.56 to 1.12 sec.).
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

Also the phonetic vicinity is of importance, as well as the phonemic structure
of the word, for example the undesirable palatality is discrete in word initial [cz1]
in /czapka/ [Fig. 12], slightly greater in [cz2] and [cz3] [Fig. 13] in /czapeczka/,
and still greater in [cz4], [cz5] in utterances like: /tszy czerwone czapeczki/.
During every realization of phoneme /cz/ (from 0.16 to 0.32 sec.) the lips are
in a more or less asymmetrical arrangement, protruding (the upper lip strongly
turned up and raised), the lower dental arch not exactly close to the jaw, and the
tongue - which is visible when the maxilla is slightly lowered - does not rise fully
behind the upper teeth, but contacts the palatal surface of upper incisors by the
edge of its anterior part, its lower surface is not broadly, freely distributed, but
slightly bulging [Fig. 11, 12].

Fig. 14. Asymmetry of lips in the realization of the phoneme sequence /obdarł/ – Subject 3
(frame after frame every 0.08 sec. in extended time from 0.56 to 1.12 sec.)
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)
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Let us look at the arrangement of lips in the realization of the difficult phoneme sequence /obdarł/ in figure 14. A discrete lack of symmetry is noticeable
already at /b/, slightly greater at /d/, still greater at /a/ before /r/, and especially
big at passing from /r/ to /ł/ and in the whole course of (the longest lasting) realization of /ł/ (before the word initial /l/ of the next word). The broadening of
the mouth slit “moves” from left to right side during the subsequent segments of
utterance.
In simpler phonemic sequences, e.g. /lef/ the lip asymmetry is smaller, but
here it is also visible that it coexists with – also small – abnormalities of the
tongue position: shifting left ( at /l/, as well as at /e/), incomplete rising towards
the gums behind the upper incisors and narrowing the anterior part (at /l/), moving the oral cavity forward (at /l/ and /e/).

Fig. 15. Asymmetry of lips in the realization of the phoneme sequence /lef/ – Subject 3
(frame after frame every 0.08 sec in extended time from 0.40 to 0.80 sec.).
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

It is similar in the realizations of simple sequences /ara/, /rak/, /al/, /ala/, /
la/ and /r/ in isolation, presented in figure 16. The mass of the tongue is slightly
shifted f o r w a r d – in /a/ the apex touches the tongue surfaces of the lower incisors (as in the description by B. Wierzchowska [1980, 54]). The edge line of the
anterior part of the tongue is near the edges of lower incisors, or coincides with it,
and sometimes it is even a little higher (for instance the first images of the word
initial /a/ in /al/, /ala/).
In sequences /al/, /ala/, /ara/ the tongue, n a r r o w e d in the anterior part
(which makes it longer at the same time), rises from this very position – without
moving backwards – to /l/ or /r/, encountering, however, not the gums, but the
teeth, and then it moves slightly backwards towards the gums (and also moves
slightly left) and again moves to the teeth, its lower surface is slightly bulging,
which prompts us to suppose that on the dorsum of the tongue a shallow hollow
might be formed. In the reverse passage – from /l/, /r/ to /a/ – the arrangements
are similar.
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Fig. 16. Realization of simple phoneme sequences – Subject 3.
Source: author’s own (a videophone recording)

Asymmetry of the lips is greater in the realization of phonemes that require
raising the anterior part of the tongue behind the upper incisors (/r/, /l/, /cz/) or
high positioning of the posterior part of the tongue17 (/k/, /ł/), and the greatest –
when some of them are in each other’s neighborhood (for instance /rł/).

17
Such an arrangement is what B. Rocławski [2001] briefly calls u-arrangement [p. 214, 230,
et seq.].
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Movements of the tongue and lips versus
the labio-velar complex
The participation of lips in realizing labial consonant phonemes is obvious – the sounds [p, b] are produced owing to the explosion which happens “at
the moment of abrupt dilation of the lips” [Rocławski 2001, 289], the sounds
[f, w] – “owing to the slit formed by the upper teeth and lower lip” [p. 262].
In the literature lip movement descriptions are also found in the characterizations of non-labial sounds, but they are rare and scarce. It is emphasized that the
a r r a n g e m e n t of l i p s is different i n i s o l a t i o n (at [sz, ż, cz, dż] “lips
are protruded, rounded”, at [ś, ź, ć, dź] the corners of the mouth are parted and
the lips slightly protruding, at [s, z, c, dz] the mouth corners are parted ), and it is
d i f f e r e n t i n c o n t e x t – the arrangement of lips in the above-mentioned
sounds and other sounds: non-labial ([t, d, n, ń, k, g, ch, r, l] and labial [p, b, m,
f, w]) “is affected by the neighboring sounds ” and they determine whether “the
lips move forward” or “assume the flat position” [Rocławski 2001: 203–294; see
also: Wierzchowska 1980: 39].
The association the shape of lips with the tongue position is directly emphasized with of reference to vowels. Thus – in Polish – the “i”, i.e. the high, anterior
tongue position is connected with the flat position of lips (delabial-palatal complex) [Rocławski 2001, 207], and the “u”, i.e. “the posterior and high arrangement
of tongue mass is accompanied by strong forward movement and rounding of
lips” (the labio-velar complex)18 [Rocławski 2001, 214].
The relationship between the lip arrangement and tongue movements in
consonants is seldom spoken of. B. Rocławski [2001], while characterizing the
post-alveolar phonemes, states: “when uttering sounds constituting post-alveolar
phonemes, lips t e n d to m o v e f o r w a r d. This results from the necessity
of shaping the resonators appropriately for these consonants. Besides, this m a y
be c o n n e c t e d with the slight b a c k w a r d s h i f t i n g of the t o n g u e
m a s s in relation to the hissing sounds” [p. 274–275; my emphasis - B. O.]. The
author, referring to the connection of the tongue with lips in vowels, emphasizes:
“This a r t i c u l a t o r y t e n d e n c y is used while eliciting the consonant [sz].
We elicit [sz] by bringing our lips together. The arrangement of lips observed here
resembles their arrangement in the l a b i o - v e l a r articulatory complex” [p.
275; my emphasis-B.O.]. The description of realization of the phoneme /ł/ reads:
“The tongue, and especially the lips, change their position. Their movement takes
place within the limits of the “u” arrangement” [p. 230]. “The dynamic ‘u-ness’
B. Wierzchowska [1980], while discussing labialization and delabialization with reference
to the doming of the tongue at the front or at the back of oral cavity, uses the following words: “we
speak about the so-called complex of articulation movements” [p. 46].
18
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can be spoken of here”19 [p. 227]. I also understand the remarks about the alveolar
variant of phoneme /n/ as the expression of the connection between the tongue arrangement and the shape of lips, although the lips are not directly referred to here:
“Most frequently the alveolar variant is said to occur before all the alveolar consonants. In my opinion, it also appears in the position before [u] and [o]” [p. 246].
For the logopedist the connection between the movement of lips and tongue
in vowels is especially important. “For many years I have been telling logopedists/speech therapists that the k e y to c o n s o n a n t s a r e v o w e l s ” –
B. Rocławski says [2001: 275] and explains that “the f o r m a t i o n of a r t i c u l a t i o n c o m p l e x e s during v o w e l t r a i n i n g permits use of lips later
t o c o n t r o l t h e t o n g u e w h i l e e l i c i t i n g c o n s o n a n t s ” [Rocławski
2001, 275; emphasis mine-B.O.]. Therefore -as we read - “eliciting post alveolar
consonants is well enhanced by the labio-velar complex correctly formed in
vowels as well as in the vicinity of the vowel [u] [Rocławski 2001 p. 275].
Strategy for supporting the tongue by lips
in therapy vis-à-vis the labio-velar complex
The presented material allows us to talk about the correct labio-velar complex, in which we observe f r e e c o o p e r a t i o n o f b o t h t h e
o r g a n s : “the lips move forward and the tongue moves backwards”: and
about the incorrect one, where o n e o r g a n i s supported by the o t h e r: “the
lips move forward or the tongue goes backwards”. The concept of polymorphism,
which allows us to regard sounds which are produced “in a slightly different way”
as “the same” as the correct ones (“The oral cavity resonator can be extended by
moving the lips forward, or moving the tongue backwards – the acoustic effect
remains the same” [Styczek 1979, 113; my emphasis-B.O.]) distracts attention
from the difference in both the arrangements.
In speech therapy the recommendation to support the work of the tongue with
additional work of the lips (alluding to the labio-velar complex20) and the certainty
The subsequent edition of B. Rocławski’s “Podstawy wiedzy o języku polskim dla glottodydaktyków pedagogów psychologów i logopedów” (2005 ) contains a mistake, which is absent from
previous editions, namely: on page 227, instead of the roentgenogram with the “u” arrangement,
there is a roentgenogram with the “i” arrangement (repeated from the previous page). The abovequoted sentence: “Here we can speak about the dynamic “u”-ness is, in turn, absent from the 2001
edition, so I am quoting it after the later edition [2005: 227].
20
A. Sołtys-Chmielowicz [2008] writes: “Each forward movement of the tongue causes the
backward movement of the lip angles, i.e. their flattening, backward movement of the tongue during pronunciation of vowels means protruding and rounding of the lips at the same time” [p. 128],
‘consciously working with our lips we try to activate the reverse mechanism – adjusting the arrangement of the tongue to the shape of lips”, ‘a child articulates (repeating after the speech therapist) all
the vowels in different orders, overemphasizing the work of lips ” [p. 128; emphasis mine-B. O.]
19
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that “i n s uf f i c i e n t work of the t o n g u e can be easily replaced by more
effective w o r k of the l i p s ” [Sołtys-Chmielowicz 2008, 128; my emphasisB.O.]) a r e n o t a c c o m p a n i e d by the c o n c e r n about the l a b i o –
v e l a r c o m p l e x in v o w e l s, though it is difficult to assume that an imperfect vowel [u1], [u2], [u3], [u4] etc. is an equally good aid in eliciting post-alveolar
consonants like the vowel [u] with the correct labio-velar complex. When a patient with a short frenulum is told to protrude the lips, simultaneously ignoring the
restricted tongue mobility, then instead of the sound [sz] its apparent production
is obtained (excessively protruding lips and underworked anteriolingual-alveolar
fissure21), which, however, as it is still “better” than a hissing sound, is persistently
retained in syllables, words with simple, and then more complicated phonemic
structures, yet it cannot be… consolidated (then the patient hears: “too little exercising!”) or it does become established, but in a faulty, (e.g. dorsal) form.
When we decide that the cooperation of lips and tongue in articulation is
correct only when “the lips go forwards and the tongue goes backwards” (the
labio-velar complex), and the cooperation of lips and tongue is incorrect, when
“the lips protrude, but the tongue does not go backwards far enough” (polymorphism), then it is difficult to interpret the presented activity of lips as articulatory
f r e e d o m (in specific anatomical conditions various configurations of positions
and movements of organs are possible for a given sound). Considering the knowledge about the cooperation of tongue and lips, an untypical activity of lips can be
perceived as the n e c e s s i t y resulting from restricted tongue movements ( i n
certain anatomical conditions the desirable configuration
of organs producing a given sound cannot be obtained,
therefore other configurations are produced and, in effect,
s l i g h t l y d i ff e r e n t s o u n d s , s i m i l a r, b u t n o t t h e s a m e , e . g .
[o1, 2, 3…], [a1, 2, 3…], [l1, 2, 3…] etc.). The persons with ankyloglossia spontaneously
and not consciously utilize o t h e r o r g a n s to c o m p e n s a t e for the
i n s u f f i c i e n c i e s of the t o n g u e, among others, lips, but they only obtain as
much as possible within the labio-velar assistance. More can be achieved through
speech therapy. However, we should discard the naive hope that w i t h o u t r e m o v i n g the c a u s e of the l i m i t e d r a n g e of t o n g u e m o v e m e n t s the r a n g e of i t s m o v e m e n t s c a n be i m p r o v e d
[Ostapiuk 2005, 2006, 2008].
A. Sołtys-Chmielowicz [2008] quotes the opinion of J. Liška, who related incorrect protrusion of lips to the compensation for inadequacies in tongue position (tongue too close to the teeth)
[p. 103], but she still does not go into details about the reason for abnormal positioning of lips; she
only warns the patients against it: “Next we train lip rounding, which, sometimes is not simple, because children make a “lip beak”, whereas it should only be a slight forward movement of the lips
and a slight rounding, like in the vowel “o” [p. 103; my emphasis – B. O.]. The principal question
is: Why is sticking the lips out not simple on some occasions?”
21
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Ankyloglossia and compensation strategies
in ankyloglossia versus the three-dimensional
configuration of articulatory organs
Abnormal articulatory configurations of the articulatory organs that form in
persons with ankyloglossia are directly or indirectly related to the restriction of
vertical tongue movements. A short frenulum d i r e c t l y r e s t r i c t s the v e r t i c a l t o n g u e m o v e m e n t s in its whole length , therefore it hinders not
only raising the anterior part of the tongue towards the gingival folds (inter alia
the phonemes /l/, /r/ /cz/), but also the medium part of the tongue towards the hard
palate (inter alia phonemes: /ń/, /j/, /i/, /ś/) and the posterior part of the tongue
towards the soft palate (inter alia /k/, /ł/, /u/). Different c o m p e n s a t i o n s t
r a t e g i e s applied by persons with ankyloglossia allow them to eliminate the effects of restrictions in vertical tongue movements, but i n d i r e c t l y they lead to
incorrect formation of the tongue mass in both horizontal directions (backwardforward, right-left), among others at the expense of symmetry. The strategy of t
o n g u e n a r r o w i n g allows one to achieve its elongation, which minimizes
the restrictions of vertical movement and offers a chance of reaching the goal with
appropriate parts of the tongue (anterior, middle, posterior; and the goal could
be: gingival folds, hard palate or soft palate), but at the expense of the t o n g u e
w i d t h or its m e d i a l p o s i t i o n in the oral cavity, h o r i z o n t a l l y
(right-left). The strategy of u s i n g some o t h e r p a r t of the t o n g u e (for
instance the dorsum instead of its anterior part) or s o m e o t h e r p l a c e
in the o r a l c a v i t y (for instance the teeth instead of the gingival folds) to
produce explosion, friction, scraping, or vibration thwarts the correct contacts
of the tongue in the h o r i z o n t a l a n t e r i o r-p o s t e r i o r d i r e c t i o n.
T h e s t r a t e g y o f u s i n g a n o t h e r o r g a n (for instance
lips or mandible) t o s u p p o r t t h e t o n g u e a l s o a l l o w
minimizing the effects of restricting vertical
tongue movements, but at the same time it is
t h e source of abnormal h o r i z o n t a l movements of the supporting organ
(for instance asymmetry of lips) or its vertical movements (for instance moving
the mandible towards the jaw). The s t r a t e g y of the u s e of s o m e o t h e r
o r g a n instead of the t o n g u e (for example the uvula) leads to a completely
different configuration of the organs.
In ankyloglossia, comprehensible speech can be produced, but it i s n o t
p o s s i b l e to achieve a l l the desirable effects in realizations of all phonemes.
Depending on the phoneme, co-articulatory vicinity, the degree of frenulum shortening and the applied compensation strategies, various abnormal configurations
of speech organs arise. The abnormalities concern one o r m o r e t h a n
o n e i m p e r f e c t i o n . A special abundance of possibilities and their
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combinations can be observed in the realizations of phoneme /r/: the tongue is
n o t r a i s e d s u f f i c i e n t l y h i g h (especially in the anterior, but also in
its further parts), the a n t e r i o r p a r t of the t o n g u e i s e x c l u d e d, and
the further part of the dorsum rises towards the gums, or the t o n g u e is a b s o l u t e l y e x c l u d e d and its role in the formation of a vibration is taken over by
another organ (e.g. the uvula), the tongue mass is n o t d i s t r i b u t e d broadly
enough (the side edges of the tongue do not adhere to the molar teeth in the jaw),
the tongue does not place itself m e d i a l l y in t h e o r a l c a v i t y (the
palatine raphe and the sulcus on the dorsum of the tongue, as well as the lingual
frenulum are not in one plane, and the lower surface of the tongue on the right and
left side of the lingual frenulum are not symmetrical ), the m a x i l l a a s s u m e s
the d e n t a l i z i n g p o s t i o n in relation to the jaw (this strategy is applied
by Subject 1. in Figure 9) [Ostapiuk 2002a].
The significance of the problems in ankyloglossic dislalia is the insufficient
work of the tongue and, strictly speaking, there is n o o t h e r po s s i b i l i t y,
as the short frenulum (to a greater or smaller extent) blocks the movement [Ostapiuk 2005, 2006, 2008, 2011]. On the one hand, the use of lips (the mandible) in
therapy, in the hope that this (unjustified) strategy will solve the tongue problem,
causes astonishment, whereas on the other – because it yields effects to a certain
extent – it is understandable why it is not accompanied by doubts. Especially, if
we consider the phenomena that are still commonly present in logopedics: disregarding of the influence of a short lingual frenulum upon the quality of speech, the
conviction about the effectiveness of treating ankyloglossic dislalia by a speech
therapist without the surgical treatment of ankyloglossia, as well as unawareness
of frequent occurrence of this anatomical defect [for more, see Ostapiuk 2005,
2006, 2008, 20011]. This is proven, among others, by the fact that a speech defect
caused by a short lingual frenulum is not specified in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Health Problems (ICD-10). We should refer
to the studies conducted by students the Postgraduate Logopedics and Language
Didactics Course of the Szczecin University, where the subject of analysis is the
connection between the quality of speech apparatus and (inter alia the lingual
frenulum) and the quality of realization of the selected Polish consonant phonemes in different age groups. The results of these methodologically uniform,
unpublished studies are to a significant extent similar22 and confirm the adverse
Divergences in the results of the quoted studies are small and result from different numbers
of examinees (from 49 to 168 persons – a statistically less frequent phenomenon may not occur in
a smaller group) and – first of all – from obvious doubts felt by the examiners, speech therapy junior
research workers, who did use the same tool of lingual frenulum assessment, but it was only during
the studies that they became skilful in using it. The same tool guarantees equal study results only
when it is used in the same way – in examining simple tongue movements according to my suggestion [Ostapiuk 2005], the divergence in the tongue scope assessment can be determined by lack of
22
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effect of ankyloglossia upon pronunciation. They also prove that ankyloglossia
is a frequent phenomenon: it concerns ca. 70% of the population (more often it
is in a mild form – ca. 38%, less frequently –medium – ca. 25%, and the least
frequently -severe - ca. 5%) (I am giving the data on the basis of several studies
covering a total of 708 examinees of 6-54 years old [Cytrynowicz, Krasuń 2004,
Kozłowska, Warzoszczak 2004, Martyn 2004: Prządka, Kowalska 2004, Wizjan
2004, Wójcik 2004, Zakosztowicz 2004], which means that a speech therapist attempting to correct faulty pronunciation very often encounters ankyloglossic dislalia. If he disregards ankyloglossia and the meaning of its surgical treatment, he
equally often condemns himself and, first of all, the patient, to failures in speech
therapy. The results of these studies are also a contribution to establishing the effect of ankyloglossia upon the formation of occlusion.
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Methodological Basis of Research on Interaction
in Aphasia

Summary
The proposed interactional approach in studies on aphasia changes the perspective of
examination and interpretation of this disorder by focusing on the analysis of aphasic language
facts and by using linguistic methods of their description,. Earlier studies on aphasia emphasized
the types and degrees of language disorders. The logopedic management oriented towards diagnosis
and treatment of speech disorders in patients with brain damages also prompts the interest in the
retained brain capabilities in this group of patients. It is the preserved language skills that determine
effective interaction with the patient suffering from speech disorders, the most essential grounds
for the process of programming a therapy being communication efforts made by aphasic patients
in order to realize the intended objective. The specificity of language behavior in aphasia is the
resultant of two processes: disintegration and compensation which are determined, on the one
hand, by difficulties in the actualization of units of the language system, and on the other hand,
by communication strategies adopted by patients. From the standpoint of logopedic management
procedures and the functioning of aphasic persons in society, what is the most important are their
preserved interaction skills. The specificity of interaction in which aphasic persons take part involves
the utilization of three elements: 1) a verbalized or non-verbal communication; 2) an utterance about
a communication in two functions: the organization of a communication and the semiotic status
of the factors; 3) the sender’s and the receiver’s knowledge resulting from textual and non-textual
determinants. The analysis of the three interaction categories: text, context and metatext, allows us
to devise the model of interaction behaviors in aphasic patients, in which, through the description
of language structures, we can arrive at the conclusions about the condition of cognitive structures.
Key words: interaction, speech, aphasia, text, metatext, context
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1. Looking for research perspective
Each of the existing ideas of aphasia is in its nature based on a complex of
data and statements concerning anatomy and physiology of the nervous system,
psychology of linguistics etc. Among various, interdisciplinary concepts of describing this disorder, originating from different theorems concerning the functional organization of brain, the significance and properties of healthy persons’
speech, its connection with other psychical functions and psychological processes
conditioning its normal or disturbed course, etc, one should choose the stipulations that, although formed on the grounds of various sciences, are not internally
contradictory and have been verified in empirical research. These findings provide as broad and coherent outlook on the aphasic phenomena as possible and are
useful for explication of language material, indicating the directions of its interpretation. Since aphasia, as a unit of speech pathology, is expressed in a paradigm
of language symptoms, the methodological findings concerning the essence of
speech and language are of fundamental importance for its description.
The linguists’ remarks on the language functioning in people with aphasia
raise serious interpretational doubts. Lack of theoretical differentiation between
knowledge about language and efficiency in using it resulted in conclusions about
the status of the language system on the basis of manifestations of disorders in accomplishing specific utterances by patients with injuries to the subordinate brain
hemisphere, which, consequently, led to interpreting aphasia as a manifestation
of language system disintegration [Jacobson 1989, Zarębina 1973, Kania 1976].
Such a methodological approach, however, refers to all sort of linguistic studies.
This was aptly commented upon by Krzysztof Korżyk:
“one of the paradoxical properties of linguistic concepts, theories or models suggested for the
explanation of language phenomena is that these structures ultimately refer not as much to a homogeneous, autonomous sign system called language, but rather to a group of various phenomena,
usually treated by linguists as the manifestations of this abstract object’s existence. These manifestations are, first of all, (1) utterances and texts – products of a special kind of human activity (physical, psychical/mental and social), usually defined as speaking, (2) the above-mentioned activity,
approached from different theoretical perspectives and (3) its variously conceptualized biological
“substratum” – “bio-psychical language substrate .” [Korżyk, in: Awdiejew 1999: 9].

Differentiation of the ontological status of two different phenomena: a system,
understood as a mental being and a specific type of language behavior, which is
a physical fact, is an important methodological postulate. It gains special importance in studies on speech pathology. These phenomena, though interdependent,
are not identical. Methodological standards of linguistics demanded studying texts
and presenting their properties as features of the system. As a result of such approach, the border between the two spheres in which the language works – langue
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and parole1 becomes blurred. Ferdinand de Saussure did not at all postulate strict
distinction between an individual’s speech (parole) and language, which is owned
by the whole community and which, being contained in the language awareness
of each individual, determines a definite structure of individual speech (langue).
However, he pointed out to the need for strict theoretical differentiation between
these two planes, simultaneously being conscious that such a strict differentiation
cannot be performed in practice [Ivić 1975].
Data on speech pathology clearly prove that it is possible to study language
and speaking separately. Therefore, the terminological differentiation between
“competence”; understood as a property of an individual’s mind, the knowledge
of grammatical rules that develops in the general process of growing up and socialization; and performance understood as language activity (speaking), the form
obtained by this knowledge in individual utterances, which are affected by various factors of biological-physical, psychological and social character is of fundamental importance for description and interpretation of speech disorders and thus
also for explaining the mechanisms of interpersonal communication [Panasiuk
2000b, 2001b].
The justifiability, possibility and even necessity of differentiating the language (langue), speech (language) and speaking (parole) in particular individuals thus appears to be clearly visible in the linguistic
studies of language pathology manifestations. Admittedly, here it is
better to replace Saussure’s three-part opposition with the notions introduced by
Noam Chomsky – competence and performance, as we are referring to a definite
person, who, as a result of various factors of biological, anatomical and physiological nature, shows an apparent dissociation between the knowledge of signs
and rules of combining them into larger entities, and the ability to
use it. And although F. de Saussure himself stated that “a man who is deprived
of the possibility to use speech retains his language, if only he understands vocal
sounds that he hears ” [Saussure 1991, 42], yet the researchers-structuralists concluded about the disintegration of parole on the basis of pathology in the sphere
of langue 2. This is indicated, for instance, by the titles of some linguistic studies3.
According to F. de Saussure’s definition “ language (langue) is a set of necessary conventions
assumed by a community to enable the individuals to use their ability to speak. The ability to speak
is something different from language, but it is something that cannot be accomplished without language. What is understood as speaking (parole), is an act of an individual who is accomplishing their
ability of speech by means of a social convention, which is language. Speaking contains the notion
of accomplishing what is allowed by the social convention” [Saussure 1991, 40, note 10].
2
Structuralists criticized Ferdinand de Saussure’s psychologism, indicating that it is in contradiction to other theses of his theory. Today a return to psychologism is observed in the form
of the so-called mentalism of Noam Chomsky’s generative-transformative grammar, or cognitive
linguistics .
3
Cf. E.g.: Disintegration of phonological system in aphasia (on the Polish language material)
1
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However, there exists a certain reality (…) I mean the pathological cases, when speech becomes limited to single-sentence utterances or to reproducing ready-made sentences, and the ability
of joining words in new sentences vanishes, or the situations when this ability is undermined, but
as the patient cannot manipulate the morphological components of the word, the operations of inflexion or derivation are abolished. In another case the vocabulary may remain intact, but the ability
to recognize and reproduce new words is disturbed, because the phonemic components cease to be
an autonomous instrument for making differentiations for the patient, whereas a normal listener or
language user can distinguish the words he has never heard and used before.
Cf. R. Jakobson, 1989, part 1: 136.

Moreover, the description of language disorders in aphasia requires considering the complex nature of the language itself, the character of which results
directly from the three relationships [cf. Henz 1988], comprising different aspects
of human linguistic activity:
1) towards subjective reality;
2) towards objective reality;
3) towards society.
Additionally, adopting the differentiation made by logicians, between: on one
hand – language referring to facts that are external to it, and on the other – “metalanguage” that refers to the language itself as a specific being, another relationship
can be distinguished:
4) “language-object” – “metalanguage”.
Man, facing the objective (external) reality surrounding him, uses language
to formulate judgments on this reality and his place in it. The essence of man’s
relationship towards the world surrounding him is the ability to connect language
signs with individual objects and phenomena of the extra-language reality4.
An individual, trying to get acquainted with and understand the objective
reality, thereby transforms it in some way. Man’s cognitive experiences, formed
during philo- and ontogenetic development, find their reflection in the structure of
the general and individual languages themselves. Language records these experiences in notional structures, and at the same time makes them possible, as being a
form of abstract thinking. The position of language determinism in human cognition, based on the idea of Wolfgang von Humboldt, studies by Edward Sapir and
by Józef Tadeusz Kania [Kania 1976] or Rozbicie systemu językowego w afazji (on Polish material)
by Maria Zarębina [Zarębina 1973]. However, Leon Kaczmarek in his published voice in discussion after Woffgang Dressler’s paper on phonological disorders in aphasia distinctly postulated that
“language phenomena should be differentiated from substance. For verbal utterances of early preschool children, or even “dislalians are perceived by us – despite frequently very big deformation of
substance in the segmental plane, i.e. faulty realization of phonemes. In these cases language communication, though more or less hindered, still exists” [Kaczmarek, after: Mierzejewska 1978, 24].
4
This aspect of language functioning was assumed by structural linguistics.
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Benjamin Lee Whorf5, the linguistic views of Jost Trier, or philosophic ideas of
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz and Hans George Gadamer, is assumed by Stanisław Grabias when building the methodological foundations for
studying speech disturbances [Grabias 2007]. Human processes of learning about
the world take place through the categories contained in language, thanks to language man becomes detached from the biological way of being oriented in reality,
which is characteristic of other living beings [Grabias 2001].
An inherent feature of a human being is to strive to contact other members of
a community, the will to transmit the information about himself and the world to
the surroundings. The wish to be noticed in the social milieu and will to express
oneself are combined with the need of reception of the surroundings’ response.
From this perspective, verbal behavior is treated as an element of global human
social behavior. The subject of interest for a language researcher becomes not a
language code, but speech activity, described by S. Grabias – after Alfred Schulz
– in terms of interactions. The following elements of interaction become significant: participants – types of relationship and contact between them situation; time,
place, number of participants, the subject and form of utterance, as well as the
intention of transmission and its pragmatic functions [Grabias 1997, 2007]. In
human behavior perceived from the interaction perspective, everything – each
movement or gesture, and even lack of them – is the carrier of contents – i.e. sign6.
Each sign –as Charles Sanders Peirce stated– is translatable into other signs
that develop it further. Signs are equivalent “when each of them can interpret the
other”, and it has to be emphasized here that the basic, direct, selective interpreter
of any sign is “everything that is contained explicitly in the sign itself, regardless of the contexts and circumstances of the utterance” in which that sign occurs.
“For a symbol cannot indicate any particular thing, it indicates the kind of thing;
besides it is a kind itself and not a particular thing” [Peirce after: Jakobson 1989:
1, 383-384]. Because of the metalinguistic operations performed by man on words
and syntactic structures, two levels of language should be distinguished, i.e. the
“object language” describing the world that is external to the language, and the
“subject” language used to define the signs of language code itself, i.e. “metalanguage”. Such differentiation was based on the present-day logic, though it was
already distinctly anticipated by the ancient Greeks and the tradition of India and
developed in the medieval times. The metalanguage operations are not limited
to science only, but they constitute an integral part of human language activity.
Whenever the speaker and/or listener check thus they use the same code, the utterances are oriented at the code, so they fulfill the metalingual, glossing function.
The relationship of language towards subjective reality – thinking and cognition – is the
object of cognitive linguistics.
6
The trend of examining language in social behavior was initiated by sociolinguistics and
interaction linguistics, realized recently within the theory of communication .
5
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Methodology of studying the manifestations of language disorders in persons
with brain damages, facing such complexity of language description perspectives,
poses additional problems since the description is to concern speech disorders –
a higher, complex mental action, the cause and condition of which is the language
itself.
2. The notion of speech
Speech, in a modern approach, developed out for the needs of speech therapy
by Stanisław Grabias, is “a set of actions that a man performs using the
language, learning about the reality and transmitting its interpretation to other participants of social life” [Grabias 2001, p.11]. In every
kind of human communicative behavior the author distinguishes the exponents
concerning the sphere of individual behavior and the manifestations of behavior,
which is common to all members of a community. Thus, the human language behavior is not only a text producing process and its perception, but it is first of all
the expression of man’s cognitive abilities and rules of man’s functioning in the
society.
The quoted definition diverges from approaches that commonly function in
literature, for speech is most frequently identified with either only communicative
kinds of behavior of man, or with biologically conditioned process of speaking7.
The author, however, interprets human verbal behavior in three spheres of reality
at the same time: in the sphere of biological-physical, mental and social phenomena [Grabias 1997].
The biological-physical sphere concerns the activity of the transmitting
(respiratory, phonatory and articulatory) apparatus, as well as the receiving
apparatus (the organ of hearing), conditioned by the work of brain centers.
According to traditional approaches, the cortical nervous structures that control speech functions create the so-called “speech area” located in the medium
7
“Speech is an act in the process of communication ” – as Leon Kaczmarek said. This process
is enclosed in a precisely defined cycle, in which the starting position is occupied by language,
which is the basis for the process of speaking that consists of cerebration and production of the
phonic substance, the result of which is the form of utterance, and the final stage is understanding, consisting of three elements: hearing, reception and language analysis [Kaczmarek 1988: 22].
Medical sciences, describing speech, seek the biological determinants of respiratory, phonatory and
articulatory actions [Foniatria kliniczna 1992: 222]. This phenomenon is similarly interpreted in
certain psychological and pedagogical works. Halina Mystkowska [1970: 8] presented the following definition: “Speech must be (...) interpreted as a function off human organism: nervous system,
organs of speech, movement and hearing”. Similarly a specific biologism is a feature of Irena Styczek’s approach. According to her, speech is a set of activities involving transformation of observations, notions and mental processes into appropriate sound symbols, which are double-checked by
proprioceptive impulses and hearing impulses [Styczek 1970], .
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part of the speech-dominant hemisphere that. Clinical observations, neurological data and experimental studies indicate the significant functional differentiation of particular areas within the speech area. However, in the light of recent
clinical studies confirmed in modern neuroimaging methods, it becomes obvious
that besides the centers located within the “speech area” the functioning of
other brain structures also is indispensable for the correct course of language
activities.
The mental sphere of language behavior is related – as Noam Chomsky stated
– to the functioning of an abstract system of signs and grammatical rules in the
human mind enabling construction of the complex signs out of simple signs. The
knowledge of how to use them is what an individual does not have to be aware
of [Chomsky 1968]. In the linguistic theories this knowledge corresponds to linguistic competence, and in S. Grabias’s interpretation : ”the mental ability allowing to build any number of sentences from a finite set of language elements and
distinguish grammatically correct sentences from incorrect ones” [Grabias 1997b,
p. 34). These abilities are characteristic of all the users of a given language8. The
character of an utterance is determined not only by grammar, but also the conscious or unconscious rules of using the language in various situations created by
the community and the speaker’s experiences, defined by Dell Hymes as communicative competence.
The social determinants of language can be described in terms of communicative competence. It consists of language social rules (determining the manners
of accomplishing the linguistic social roles), linguistic situational roles (allowing
to build utterances that are adequate to situations), as well as pragmatic rules (allowing effective accomplishment of intentions ).
S. Grabias also distinguishes cultural competence, i.e. knowledge of the surrounding reality, the system of values that is obligatory in a given culture, as well
as the awareness of the manners of interpreting the reality, being the effect of the
popular knowledge about the world that is inherent in the language. This knowledge is formed with the participation of language [Grabias 1997a].
In the case of language disorders caused by damage to cortical structures, difficulties are observed in the accomplishment of all the types of competence, and
aphasia is defined mainly by lack of access to language competence or a difficulty
with actualizing it.
In the notion of speech suggested by S. Grabias two types of actions can be
distinguished according to their ontological status and the functions immanently
8
Individual behaviors in turn, defined as language skills by S. Grabias, are characteristic of
each individual separately and comprise the manners of text realization, where mental and physical
features of the speaker are revealed [Grabias 1997b].
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contained in them 9. The first is performed in the so-called internal speech10, and
it results in the conceived text deprived of the substantial form. Such a form of
language use either serves non-communicative cognitive processes that organize
the knowledge of reality in the speaker’s mind, or it organizes knowledge with an
intention of transmitting it and constitutes a quasi-communicative activity. The
other type is the behavior taking place in the external speech, which is in the
sound form (secondarily graphic or gesticulatory) and makes language communication possible [Grabias 1997b]. The above-quoted definition of speech seems to be the most useful for studying aphasia, as its scope comprises three kinds of behavior fulfilling separate functions. These are:
– Human cognitive actions that are performed exclusively by
means of language and they result in conceptually ordered knowledge which is kept in the mind and is the representation of reality.
–	Communicative language activities that are revealed against
the background of the coherent mimic and gesticulatory behavior
which constitutes the so-called paralingual codes of speech.
– Socializing and group-creating activities that underlie the
formation of a language behavior model that is obligatory within a
given group [Grabias 1997].
The ability of communicating by means of language is one of the inherent
features of human species. It can be accomplished in the form of a phonic series
or a system of graphic signs in a verbal or non-verbal form. Speaking, understanding, writing, and reading in accordance with one’s own or the speaker’s intention
are common actions which are inseparably connected with the everyday life of
man in the society.
3. Intentionality of language behavior
All actions have one thing in common: an underlying intention or a desire.
Intentionality11 of human activities is, according to John R. Searle [1995], imMariusz Maruszewski wrote: “Man as the only living species acquired this ability as the
result of the longlasting evolutionary process and it constitutes one of the main prerequisites both of
the developmental achievements of the whole human species as well as a sine qua non condition of
full participation in the social lives of particular human individuals […] the ability of communicating also plays a very important role in the regulation of man’s own activity, constitutes a tool for the
organization of his own activity and affects the way of understanding the surrounding world and the
ability of thinking about it [Maruszewski 1974: 6].
10
To designate the “internal speech”, the term “cerebration” was used in linguistics” [cf. J.B.
de Courtenay after: Kaczmarek 1988].
11
Intentionality is one of the basic notions of 20th century philosophy, vastly discussed in
Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology. Husserl took the category of intentionality over from Franz
Brentano, who in his treatise Psychology from an Empirical stand point revived this notion of
9
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manently contained in the activity itself and distinguished by the three features: it
always contains some content, always comprises some conditions to be met and it
usually has its causative power.
Intentionality is the feature of mind thanks to which it creates internal representations of
objects and states of things in the world. But our minds are simultaneously in constant causative
contact in the world. When we see objects, they give rise to visual impressions. When we remember
events from the past, they evoke our present recollections. If we are going to make a movement,
this intention makes our body move. In each case we deal both with the causative and intentional
element. For the intentionality to work and for our survival in the world, the mind’s ability to create
representations and causative connections has to mesh in some regular way. This is performed in the
form of an intentional causative connection. [...] in this case the cause and effect work as they do,
because the reason is either the representation of effect, or the effect is the representation of cause.
Cf. Searle 1999, p. 167–170.

According to J. R. Searle the category of intentional causative relationship
is crucial for the explanation of human behavior, because it is always based on
specific causes, but when rational intentional behavior is in question, then its explanation must at the same time refer to the content and neuro-biological factors.
This feedback takes place within the intentional causative relationship. The relationship is not determinist in nature, as the intentional cause itself does not imply
that an action must be completed. In other words, the intentional causes do not
constitute a sufficient condition for action, just like the neuronal factors, which are
coupled with them12.
Speech – a set of language activities – permits man’s existence in a social
group, the communicative and cultural competences enable us to understand the
relationships between the participants of social life, while language competence
and ability allow a successful accomplishment of one’s own communicative intentions [Grabias 1997b, 2001].

scholastic origin and made it a discriminant of mental states. For F. Brentano each mental event was
characterized by intentionality, which was characteristic of human mind only. In Husserl’s thought
intentionality refers to consciousness and means that it is always the consciousness of something.
Consciousness means simultaneously comprehending an object, thinking about it and giving a sense
to it, because an object is revealed exclusively through the intentional project of consciousness
directed at it. In the analytical philosophy of John R. Searle and in psychology intentionality is
a feature of a conscious and intentional act, state or action [Searle 1995].
12
J. R. Searle comments on it: “When I explain my own behavior, stating that my convictions
and desires made me act, I usually do not suggest that I could not have behaved differently. Usually,
when I conclude from my convictions and desires about what I should do, a certain gap appears
between the causes of my decision (in the form of convictions and desires) and my actual decision,
and another gap between the decision and performance of an action. These gaps appear because the
intentional causes of behavior are not enough to determine the behavior.” [Searle 1999: 171–172].
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When the accomplishment of an intention is hindered by speech disorders,
and an individual is a homo loquens and language fulfills the existential function,
the procedure of intention accomplishment is adjusted to the aphasic patient’s
communicative abilities. The man uses disintegrated language facts so as to accomplish the assumed intention in the best possible way. Therefore he creates
specific ways of bypassing his difficulties and chooses communicative strategies
that could enable him (with the limited repertoire of language resources) to accomplish his intention. These strategies compensate for the language difficulties
of persons with aphasia and are the expression of their active attitude towards
language in social interactions.
Such an opinion had already been clearly expressed by R. Jakobson:
The analysis of speech convincingly indicates the significance of studying and correlation
of various phases in the whole act of speech, from its source to the listener: intention, nervous
stimulation, gradual producing of transmission, hearing, perceiving, and understanding. Numerous
examples of isolationist restriction of research to one particular phase of this process without taking
into consideration the next phases or cases when subsequent phases mix, affected the analyses and
deprived them of effective classification criteria. The situation of each phase in the whole speech
process requires careful explanation [Cf. Jakobson, 1989, part 1: 137].

In the interpretation of interactional behavior demonstrated by aphasics, what
remains a significant fact is that the persons with problems in accomplishing their
intentions, which are caused by a language pathology, function in the society and
communicate with their environment in a specific way that is defined by the kind
of difficulty. Thus, a speech disorder is related to an internally conditioned necessity to behave in a particular way and lack of ability to behave differently [Grabias
2001]. „When one person communicates with the other, this other person always
more or less understands what the first person’s message meant” [Fiske 1999: 59].
It is the specificity of behavior demonstrated by persons with brain damage and
aphasia that will be the aim and subject of this dissertation.
A methodological difficulty in interpreting the specific kinds of language behavior in persons with aphasia can be the necessity of separating the manifestations of such kinds of behavior which, although they are causally conditioned (in
this case it is the disorder in neurophysiological mechanisms), they do not meet
the category of intentionality; they are the result of pathological reactions taking
place in the brain. The patient is frequently unaware of them, consequently, they
cannot be initiated and controlled by them. This problem, at least theoretically,
seems to be solved by the conception of mental products13 and acts initiated in the
The author inscribed himself into the methodological discussion on the range of physiological and psychological research. It was about the status of such physiological responses of the organism as e.g. getting pale, mimic expressions connected with a certain configuration of facial muscles,
trembling of the hands etc. Making a differentiation between acts (e.g. to cry, to think, to speak)
13
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year 1912 by one of the founders of Polish psychology – Kazimierz Twardowski [1965]. The psychical phenomena, according to this theory, are expressed in
a durable or non-durable psychophysical product, which is observable, repeatable
and meaningful. The role of a researcher is to open the meaning of mental state on
the basis of a symptom (indication) or sign. In this psycho-semiotic formulation
which, to a significant degree took, advantage of the achievements of the humanities, no strict differentiation has been made so far between a symptom (indication)
and a signal of psychophysical products. The theory was applied by Twardowski’s
disciple – Władysław Witwicki, who differentiated symptoms (indications) and
bits of information (signs) concerning mental and especially emotional life. He
included into the interpretable products all the intended signs of psychical facts,
which are directed to another person in their intention “[…] to make someone
aware of a certain status or a certain disposition” [1963, p. 25 – 28].
The division of psychophysical products suggested by Witwicki is based on
the criterion of “intentionality-absence of intentionality”. The basis of communication in the light of the theoretical assumptions thus posed is interpretation, i.e.
seeking the meaning of observed facts in the course of social interactions.
		
3. Theory of symbolic interactionism
The interactional model of society appeared at the end of the 19th century. In
the light of this idea the society was interpreted as a product of mutual influence
of individuals, and not as a being determined by innate attributes of particular
individuals that constitute them14. What was regarded as a socialization mechanism were social interactions (Georg Simmel) or social actions (Max Weber). The
model assumes that all the structures should be understood as systems of interaction between the elements that these structures consist of. In the understanding of
humanist sociology these mutually influencing elements are individuals that may
be consciously guided by their own values or interests [Hałas 2006].
and the products (e.g. a cry, a thought, a speech) he divided them into durable and non-durable.
Kazimierz Twardowski ascribed the feature of durability to products and physical acts, distinguishing a specific kind among them – psycho-physical acts and products that can, but do not have to
be durable. The psycho-physical products are created “thanks to a psycho-physical act , i.e. such a
physical act that is accompanied by a psychical (mental) act that affects the course of the physical act
and therefore the product that is being created thanks to that act.” [Twardowski 1965: 230].
14
In the functional interpretation of the social system by Talcott Parsons one of the basic elements is interaction, i.e. actions between individuals. Similarly in “Interactional Symbolism” – the
existence of society is possible only thanks to reconstructing and supporting interactional situations.
Also in Anthony Giddens’s idea of “structuration” the social structure exists thanks to interactions
that depend upon the structural conditionings of a society or a social group [cf. Hałas 2006].
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The theory of social interactionism claiming that the social reality emerges
from interactions was adopted as one of the basic research paradigms of the 20th
century sociology [Hałas 2006]. The idea that grew on the grounds of American
paradigmatic philosophy of Charles S. Peirce, William James, John Dewey, and,
above all, George H. Mead, was developed by the American sociologist Herbert
Blumer, who was regarded as the founder of “interaction symbolism” theory. The
term “symbolic interaction” refers to a certain and specific type of interaction
that occurs among people. This specificity results from the fact that people do not
respond in a simple way to their actions, but they mutually interpret or “define”
them. Human interaction takes place through symbols, through ascribing meaning to the behavior of others – the process of interpretation takes place between a
stimulus and a response [Blumer 1969]. For a long time many researchers in human behavior had postulated including such symbols as cultural standards or values in the description of social life, but it was only George. H. Mead [1934] who
made a deeper assessment of the meaning of interpretation act for understanding
complex forms of behavior15.
The key assumption of G. H. Mead’s idea was the statement that man was
equipped with Self16, and thus he can be the object of his own actions. With respect to himself he can act identically as towards other people17. The way man acts
on himself can be easily empirically observed. Mead regards this ability to act on
oneself as the main mechanism enabling man to indicate to himself the things that
are situated in his surroundings and control his actions18. A human being faces
the world being equipped with the mechanism enabling him to give directions to
15
The idea of society as a symbolic interaction, though often recalled, has seldom been systematically formulated. Partial, usually fragmentary assumptions that social reality emerges from interactions, are recalled in the works by numerous sociologists, first of all by Charles Horton Cooley,
William I. Thomas, Robert E. Park. Ernest W. Burgess, Florian Znaniecki, Ellsworth Faris, or James
Mickel Williams.
16
The four basic categories of Mead’s theory of social interactionism are: mind – understood
as the process of thinking that brings about the ability of “considering” the alternative possibilities
of acting; Self – defined as individual’s identity with himself, awareness of his separateness; Int e r a c t i o n – defined as mutual influence of two or more individuals, involving mutually behavior
influencing; S o c i e t y – interpreted as a form of community life of people, based on interactions
between individuals, who form a self-sufficient community [Mead 1975].
17
Everybody knows the situations when a person is angry at himself, reproaches himself for
various things, is proud of himself, argues with himself, tries to encourage himself, tells himself that
he should “do this and that”, or “not to do that”, sets goals to himself, compromises with himself and
plans his future actions [Blumer 1984].
18
“Man indicates to himself everything he is aware of: ticking of the clock, knocking at the
door,, an acquaintance turning up, his companion’s remark, finding out that he has a task to perform,
or that he has caught flu. And the other way round – all that he is not aware of, ipso facto does not
undergo the process of indication. Man’s conscious life, from the moment of waking up to falling
asleep, is an incessant stream of self-indications of the objects he deals with and takes into consideration” [Blumer, 1984: 73].
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himself. Thanks to such a mechanism the interpretation of other people’s actions
is performed. To interpret somebody’s action means to indicate to oneself that it
has a certain meaning. This ability to give directions to oneself has – according
to Mead – a double sense. Firstly , it allows to point out to something – that is to
bring this thing out of the context, to isolate it, and give a meaning to it, or – in
Mead’s terminology – make an object of it [Mead 1975], and secondly it makes it
possible to plan one’s action as a response to a certain experience.
The object is everything that man indicates to himself; it must not be identified with a stimulus. For it is not a factor of external nature, which affects the
individual and can be defined in isolation from him. The essence of the object is
its meaning given to it by an individual; the object is therefore a consequence of
human disposition to undertake an action. Giving directions to oneself is a continuous process of information flow, where man perceives things, assesses them,
gives them meaning, and then, on this basis, makes a decision to act. A human
being is in the environment of objects that affect him, but also creates his own
objects through his incessant activity19. This is how – according to G. H. Mead
– the symbol-using action is expressed [Mead 1975, Blumer 1969].
Another consequence of the fact that man gives directions to himself is that
his actions not only trigger a response, but are created and constructed by it. By
undertaking actions man becomes aware of different factors that he should consider in planning his activity. Namely, he must specify what exactly he wants to do
and how he is going to accomplish it, he has to become aware of various circumstances that may turn out to be favorable to these actions, as well as those that may
prevent them from coming into effect, and, finally, he must take into consideration
the demands, expectations, prohibitions and threats that may be manifested in the
situation in which he acts [Mead 1975].
Constructing an action by an individual is always performed in a social context. Group action involves mutual adjustment of individual activities, when particular persons adjust their actions to the actions of others on the basis of recognizing their actual or intended behavior. This is how – according to Mead – a human
being “enters into the roles of others”, both into the role of a particular person and
a group (the generalized others) [Mead 1975, Blumer 1969, Hałas 2006].
According to the author of this concept, giving directions to oneself cannot be qualified as an internal or external “force” that the individual, impacts
inducing him to undertake an action, because environmental pressures, internal
stimuli, biological drives, desires, attitudes, feelings, ideas, etc. do not exhaust or
“In each of his countless actions – less significant – like dressing up, or more important –
like preparing to take up a career - a human being indicates to himself different objects, ascribes
meaning to them, assesses their usefulness for his actions and makes decisions on the basis of this
assessment” [Blumer, 1984: 75].
19
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explain the process of self-direction20. Indicating particular phenomena to himself,
man seems to place himself above them and then he can influence them, rejecting
or transforming them, according to to how he defines or interprets them. The selfdirection process cannot be explain ed through factors that precede it. This process
is something different in itself and has to be considered and examined as such.
Therefore, an individual’s behavior is a result of the manner in which he interprets
phenomena and constructs his action [Blumer 1969].
4. Theory of interaction in sociolinguistics
The notion of interaction in Polish sociology was developed by M. Ziółkowski.
According to him “interaction means the ways of an individual’s actions in specific situations and commonly applied procedures of understanding and mutual
adjustment of the partners’ actions” [Ziółkowski 1981: 21]. Thus, the actions of an
individual and his partners are not free, but depend on the situation that the interaction takes place in, on the rules of life established in a given society, as well as
the language code carrying cultural heritage. The partners’ language actions result
from socialization. The researcher distinguishes three stages in the socialization
process:
– Man learns how to adjust his behavior to his partners’ behavior;
– He gains the skills of defining the meanings of social phenomena, as well
as arranging these phenomena according to a certain hierarchy;
– He masters the art of looking at himself from the point of view of other
participants in the social life [Ziółkowski 1981: 56].
The idea of interaction was introduced to Polish sociolinguistics by S. Grabias [1997]. In this concept interaction is connected with the biological properties
of man, language processes that are specific to humans and the rules of social life,
which is the experience of an individual. According to the scholar, the interaction is of linguistic character, and is performed through language, because it is
language that gives a specific character to human behavior, differentiating human
behavior from the behavior of other living beings. Language makes the cognition
of reality objective, imposing intersubjective categories of the outlook on reality
upon individuals. Man learns about the world through the senses; these provide
him with subjective knowledge, unique, incomparable, and inaccessible to other
individuals. And although the senses of every man work within the biological
conditionings of the species, the sensual determinants provide individual data determining unidentifiable possibilities of human behavior. It is the language that
20
“This process is separate because a human being indicates to himself and interprets the turning up or appearing of such things, marking certain social demands. What are the demands from this
individual, acknowledging the order, finding out that he is hungry, wants to buy something, is aware
of having such and not other feelings, that he does not like eating with somebody whom he despises,
or that he is thinking of doing a particular thing” [Blumer, 1984: 76].
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arranges these experiences in its intersubjective structures, which are common to
social groups. Language intellectualizes cognition, transforming the biological,
sensual orientation into a mental outlook.
Language categories have the structures of mental entities. According to
S. Grabias these are: grammatical categories – as entities that organize language
subsystems, notions – as universal models of ordering experiences, proper to the
human species, textual categories – as universal structures conditioning human
actions (dialogical forms of utterances) and reflection indispensable to understand
the world (narrative forms of utterances). Language is, finally, the most precise
tool that makes it possible to tranomit knowledge in accordance with the speaker’s
intentions and enables him to reach the listener’s intentions.
Conditions for the production and reception of behavior reception:
Human behavior is the resultant of the following factors:
– cultural categories of interpretation assumed in a given social group,
acquired in the socialization process (they are determined by social background,
education, and occupation);
– the effect of other social groups that interpret the reality differently and
have developed different systems of values.
– human behavior can be governed by groups that man has never been a
member of, but for some reasons their patterns are accepted by him (personality
features)21.
– the state of being aware of one’s actions, goals and values versus behavior
automation [Grabias 1997].
Reception of the behavior of other interaction participants is, however, conditioned by the following variables:
–	Reaching the speaker’s mental states (this is made through the assessment
of the speaker’s signals and associating them with mental states, identified on the
basis of introspection with one’s own states);
– Deciding about the cohesion of behavior [decoding the speaker’s mental
states against the background of the physical situation (understood in terms of
Sociology and social psychology use the term “the generalized other” , which
defines the general social rules, standards and values that a social individual starts to notice in the
process of secondary socialization, and understand that the rules, according to which he acts, are
not only the rules of his significant others, that is close persons with whom he identifies, but they
are generally accepted in the society; as well as the terms “the significant other” or “a significant
person”, which denote the persons playing significant roles in socializing when the social individual’s personality is being formed. In primary socialization these are parents or, less frequently,
guardians. In secondary socialization these could be other persons exerting significant effects upon
the individual’s system of values or behavior patterns – teachers, priests, superiors at work, spouses depending upon the situation in which an individual has found himself, and upon the already formed
personality structures. A social individual often learns from the significant others through imitation,
how to play the social roles which are fun damental to a given society [Hałas 2006].
21
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space and time), social situation (comprehended in terms of social roles) and discovering his wishes signaled by certain kinds of behavior. The degree of the reasonableness of behaviors determines the coherence of these three components];
– Identifying oneself with the speaker’s attitude or rejecting it . The complement of these two extreme responses is the indifferent attitude [Grabias 1997].
Interaction in S. Grabias conception appears therefore as “a system of two
adjacent processes: processes of giving meanings to human behavior and the
process of adjusting one’s own behavior to the behavior of other members of
a given social group” [Grabias, 2007, p. 358]. The author’s assumptions show that
the interaction theory must first take into account the role of language in organizing the meanings (recognizing the reality ) and in organizing the transmission,
transmitting the knowledge of the reality to the others. Both these roles complement each other and make the interaction process effective in the situation when
the following conditions are met:
1. The condition of identity of knowledge of oneself and the world, which is
a consequence of participation in social life, because the closer are the interlocutors experiences to each other, the more effective are the interactions that these
persons enter.
2. The condition of structural identity of the knowledge of oneself and the
world, which is expressed in the fact that the persons who use the same ethnic
language have a similarly structured knowledge of the reality, because language
provides intersubjective categories of world recognition.
3. The condition of identity of structure and resources of knowledge about
the subject of interaction, which is met when the interlocutors’ resources of knowledge about a given object or event are comparable – the closer the structures of
this knowledge are to each other, the more effective the interaction can be22.
4. The condition of the identity of transmission patterns, as well as the identity of ways of accomplishing them, which is connected with the fact that the
effectiveness of transmission requires the knowledge of interaction patterns, habitually ascribed to social interactions and the ability to accomplish these patterns
in verbal and nonverbal behavior. It seems that the more the interaction behavior
is accomplished according to the scenario of stereotypic behavior, consistent with
the universally accepted patterns, the more effective it is [Grabias 2007].
The notion of knowledge representation is in fact rejected by some post cognitive conceptions of the mind. For instance H. Maturana and F. Varela, the authors of the theory of “self-creation
of organisms” (autopoieses) assume the thesis that “the reality is always somebody’s reality”, because knowledge, which is always the result of somebody’s experience, is constructed exclusively
in the organism of the recognizing person. Therefore knowledge constitutes the property of an individual, and the world presents itself to everyone in such a way as can be recognized by the senses.
Indeed, there are human, universal ways of constructing knowledge, but there are individual constraints in gaining it [Maturana, Varela, 1998].
22
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A similar theme of man’s social functioning was what Alfred Schütz [2008]
analyzed in his main work.23 Criticizing the weaknesses of Weber’s verstehen
method that is the co-sensing introspection of the researcher towards the object
of his sociological investigations, which would require sharing common meanings by people, Schütz tried to find the answer to the question how it happens that
people share subjective meanings of situations. In his cogitations Schütz adoptedHusserl’s thesis that each man had his own “life-world” (Lebenswelt) that he
accepted as something obvious. People think that they share the same world of
life and act as if they were living in a common world of experiences. A. Schütz believed that the recognition of social processes is only possible through observing
interactions in which individuals start sharing the same world. The basic element
of the Austrian philosopher’s thought was intersubjectivity, i.e. the formation and
maintenance of common subjective world for different individuals entering various interactions between one another.
A. Schütz [2008] also used the term “stock of knowledge at hand” to designate the whole set of social principles and rules that enable people to function in
the social world. It is the practical knowledge, which is assessed with regard to
its effectiveness. The stock of knowledge acquired in the socialization process
constitutes the absolute reality of every man’s activities and gives meaning to
all events. People, establishing relationships with others, adopt the principle of
“mutual translatability of perspectives”, which means that everybody treats others as if they possessed the same stock of knowledge at hand, irrespective of the
difference in their life experiences. During interaction people tend to ignore the
differences in biographies and act on the basis of presumption that the world is
the same for everyone. The tactics that facilitate interactions are “typifications”,
involving classifying different kinds of behavior in similar types. Entering subsequent interactions we do not have to analyze the behavior in detail, but we rather
use the previously worked out typifications. According to S. Grabias [1997] the
rules that govern language communication also govern speech24.
S. Grabias’s further reflection about the rules of interaction concerns knowledge. He assumes that human cognition is determined by two kinds of knowledge:
subjective and socialized. As an example of extreme cognitive subjectivism he
quotes the views of A. Korzybski [1958], according to whom each man has his
In his works A. Schütz developed Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology, combining it with the
theory of action developed by Max Weber and with American symbolic interactionism. A. Schütz
was never a direct disciple of Husserl’s, but he intensely studied his works. A. Schütz’s first book,
Der sinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt, which was published in 1932, enjoyed significant interest of
the scientists, including Husserl himself, who started to correspond with Schütz intensely.
24
Two extreme opinions were formed in science on that subject: philosophical creationism:
“Each man’s language is his own invention” [Krąpiec, ] and social determinism : “Man does not
speak in a certain way because he wants to do so, but because he has to speak like that” [Humboldt ].
23
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own cognitive possibilities conditioned by his biology and psyche, as well as experiences applicable to these possibilities. Each human individual is a separate
“biographic situation”, that is why the cognitive structures of particular people
are unique. In conception of Mead [1975], subjectivity of experiences is assumed,
but the possibility of interactions happening is explained by means of “interactive
negotiation” mechanism. Only negotiation allows ascribing the meaning agreed
upon by the participants of interaction to its object. The constructivist theories of
mind made cognitive subjectivism the principle of existence for all living organisms, also of man. According to Gregory Bateson cognition is always an self-reference process, and the mind is a self-referential system [Bateson 1996; Bateson
& Bateson 1987]. In this idea the human mind is understood as a self-describing
relationship, in which language functions as a self- narration and self-interpretation tool, but the mind is a phenomenon, which is present in the whole animated
nature, and its function involves differentiating between the world- and- oneself25.
This opinion is confirmed by the view of the famous Swiss psychologist,
the founder of so-called genetic structuralistm, Jean Piaget, who believed that
“Intelligence (an intelligent being) organizes the world by organizing itself.” The
self-referential perspective requires treating the mind as a relationship and not as
a substance. The mind manifests itself in acting, as a product, which is active by
nature, but it is also something more than just an epiphenomenon of the nervous
system. The mind manifests itself in the connection that it constructs between its
internal states, and in what effect is brought about by its action through actions.
The theory of autopoiesis emphasizes the biological conditioning of our cognition. There is no cognition without referring it to the activity of a living organism.
Maturana writes: “The mind is not in the head. The mind is in the behavior.” In this
approach cognition is a strictly interactive phenomenon. The mind IS not action,
but it MANIFESTS itself in a specific, embodied action. Human knowledge is not
therefore certain discourse or a kind of record, but it is rather a way of being of
a particular individual, what he does, in the dimension of the sense of his actions
and the events preceding them [Skibiński 2003].
What corresponds to the notion of self-referential and recursive character of
our cognition, is the notion of Eigen-values, introduced by Heinz von Foerster
Bateson therefore treats the mind as a cybernetic, organizationally closed system – on the
level of principles, and structurally open – on the level of functioning. In the approach articulated by
radical constructivism[Glaserfeld, 1995] and the theory of supporting the constant organization of
processes in the living system of autopoiesis [Maturana, Varela 1998], the mind is not exclusively
limited to the cognitive activity of a given organism , but forms a systemic whole with the events
and objects that accomplish its cognitive functions, understood in the broadest way. In these ideas
the mind is understood as a multicomponent and multilevel cognitive system, able to differentiate
stimuli independently, autonomously in its internal processes and in its surroundings. The existence
of mind is always the matter of organizing cognitive processes taking place in living organisms if we
assume that mental processes take place only in them and in the systems created by them [Skibiński
2003].
25
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[1981]. It denotes such internal parameters of behavior that produce the same
states that triggered them. The Eigen-values affect actions in such a way that in
the recurring cycles of operations they lead to reproduction of a certain constant
value determining the ultimate stabilization of the perceived “object” or “event”.
Together with the evolutionary development of man the culture develops, based
on the organizing role of language. The property that distinguishes human culture as a language sphere is not merely the fact that interpretative processes exist
in it, but first of all, the existence of self-interpretative processes. The contemporary American philosopher, Charles Taylor [1983], writes that man is a selfinterpreting being. Self-interpretation, as a definitive, generic human feature, was
distinctly emphasized in biosemiotic conceptions26 [Skibiński 2003].
5. The application of interaction theory in describing
the language behavior of aphasic patients
Any type of human behavior, including language activities, is understood by
contemporary psychology (contrary to the former, behavioral approaches), as hierarchized behaviors, simultaneously becoming organized on the levels of different degrees of complexity. In each activity, maintaining appropriate order of the
particular stages of its course , as well as preserving their the appropriate hierarchy play crucial roles [Tomaszewski 1969].
In realizing the function of speech by any man the aspects included in the
range of social and individual behaviors become revealed27. S. Grabias [1994]
includes the following in the scope of common behaviors:
26
Language in itself, a self-referential tool reflecting itself, prompts us to constantly
self-define, writing itself at length in tales, where man is usually “a subtitle and only sometimes an
author”. The ability of self-description, of constant commenting, creating notes and footnotes to
notes, so ubiquitous in the culture of written word, is another example of self-reference acting as the
basic mechanism of organizing human cognitive processes. Self-reference, the source of paradoxes,
which used to be cursed out of the world of logic, appears to be the indispensable , (self) definitional
component of human cultural world. In the self-referential, constant practice of calling oneself,
looming oneself in discourses, we seek and establish our own identity. This motif of demanding
oneself from oneself, in naming, in labelling, determines our human and interpersonal activities. We
can even suppose that through the practice of naming oneself, explaining oneself, we try to complement our own meaning in a certain way [Skibiński 2003].
27
The social aspect of speech is also considered in the definition by L. Kaczmarek: “[...] in
this act the speaker (let him be called the sender), transmits the information and the interlocutor
(let us call him the addressee ) receives it. Both these processes – information transmission and
reception are possible only thanks to the fact that both the speaker and the listener [...]know the
same [...] language”, further – considering speech in the individual aspect - the author emphasizes
that “building and receiving an utterance constitute one entity and are inseparable components of
speech” [Kaczmarek 1988, 22].
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– Language competence (the inventory of phonemes, lexemes and the
rules of building grammatically correct and meaningful sentences), which consists of phonological, morphological and syntactic competences28;
–	Communicative competence (knowledge of the status of language
codes and of the rules of constructing utterances corresponding to the situation),
consists of stylistic, social, situational and pragmatic competences;
–	Cultural competence (knowledge of the surrounding reality, the system of values, which is in force in a given culture, as well as the interpretation
of phenomena resulting from the colloquial knowledge of the world, which is
comprised in the language and is created with the participation of language29).
Close to the notion of ‘”language competence”, introduced by N. Chomsky
is the systemic skill. It is the ability to build grammatically correct sentences. It
includes a group of skills that determine the physical shape of an utterance, and
which are called formation skills by F. Grucza [1983]. These include substantie
skills (permitting realization of utterances in the form of acoustic, optical and tactile signals ), as well as the grammatical skills (morphological, syntactic).
The second group of skills concerns the ability to use morphemes, words and
sentences, as well as their reference to the context (semantic and pragmatic skills )
The sphere of individual behavior is defined according to Grabias – by the
ways of text realization specific to each man, where the mental and physical characterization of a human individual is revealed. Man’s communicative possibilities
result from integration of the two kinds of skills:
– systemic skill (involving building sentences in accordance
with the rules of a given language), within which there are substantive
Quoting the mentalist approach to Chomsky’s term “competence”, I am aware of the fact
that this term is currently abused. The researchers generate newer and newer types of competence:
there are stylistic, axiological, communicative and logical competences. All the resources of knowledge are regarded as competences. Understanding of this term adopted in this paper is close to
neurolinguistic comprehension of competence, where knowledge in the mind of an aphasic is the
knowledge concerning language and communication, it is a structured knowledge. It should also
be assumed that it is differently structured than in the mind of a non-aphasic person. An attempt
was made at reaching that knowledge through external behavior. Research proceediures have been
made of it. A researcher of aphasia has to choose one of the two ways: starting from interaction - he
reaches the system, or he may disregard interaction and focus on describing a particular subsystem.
In the presented studies the first path was taken: the analysis of language behavior in the broadest
context. This behavior was interpreted within its social and biological determinants. There is, obviously, a difference between Chomsky’s concept and its operationalization, but the operationalization
of the notion of “competence” turns out to be a good tool for describing the pathology of human
behavior in aphasia.
29
S. Grabias here refers to Herder-Humboldt’s thesis, proving that the image of reality is
contained in language and it programs world recognition in the mind of an individual (cf. Grabias
1994: 18, note 12).
28
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skills (which allow us to build sentences in the form of sound, optic and tactile
signals), and the grammatical (morphological and syntactic) skills.
– communicative skill (allowing us to build dialogical and narrative
utterances). It includes the following skills: stylistic, social, situational and pragmatic .
The condition for acquiring both cultural and communicative competence is
according to the author – previous acquisition of the language system. Grabias
also introduces the following distinction:
– perceptive skills (allowing competence building). These include: physical
hearing, musical hearing and phonematic hearing.
– realization skills (allowing the use the competences contained in
the mind during the communication process) [Grabias 1994].
In later, expanded the skills comprise version of his conception, Grabias divides the skills into mental and biological. The mental systemic language skill,
as well as ones are: the systemic, social, situational and pragmatic skills; and
biological unimpaired physical hearing, properly functioning phonematic hearing30, properly functioning musical hearing, mobile brain and efficient memory,
properly functioning peripheral nervous system, as well as smoothly functioning
muscular and bone systems of speech organs (Grabias 1997a).
For interpreting speech disorders the presented typology turns out to be especially useful, because it demonstrates the interrelation between the occurrence of
a speech disorder and the diagnosed types of knowledge and skills. In the cases
of speech disorders in persons who have earlier acquired the language system
(language competence), and, with it, they mastered the rules of its usage (communicative competence) and acquired the knowledge about the surrounding reality
(cultural competence), the language-oriented difficulties in speech sending and
reception (realization and perception skills) do not have to be connected with the
disintegration of communicative or cultural competence. The disintegration of the
ability to build verbal utterances from grammatically correct sentences (the systemic skill) does not determine the disintegration of the ability to build utterances
in a certain nonverbal subcode of language or disintegration of communicative
behavior adequate to the social position of the interlocutor, or the situation of
speaking, or the assumed communicative intention Panasiuk 2001a].
30
The positioning of auditory functions related to the ability to analyse and synthesize speech
sounds (the so called phonematic hearing) within the biological skills raises certain doubts, for it
seems that the ability to differentiate and identify sounds is rather an ability of mental character and
is connected not as much with the biological determinants of human auditory functions, as with the
auditory perception resulting from the knowledge of a particular language system.
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Adopting the hierarchical character of the organization of human behavior
after G. A. Miller, E. Galanter and K. H. Pribram [1980], the following theoretical
model for language interaction should be proposed:
– INTENTION – the assumed communicative goal;
– PLAN – a set of procedures serving to achieve of the speaker’s communicative goal;
– STRATEGIES – communicative behaviors within a given plan;
–	COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE COMPETENCE –knowledge
of how to use linguistic verbal and nonverbal features, adequate for the accomplishment of the plan;
– LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIVE SKILL – possibilities of
accomplishing the PLAN by means of verbal and nonverbal linguistic features.
–	CULTURAL COMPETENCE – the speaker’s and listener’s knowledge of the surrounding reality [Panasiuk 2000b].
Language disturbances in aphasia are of regular character [Panasiuk 2000d].
Also the applied manners of overcoming language deficits proceed according to
certain standards determined by the physiology of the brain, character of the native
language system and the rules of social behavior. Thus, the mechanisms arranging
the aphasic patient’s language transmission are, on one hand, disintegration, and
on the other – compensation.
The studies on communicative skill in patients with injuries to the left brain
hemisphere and with aphasia prove that in speech pathology, when perception
or realization deficits make language communication with the surroundings difficult, man creates specific ways of bypassing these problems. From among the
inventory of language features, restricted by a speech disorder, he uses those that
best accomplish a given communicative intention, or uses other, paralingual (nonverbal) ways of communication [Panasiuk 1999b, 2000b]. Such an observation
results in the following statement:
Communication disorders are not directly proportional to language disorders. The possibilities of communicating, with a restricted repertoire of linguistic features, result from the adoption of communicative strategies that correspond to the type of difficulties and
compensate for these difficulties [Panasiuk 2000b].
The interactive strategies compensating for the difficulties in language communication concern all the spheres in which the language functions: neurological,
mental and social. The compensation strategies on the neurological level result
from the plasticity of the brain itself. The possibility of restructuring the cerebral
organization of higher mental functions, including speech, is connected both with
spontaneous compensation mechanisms and the conducted rehabilitation. The
compensation strategies on the mental level concern the functioning of the language system. The language possibilities of aphasic patients should be considered
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both in the context of the knowledge about language systems and the rules of its
usage, as well as in the context of realization possibilities in the specific communicative situations.
Let us therefore assume that interaction is a human intentional communicative action, which is an index of man’s biological and mental
possibilities. It serves to give meanings to human behaviors. Thus,
interaction should be considered from the perspective of:
– organizing meanings (cognitive function);
– transmitting meanings (communicative function).
Communicative behavior is an inherent feature of human social behavior.
This assumption, worded as follows: “it is impossible not to communicate”, became the basis of the already classic theory of communication formulated in the
study by Paul Watzlawick, Janet H. Beavin, Don D. Jackson [1971], entitled:. Human Communication. And although originally the statement that we always communicate, even when we are silent, was to refer to the disturbed communication,
e.g. in schizophrenia, where lack of speaking sometimes is the only examinable
and diagnosable proof of disorders, currently “Watzlawick’s axiom” became the
basic assumption of general theory of communication [Rokoszowa 1994].
In the context of the statements above the following questions become justifiable: Does any kind of interhuman behavior actually have communicative character –and does the thesis so strictly posed by the authors of Human Communication
– find its confirmation in the light of certain facts concerning speech pathology
in persons with permanent brain damage? Do the aphasics retain the ability to
enter social interactions, and if so, what kind of them? The cases of the described
speech pathology will probably contribute to clarify these problems.
6. Human behavior as a sign
Human behavior is a macrosign. The ethnic language provides intersubjective categories of world cognition and in the process of
socialization an individual receives a s t o c k of common knowledge:
“if I were you, I would see the same as you”.
Assuming that transmission is achievable without verbal means, its reception
requires rationalization and rationalization is lingualized 31 , we have to
state that knowledge is a sign. Interaction serves the exchange of or
compensation for knowledge disproportion between the speaker and
the listener.
Describing an interaction one has to consider its dynamics and the participation of each participant – the speaker and the listener – in creating a common
31

In this perspective the term “language communication” is a tautology.
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knowledge32. Transferring the assumptions of language interaction theory onto the
area of speech pathology, and, specifically, to the description of aphasic patients’
language behavior from the point of view of a healthy interlocutor and wishing
to co-create their effective course, one should refer to the commonly recognized
values, symbols and meanings. Such a perspective requires thinking about the
character of symbols that the transmission refers to.
By separating the language (langue) from the whole set of phenomena related to speaking (langage), de Saussure emphasizes its uniform character. “While
speech is varied, language, separated in this way, has a homogenous nature, it is
a system of signs where only the connection of meaning and acoustic image is
significant” [Saussure 1991, 42]. Thus, a language sign (signe) is defined by linguists as a “two-faced mental being”, inseparably combining in itself the signified
part – the notion (signifié) and the image of a sound form – the signifying part
(signifiant). These two elements are closely linked to each other and produce each
other. This bond is, however, free, i.e. there is no natural and necessary connection between the sound and meaning of the sign33. The signifying part (signifiant)
is linear, “develops exclusively in time and borrows its features from time: a) it
presents a certain extension and b) this extension is measurable in one direction
only: it is a line” [de Saussure 1991: 93].
Between language signs two kinds of relationships take place: syntagmatic
and associative (paradigmatic). “On one hand, in each utterance words establish between themselves – by virtue of their sequence - relationships based
on the linear nature of language, which excludes the possibility of uttering two
elements at the same time. These elements go in series, one after the other, during speaking. These combinations, for which space is the support, can be called
syntagmas. Therefore, a syntagma always consists of two or more units following in succession [...]. A component placed in a syntagma acquires its value only
because it is opposed to what precedes it ,what comes after it, or, finally, to both
of them at the same time. On the other hand, outside the utterance, the words
that have something in common are always associated in the memory and in this
way groups are formed, within which very different relationships exist” [Saussure
1991: 147–148].
A language sign- following the course of de Saussure’s disquisition – cannot
be considered in isolation, but only against the background of other signs. For the
value of sign is created as a result of restriction imposed upon it by the ranges of
usage of neighboring usage, so it is the result of oppositions in which it remains
32
The previous communication studies were oriented to wards description from the
speaker’s or listener’s perspectives.

F. de Saussure in his definition of sign does not specify what elements of language he identifies with a sign. The examples quoted by this linguist indicate that it could be words, as well as other
language units [Saussure 1991, 77–79].
33
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towards other words. It is this dependence of the of one word value upon the values of other words that changes them all into a coherent language system34.
Language signs make human cognition possible and lasting. Man, on the basis
of sense experiences, perceives certain phenomena of the reality surrounding him.
Certain ideas are formed, their constant properties are formulated in concepts.
What is the condition for establishing and fixing notions is the language form substantivized as a sound or graphic symbol [Furdal 1990]. A language sign is a fixed
relationship between a formal element of language and the concept it refers to.
A. Furdal, presenting the sequence of the structural complexity of the sign, defines
the essence of language as “ a system of sound signs created in a natural way by
man and fulfilling communicative and cognitive function for the society” [Furdal
1990: 108].
The adoption of de Saussure’s conception of language does demarcate broad
perspectives for studying linguistic phenomena in aphasia. In the light of this theory the aphasic disorders can be considered in many areas: biological, psychical
and social. By referring pathological language facts to the structuralist concept of
sign, the mechanism of their formation can be revealed. The connection between
language and cognition, marked by this scientist, opens the path to recognizing the
mystery of the human mind in the linguistic description of aphasia.
Unfortunately, the reception of F. de Saussure’s theory among the contemporary linguists disregarded this important aspect of language as a mental being,
focusing on the analysis of texts –the products created through it. The conclusions
on the structure of the texts included in the sphere of speech – languge – created
the basis for formulating statements about the language – langue. Understanding
the study restrictions concerning the object of research – an abstract being – we
should emphasize that the strength of propositions referring to the organization of
language as such is weakened by this. Perhaps the studies on speech pathology in
which disturbed texts are registered will be verified by this simple reference that
the kind of text destruction in a type of speech pathology is a manifestation of
a way of language disintegration typical of this disorder.
For our purposes – language usage study – what seems handy, is the pragmatic
theory of sign adopted by Peirce . “For him a sign is what connects and mediates
between the domains of different beings – the potential possibilities, current
experience, general laws – in such a way that this variety can be reduced to the unity
of reason” [Dobrosielski 1967, p. 164.] A sign is therefore something physical,
can be perceived thanks to senses and always refers to something different. “The
universe is an enormous sign, the magnificent symbol of God’s goals, working out
its conclusions in living realities [...]” [Dobrosielski 1967, p. 163].
34

Cf. on the subject – discussion of F. de Saussure’s idea in T. Milewski’s work [1965].
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“Thus, the triadic concept of sign involves comprehending it as a unity which
is a three-segment relationship between the means of transmission, object and
interpreter” [Bense 1980, p. 11]. Peirce writes about the three correlates of the
sign, indicates the third of them (the interpretant) as one that link and writes the
representamen with the object. Attention should be paid here to the fact that such a
concept of the sign is about interpretation or the “mediating representation”. This
is directly connected with symbolic cognition, opposed to intuitive cognition.
Communication, which is the transmission of information contained in the sign,
permits the speaker and listener to negotiate the transmitted message, and broaden
the knowledge. The feature of symbolic cognition is that it does not apprehend the
object totally (as is the case with intuitive cognition), but it gives us an incomplete
image, requiring interpretation. The category of interpretant defines the role that
the sign is to perform, which involves replacing “something for somebody”.
Each of the three categories included in the sign structure undergoes a triadic
division. The means of transmission may be manifested in the following forms:
qualisignum (the sign remains a sensual quality); sinsignum (the sign is a real being); legisignum (the sign is a general law). The interpretant can be divided into
the rheme, possessing an open interpretative context, dicent – with a closed interpretative context , and the argument, or conclusions [Peirce 1997].
The most significant division of signs, however, is the division by the object
– into an icon, index and symbol. An icon remains strongly similar to the signified element . An example of an icon is a person’s photograph, portrait, drawing.
“A significant, especially distinctive feature of an iconic sign is that thanks to its
direct observation the truths about the object can be discovered, different than
those which are sufficient to define its structure [Peirce 1997, 151]. An index has
a direct physical connection with the object to which it refers. The index of fire
is smoke, sneezing is the index of cold. A symbol is a sign that denotes an object
as a result of the assumed convention. All words and Arabic digits are symbols.
The trichotomous nature of the sign and the presented divisions decide about
the manner of further clarification of the sign. “If each element of the triad undergoes the trichotomous division, then the full definition of the sign must respectively include the combination of all characterizations of a given sign” [Bense
1980, 15].
Each sign, in order to be a sign, to exist, has to be translatable into other signs.
If a sign could exist outside other signs, this would mean only that an interpreter
would have to exist, who could perceive this sign that is not a part of another sign,
which is impossible. A sign means “something for somebody”. If there were no
other signs, neither there would be interpretants, for whom a sign would mean
something, therefore, the thing that would only mean something, ( but there would
not be anybody for whom it would mean that “something”) would now not be
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a sign. This is the systemic nature of the sign. From this property another could be
derived, which the researchers call the generating one. “Each sign generates other
signs, creates its interpretants, which, as signs, behave identically” [Bense 1980,
13]. Or the reasons specified above a general theorem can be drawn stating that
each sign assumes the existence of at least two different signs .
Thus, the sign remains in a double relationship. On one hand it refers
to other signs, while on the other it must remain related to the external world.
From this follows the double relativization of the sign. It not only enters a relationship between the interpretant and the interpretation system, but also allows extension of knowledge by discovering and making accessible that which is outside it.
The organizing of knowledge, established in dynamic cognitive structures
[Chlewiński 1999] may be used as an adaptive strategy by persons with brain
damage35. Various aphasic persons behave in various ways, but within similar
mechanisms in particular communicative situations. The analysis of aphasic
speech disorders allows us to grasp the connection between the possibility of using verbal signs and behavior abolishment of the ability to use equivalents of
words (e.g. writing, gesture, image) or other sign systems (e.g. mathematical
signs, musical notation ,etc.).
However, in the light of the existing semiotic theories it is difficult to define
explicitly the connection between the efficient use of language structures and the
ability to order the world according to well-formed cognitive models.
Effective communication with people with speech disorders, serving cognitive purposes, is possible only in a dialogue, when people reveal and agree upon
their interpretations. The interlocutors negotiate what a given fact or event means.
A listener entering an interaction with an aphasic partner participates in explaining
the meaning of messages formulated by the latter and himself formulates his utterance in such a way as to make it the most communicative in the communication
situation determined by a speech disorder of one of the interaction participants of
the. With the lack of effective cooperation from the healthy interlocutor, effective communication by the patient could frequently be impossible36. Interaction in
which an aphasic patient takes part requires, to a greater extent than is the case in
interactions between healthy persons, the interlocutors’ reference to their common
knowledge about the world and on its basis inference about the sense of verbal
messages that are disordered and incomplete or incomprehensible for the patient.
35
The meaning of semiology as a tool for analyzing all kinds of messages is expressed in pairs
of oppositions:: intersensual and categorizing, interlingual and ordering, intersubjective and grading.
36
Cf. The et cetera principle functioning in ethnomethodology, defining the situation of
interaction where the interaction partners agree to other party’s elliptical statements , completing
their utterance or expecting the continuation of interaction .
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An aphasic utterance, though linguistically disordered, can be communicative
with the active attitude of the healthy interlocutor 37.
What are then the basic exponents of interactive behavior? Linguistic literature uses several, differently defined terms, and these are: message, utterance, and
recently – discourse. For the needs of this paper the following meanings of these
notions were assumed:
– M e s s a g e – the basic unit of human communicative activity, composed
of all kinds of intentional behavior of verbal, paraverbal and nonverbal nature.38
– 	U t t e r a n c e – any conventionalized human communication activity,
which is interpreted on the basis of the language system (including the stereotypic
gestural and mimic behavior, as well as paraverbal messages, e.g. meaningful
hums).
– Discourse – according to S. Grabias – is the process of giving meanings
to all human actions. The author regards the communicative behavior, the constitutive feature of which is intentionality, as the basic unit of discursive behaviors39
[Grabias 1997].
The range of interactional behaviors includes both verbal and nonverbal
behaviors. Among the latter there are both conventionalized types of behavior,
replacing the language signs, and non-conventionalized forms of behavior, individual and occasional in their nature.

However, it remains a well –known fact that intended communication does not always become real. There is a range of factors that make this communication impossible. An already classic
example of the factor that distorts the communication process or makes it impossible, is the notion of
“hum” introduced by Shannona and Weaver [1963] to the theory of communicating. In the description of speech pathology facts, limitations in communicativeness of the distorted text gain special
importance.
38
I do not enter into numerous polemics among linguists, concerning communicative functions
[Bartmiński, Grzegorczykowa 1991]. One has to be aware of the strong marking of the term “message” and its deep rooting in linguistic tradition. Starting from the Prague School [Bühler 1934]
which reduces the model of communication to three elements: first person – speaker, second person – listener, and “the third person”, i.e. somebody or something that is being talked about; and it
includes three language functions: emotive, connative and cognitive into this model of communication. This model is developed in the conception of R. Jakobson [1989: 77–124], where, besides the
speaker, listener and message, more categories were distinguished: context, contact and code. Thus,
the inventory of language functions was extended by poetic, fatic and meta-linguistic functions. The
notion of the communicated message contains a message that fulfills any of these functions.
39
In the psychological tradition human behavior is divided into reactive (nonintentional) behaviors and actions (intentional behaviors). The former are has biological-physical and are genetically conditioned – they are obligatory for a given species, while the latter, though they likewise
take place in biological-physical reality, yet they are directed tat the mental (psychical) and social
reality. I. Pavlov’s experiments reveal that conditional responses, though they are variable (and thus
they are non-obligatory), take place as a result of unconscious, automatic courses. [Grabias 1997a]
37
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7. Interaction categories in studying aphasia
The specificity of an interaction in which an aphasic person participates results from a certain way of applying three interaction categories. These are:
1. TEXT (a message that sometimes assumes the form of pathological text);
2. METATEXT (in the text-creating and/ or metalinguistic function);
3.	CONTEXT (the knowledge shared by the speaker and listener, resulting
from textual and/or extra-textual determinants).
Text is a verbal result of the act of language communication, i.e.
o the sine qua non conditions for its existence are:
– intentionality of behavior, as a result of which the text is created;
– substantial character, which is a consequence of the work of realization
skills (speaking, writing, signaling);
– verbal character expressed in the phonetic-morphological-syntactic, semantic and pragmatic structure;
– communicative situation, the obligatory participants of which are both
the speaker and the listener. The listener’s perspective is related to text coherence
– the feature that allows the listener to decode the speaker’s intentions [Panasiuk
2000c].
In speech pathology three types of language behavior occur:
– text,
– pathological text
– non-text.
These substantially expressed language behaviors that are grammatically, semantically and pragmatically coherent have the status of texts. Pathological texts
are utterances, whose linguistically coded intention, in spite of pathological, often fragmentary realization, is legible. Non-texts are behaviors where nonverbal
communication absolutely predominates. This group includes also the utterances
built with the use of linguistic signs and rules, whose substantial, grammatical, semantic and pragmatic arrangement gives no possibility of decoding the speaker’s
intention.
Metatext is the exponent of the knowledge of the language inventory and the rules of combining them into larger wholes, actualized
in a particular act of speaking, writing and reading, so every language message, in the selection and combination of its components,
contains the reference to a given code (Kwarciak 1995). On the surface
of the text these operations are revealed in the form of metatextual formulas “utterances about an utterance’, being an exponent of the meta-cognitive mechanism
that controls and integrates language behaviors. If controlling concerns the text
building process – the metatextual formulas fulfill the metatextual function, but if
controlling concerns the selection of language signs – metatext fulfills the meta-
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linguistic function. Controlling utterances oscillates between a careful, analytical
reflection on the text, and the general text assessment, made on the peripheries of
attention. Utterance building is organized by two basic and independent types of
language reflection:
– I know how... (metalinguistic competence);
– I know how... (linguistic competence).
Introducing the above theoretical distinction brings significant consequences
in the manner of interpreting speech pathology facts in persons who have already
acquired both types of competence and causes additional research problems. The
knowledge of what the elements of language code mean when used in a text,
revealed in the utterances of aphasic patients, indicates a reflection of metalinguistic character. The manifestations of knowledge that this is how a correct and
meaningful utterance should be built refer to the speaker’s linguistic competence.
Context is the knowledge shared by the speaker and the listener,
concerning both the textual – factors structurally the closest environment of the units of language or system, i.e. verbal environment
of a word in the text, as well as extra-textual factors – the speaker ’s
and listener ’s knowledge or culture, social arrangements, communicative situation etc. The presentation of aphasic persons’ language abilities in
the broad range of their communicative behaviors indicates that a significant role
in the course of interaction is played by the use of context [Boniecka 1991], which
facilitates both understanding and reception of speech. Contextual directions are
provided by the text itself, also a pathological text, the situation of using the language, as well as the knowledge resource, common to the speaker and listener
[Labov 1983; Bartmiński 1974].
Adopting two perspectives at the same time – cognitive one and interactive
one – in describing TEXT, and especially METATEXT and CONTEXT, can be
the novelty in linguistic studies in general. It is justifiable, even necessary with
reference to speech disorders and devising strategies of overcoming them. The
outlined approach implies examining relationships between the elements that
have so far been explained dichotomically and statically: competence and performance, surface and deep structures, locution and illocution, structures of the
language and structure of cognition.
The interactional approach is connected with the necessity of approaching the
interactional categories: TEXT, METATEXT and CONTEXT dynamically and
spatially. The description of interaction allows us to establish the rules of transformation of the categories that have so far been regarded as static, and ask the
following questions:
– When does a text become a metatext?
– When does a text become a context?
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– When does a context become a text?
– When does a context become a metatext?
– When does a metatext become a text?
– When does a metatext become a context?
The structural characterization of the terms: TEXT, metaTEXT, conTEXT
imposes the question about the range of their interrelations and therefore the participation of the three categories to which the above-mentioned terms refer in the
course of interaction. The outlined perspective explains the cognitive approach,
which can be a something new in text description, but especially of metatext and
context, in general linguistic studies, and it is necessary to speech disorders. The
interaction approach allows the dynamic presentation of the interaction course
and the outline of the “space of communication”, understood as a set of possible
intentions, defined situationally, socially and pragmatically.
The patients with aphasia, as they have difficulties in use the language system, build their messages using pathological verbal signs (i.e. they use disintegrated language facts in the communicative function) or utilize non-verbal signs,
but they assign language meanings to them. Such is the nature of aphasia. It is in
the cases of vast brain damage and deep disorders of language competences and
skills, as well as other, higher cognitive functions, as for example in dementia, that
non-verbal communication disintegrates as well. The patients lose their ability to
formulate messages in paraverbal codes.
In healthy people’s communication usually, there is strict connection between the two systems (verbal and non-verbal). This is what the coherence of
messages formulated by means of various subcodes is based on. Speech disorders
significantly disturb the form of messages sent through the verbal channel. In
decoding their meaning and establishing the intention assumed by an aphasic
speaker the point of reference is the message sent in a non-verbal subcode of the
language.
The aphasic speech disorders activate paraverbal ways of communicating in
patients, i.e. they utilize all possible means through which the realization of communicative intention could be achieved. However, the paraverbal code exponents
applied in speech pathology change their status towards the one that is assigned to
them in the communication between healthy people. In the interactions of aphasic
patients the non-verbal means become more :
– structured, i.e. rules are formed that organize the transmission and interpretation of non-verbal messages;
– arbitrary, i.e. their form and function become stabilized in
established communication habits;
– digital than analog, i.e. they are non-continuous and are to be clearly
delimited;
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– non-continuous than continuous, that is, there are breaks and
pauses in transmitting them, serving, inter alia, the interlocutor ’s
response;
– intentional than unintentional, i.e. sending of them is controlled;
– learned than innate, i.e. they are based more on developed
than spontaneous and natural behaviors.
A pathological utterance in cases of aphasia – supported by paralingual codes
– fulfils the basic functions of language in the act of linguistic communication.
The non-verbal signs of communicative behaviors constitute a form of information transmission also in colloquial communication, but in aphasia their position
significantly increases. The importance of language and situational also context
increases in decoding and creating the meanings of interaction behaviors. The
aphasic message becomes comprehensible thanks to the recipient who has to use
various strategies in the act of communicating – techniques that serve to understand the behavior and discover the intention of the aphasic interlocutor. The listener entering an interaction with an aphasic partner takes part in explaining the
meaning of the messages formulated by him and he himself formulates an utterance so that it could be the most communicative in the communicati situation
determined by a speech disorder in one of the participants of interaction. Lack
of effective cooperation on the part of the healthy interlocutor would frequently
prevent the patient from communicating effectively. The interaction in which an
aphasic patient takes part requires, to a greater extent than in the case of relationships between healthy persons, the speakers reference to their common knowledge of the world and on this basis it requires concluding on the meaning of verbal
messages, which are disturbed and incomplete or incomprehensible to the patient.
An aphasic utterance, though linguistically disordered, may be communicative.
Disturbances of communicative skills are not proportional to the disturbances of
language skills.
Stating of this fact is the starting point for constructing the model of communication between persons with speech disorders caused by damage to the dominant brain hemisphere.
However, it has to be remarked that as the act of language communication is
complex, the source of communicative difficulties can be created by its different
factors. The obstacles to effective communicating can be related to the participants
of the interaction, they may result from. inter alia, the differences in the image of
the world and difficulties with establishing convictions and assessments, divergences of intentions and aims of action, as well as of actions themselves, negative
effect of the emotional context, inappropriate communicative behaviors of the
partners (e.g. incoherence between the verbal and non-verbal message, principal
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divergences in the applied codes and misinterpretation of the message intention.
Additionally, in some cases the source of communicative difficulties may be organic or functional disorders in the speech apparatus, as well as linguistic errors.
Difficulties with language communication may be related to the disorders in
the skill of transmitting (realization) and/or receiving (perception) of the message
in one of the interaction subjects. The very situation that the communication takes
place in may also cause difficulties in information exchange if there exist any
unfavorable external factors, disrupting this exchange. However, these factors are
the phenomenon that limits the communication between healthy persons as well
and they should not be treated as the inherent features of aphasia, which is a functional disorder in sending or receiving verbal messages with retained possibilities
of communicating by means of signs of some other kind. In contrast, the communicative difficulties related to the disintegration of the communicative system
ought to be associated with the damage to the non-dominant brain hemisphere and
the occurrence of “non-aphasic speech disorders”.
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Assessment of Utterance Intelligibility in Dysarthria

Summary
The article discusses the problem of assessment of utterance intelligibility in patients with
dysarthria in clinical diagnosis and in experimental studies. Exemplifications are the author’s own
studies conducted in a group of children aged 6–15, diagnosed with different clinical forms of
infantile cerebral palsy (ICP); the test group consisted of two equinumerous subgroups: 1. children
with dysarthria; 2. children with dysarthria co-occurring with oligophasia. In experimental studies,
intelligibility of ICP patients’ utterances was assessed by four groups, each numbering 33 logopedic
and non-logopedic students, on the basis of listening to and visual observation of digital film
recordings.
The problems presented in the article are investigated by the author as part of the research
project ‘Segmental and Suprasegmental Specificity of the Phonic Sequence and Intelligibility of
Utterances in Dysarthria Cases in Infantile Cerebral Palsy’
Key words: dysarthria, intelligibility of utterances, infantile cerebral palsy

Introduction
In more than half of cases of infantile cerebral palsy all kinds of communication dysfunctions are diagnosed: dysarthria, oligophasia, aphasia-type underdeveloped speech, limited speech development caused by hearing loss or deafness,
dyslalia, stuttering, dysglossia, mutism, and delayed speech development (cf. H.
Mierzejewska, M. Przybysz-Piwkowa 1997; R. Michałowicz 2001; U. Mirecka,
K. Gustaw 2005). Literature reports the percentage of ICP patients with communication difficulties as ranging between 50 and 85%, and the frequency of particular
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types of speech disorders also varies; different findings in this matter probably
stem from divergent methodologies (use of different classifications of speech disorders, selection of test groups, and others). One of the most frequent disorders reported in ICP is dysarthria: in studies presented by A. Obrębowski and B. Woźnica
(1997) dysarthria was diagnosed in ca. 30% of cases; similarly, in studies by
U. Mirecka and K. Gustaw (2005) this figure stood at 29%. Figures obtained from
studies conducted in Poland on the frequency of dysarthria in individual types of
clinical ICP do not give grounds for generalizations.
Dysarthria, understood as a disorder at the performance level of the motor
speech mechanism caused by impairments of the central or peripheral nervous
systems, and manifested in dysfunctions in the respiratory, phonatory and articulatory apparatus that result in distortions of the utterance’s phonic substance
at the segmental and suprasegmental levels (U. Mirecka, 2008), can be regarded
as a speech impediment specific to ICP because of primary motor disorders,
in the clinical image of ICP, resulting from dysfunctions of the central nervous
system.
Dysarthria is one of those speech disorders which are difficult to diagnose and
treat, and require high logopedic competence – knowledge and practical skills.
Special thoroughness and caution is needed at the stage of diagnosing children
because, as A. Obrębowski and B. Woźnica (1997) point out, the symptomatology
of dysarthric disorders at the early developmental stage is less typical and less
pronounced in adults. In the case of infantile cerebral palsy additional diagnostic
problems may stem from the overlapping of etiological factors, e.g. motor, intellectual or hearing dysfunctions, which, consequently, yields a complex picture of
symptoms associated both with the competence sphere (linguistic, communicative
and cultural) and with realization possibilities.
The problem of intelligibility of utterances in dysarthria is a significant question first of all on account of the possibilities and limitations in the sphere of linguistic communication in patients affected by this disorder. For speech therapists
managing the diagnostic-therapeutic process in dysarthric patients, an important
issue is the assessment of the intelligibility of dysarthric speech as an essential
aspect in identifying the severity of the disorder, and in the context of programming a therapy: to improve the intelligibility of utterances is usually one of the
most important objectives of therapeutic measures. The problem of assessment of
utterance intelligibility in dysarthric patients has not been the object of studies in
Poland to date, although, as the survey of relevant literature shows, studies of various dysarthria-related problems also included assessment of the intelligibility of
utterances, e.g. studies verifying the efficacy of art therapy assessed the ‘general
intelligibility’ according to the 5-point scale (taking into account the percentage of
utterances intelligible to listeners) in the Auditory Dysarthria Scale (M. Pąchalska
et al., 2001); in studies oriented towards detecting relationships between dysar-
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thric speech disorders and the clinical picture of ICP (W. Sobaniec et al., 2008)
S. J. Robertson’s Dysarthria Profile was used: this diagnostic technique involves
the assessment of intelligibility in speaking and reading tests, also according to
the 5-point scale.
The Goal of the Article
The problems presented in this article are investigated by the author under
the research project ‘Segmental and Suprasegmental Specificity of the Phonic Sequence and Intelligibility of Utterances in Dysarthria Cases in Infantile Cerebral
Palsy’. The scientific goal of the project is to broaden the current knowledge on
the specificity of dysarthric speech disorders in ICP patients: 1/ by analyzing the
phonic sequence at the segmental level, which permits identification of particular
kinds of paradigmatic and syntagmatic disorders;
2/ by analyzing the phonic sequence at the suprasegmental level, which permits identification of prosodic organization disorders relating to the rhythm and
rate of speech, intonation, stress, and resonance;
3/ by determining the degree of pronunciation intelligibility in patients with
dysarthria of different type and varied severity;
4/ by indicating factors that reduce utterance intelligibility in dysarthric ICP
patients.
The goal of the present article is associated with the third of the foregoing
research tasks; it is concerned with the assessment of utterance intelligibility in
dysarthria cases in infantile cerebral palsy. The object of analysis is the assessment of intelligibility of ICP patients’ utterances conducted by student groups in
experimental studies. At this stage of research, the interesting aspect of assessment of utterance intelligibility is the degree of agreement of assessments within
each student group and between individual groups.
Methods
The main diagnostic instrument in this research project is the Dysarthria
Scale. Children’s Version [Skala dyzartrii. Wersja dla dzieci] (U. Mirecka,
K. Gustaw, 2006), which is an assessment profile based on observation of the
manner of performance of individual tasks that involve the speech apparatus;
in the analysis of the subject’s utterances the tasks are founded on perceptual
assessment. It is largely based on S. J. Robertson’s Dysarthria Profile (1982) and
on Perceptual Speech Dimensions and Perceptual Vocal Abnormalities developed
by H. J. Chenery, B. E. Murdoch et al. (B. E. Murdoch, 1998) as well as being
a modification of these techniques complemented with my own contributions. The
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Dysarthria Scale consists of 70 tasks in nine consecutive spheres, whose arrangement is based on transition from more complex acts and functions to simpler ones:
I. Self-Assessment
Sphere I pertains to such aspects as intelligibility of the patient’s own utterances, his fatigability during speech, respiration problems and vocal difficulties,
which we identify from the perspective of the subject tested.
II. Intelligibility
Sphere II assesses the intelligibility of words and sentences which the patient
repeats after the testing person, and intelligibility of the patient’s free utterances.
III. Articulation
Tasks in Sphere III serve to identify difficulties in the pronunciation of vowels, consonants and consonant clusters in words repeated by the subject, and possible problems with realization of the phonetic structure of polysyllabic words.
Phonetic abnormalities at the segmental level are also recorded in tests consisting
in repetition of sentences and in the patient’s free utterances.
IV. Resonance
Sphere IV covers abnormalities in nasal resonance in words and sentences
repeated by the patient and in his/her free utterances. What we are interested in
here is not the issue of the phonological category of nasality (realization of opposing nasal and oral sounds is assessed in the sphere-III tasks) but the occurrence
of nasalance, which is treated as an element of the suprasegmental level, which
undoubtedly impacts the tone of sounds and often the way of their articulation (as
in palatolalia).
V. Prosody
In the tasks of Sphere V we assess the suprasegmental level. We examine the
ability to imitate intonation in sentences and intonation in free utterances, the ability to imitate various stress patterns, realization of the rhythmic aspects of speech
and the ability to maintain the appropriate rate of speech in repeated sentences
and in free utterances. We also assess the ability to accelerate and slow down
the speech rate and length of phrases in sentences and free utterances. An important element is also the synchronization of respiration, phonation and articulation,
which we realize in tests of word and sentence repetition and in free utterances.
VI. Phonation
Sphere VI comprises tasks that test the vocal attack; maximum phonation
time; voice volume during speech; the ability to raise and lower voice volume;
voice pitch and the ability to raise and lower it, and the quality of voice.
VII. Respiration
Sphere VII defines the type and rhythm of respiration at rest and during
speech; it also assesses the length of exhalation phase.
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VIII. Alternating movements
Sphere VIII permits assessment of diadochokinesis in the articulatory apparatus. Tests of alternating movements cover lip and tongue movements at the
horizontal and vertical levels performed as motor exercises and as movements
during articulation of contrasting sounds and syllables in respect of pronunciation.
IX. Functional condition of musculature of the articulatory apparatus
Sphere IX tasks provide information about the work of muscles of the lips,
tongue, soft palate and throat, the level of lip and tongue tone, and symmetry of
facial muscles; we also note the occurrence of involuntary movements.
Tasks are graded on the 5-point scale (0 to 4): 0 – absence of disorders, 1 –
slight degree of disorder, 2 – moderate degree of disorder, 3 – significant degree
of disorder, 4 – profound degree of disorder. Apart from the grade point assessment, the testing person also gives descriptive information concerning the way of
performance of particular tests by the subject.
Under this research project the patient group consisted of 36 children (19
girls and 17 boys) aged 6-15, in which diverse clinical forms of infantile cerebral
palsy were diagnosed. The children were tested by the author in rehabilitation
centers and educational institutions in the Lublin province. The test group consisting half of children with diagnosed mental retardation, and half of children within
the intellectual norm, was divided into two subgroups: 1. children with dysarthria;
2. children with dysarthria co-occurring with oligophasia. The second subgroup
was formed because this combination of speech disorders is fairly often reported
among children with ICP – in the studies by U. Mirecka and K. Gustaw (2005) it
occurred in 19% of cases, the speech disorder most often recorded in this group
being oligophasia of different severity – it was reported in 54% of subjects).
Individual clinical studies of children of the presented group were personally
conducted by the author using the Dysarthria Scale. Children’s Version, which
contained inter alia tests of repetition of the following sentences:
1/ Dziewczynki i chłopcy to dzieci. [ Girls and boys are children]
2/ Jabłuszka i banany są bardzo smaczne. [ Apples and bananas are very
tasty]
3/ Pan Hilary zgubił swoje okulary. [Mr. Hilary lost his spectacles]
4/ Drzwi są zamknięte. [The door is closed]
5/ Czy możesz zamknąć te drzwi? [Can you close this door?]
6/ Zamknij te drzwi! [Close the door!]
7/ Dzisiaj idę na spacer. [Today I’m going for a walk]
8/ Dzisiaj idę na spacer. [Today I’m going for a walk]
9/ Dzisiaj idę na spacer. [Today I’m going for a walk]
Sentences 1-3 are included in the Sphere III (Articulation) test, and the rest in
Sphere V. Prosody: sentences 4–6 in tests assessing the ability to imitate intonation, and sentences 7–9 in tests imitating logical stress. .
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These sentences repeated by the children in individual tests filmed in digital
audiovisual recordings were used as research material in experimental group studies with the participation of students. The students’ task was to assess the intelligibility of patients’ utterances in the presented film recordings. Utterance samples of
individual children were recorded in a random order (without any ordering criterion: mixed cases of dysarthria of varying severity co-occurring with oligophasia
or not). Each student assessed the intelligibility of successive subjects’ utterances
immediately after watching a recording, marking the grade in the protocol.
Results
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University (UMCS) students took part in the experimental studies in four 33-student groups:
group 1 – logopedics with audiology students after completion of the speech
disorders theory course and before the course in dysarthria;
group 2 – logopedics with audiology students after completion of Postgraduate Logopedic Studies, completion of the speech disorders theory course and the
course in dysarthria;
group 3 – applied linguistics students (without preparation in speech therapy);
group 4 – psychology students (without preparation in speech therapy).
Assessment of utterance intelligibility was carried out using a five-point scale:
0 points – fully intelligible utterance;
1 point – a slight degree of disorder (some utterance fragments are unintelligible – less than 20% unintelligibility);
2 points – a moderate degree of disorder (largely unintelligible utterance –
20-50% unintelligibility);
3 points – a significant degree of disorder (utterance almost entirely unintelligible – 50-80% unintelligibility);
4 points – a profound degree of disorder (unintelligible utterance – over 80%
unintelligibility).
Children of subgroup 1. (diagnosed with dysarthria) had numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 7,
8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35 in tests, and children of subgroup
2. (daignosed dysarthria and oligophasia) had test numbers 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16,
17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 33, 34, 36.
The results given as mean grades of utterance intelligibility for individual
children (1-36), in assessments performed by experimental groups students (1-4),
are shown on Chart 1, the global assessments of utterance intelligibility (applying
to all patients) in each group are presented in Table 1.
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Chart 1. Mean grades of utterance intelligibility in the children (1-36) tested in experimental
groups (1–4).

Analysis of data in the chart permits a conclusion that for some of the tested
children assessment scores obtained by student groups are identical or very
similar, while in some children tested the assessment scores diverge. In order to
verify the degree of convergence of assessment scores within each student group,
the statistical analysis focused on range values and then on comparing results
of utterance intelligibility for each child. The global results of the first part of
analysis are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Global assessment scores of utterance intelligibility
Group

N

Range

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard deviation

1

33

1.33

0.92

2.25

1.58

0.34

2

33

1.36

0.69

2.06

1.46

0.35

3

33

1.11

0.86

1.97

1.31

0.31

4

33

1.56

0.69

2.25

1.52

0.40

It follows from figures shown in Table 1 that the greatest agreement in their
grading of utterance intelligibility of the children tested was among Group 3. students (majoring in applied linguistics), and the most divergent were the grades
given by Group 4. students (majoring in psychology); logopedics with audiology students (Group 1 and 2) assessed the utterances at a similar level of grading agreement. At the same time it should be pointed out that applied linguistics
(Group 3) students assessed the subjects’ utterances as more intelligible than the
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students of the other groups did; the Group 1. students (logopedics with audiology
before the dysarthria course) turned out to the strictest in their assessment.
Comparisons using the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric variance analysis
showed the occurrence of statistically significant differences between the grades
given by students of different specializations concerning the utterances of thirteen
children (36% of the studied group) with numbers: 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 20, 25, 26,
28, 30, 35, and in the distribution of mean grades for all children. In the majority
of cases (in 69%) differences pertain to utterances of the children within the intellectual norm. These phenomena are illustrated by figures in Table 2.
Table 2. Statistically significant differences between grades assigned by students of experimental groups
Children with statistically significant differences in grades
5
Chi-square
Df

8.14*
3

Asymptotic
significance

7

8

9

10

15

16

20

25

26

28

30

35

12.03 9.89 31.99 9.02 8.07 14.65 16.70 14.34 18.21 9.67 7.82 18.68
**

*

***

*

*

**

***

**

***

*

*

***

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

.043 .007 .020 .000 .029 .045 .002 .001 .002 .000 .022 .050 .000

*- statistically significant difference at p≤0,05
**- statistically significant difference at p≤0,01
***- statistically significant difference at p≤0,001

Further analyses covered children in whose cases there were differences in
the grading of their utterances by students from individual experimental groups.
Analyses by the Mann-Whitney non-parametric U test aimed at establishing which
of the groups tested differed significantly. Final results of this stage of analysis
were presented in Table 3.
The analysis of the level of converging assessments of utterances showed that
the least statistically significant differences were found between Groups 1 and 2,
and 1 and 4, while the most significant ones were reported between Group 1 and 3.
On the global scale, in respect of the grading of the whole groups of the children
tested, statistically significant differences were found between Groups 1 and 3,
and Groups 3 and 4.
Conclusions
The results of the presented experimental studies show that the assessment
of utterance intelligibility in dysarthria cases (here in the group of ICP, consisting
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Table 3. Grading differences between groups
Groups

5

1 and 2

1 and 3

Children with statistically significant differences in grades
7
8
9
10
15
16
20
25
26
28
30
-2.11
-3.30
.035
2.12
.001
3.56
*
.034
**
.000
**
***
-4.58
-2.46
-2.24 -3.29 -3.88
-2,51
.000
.014
.025
.000
.012
***
*
*
***
*

1 and 4

-2.17
.030
*

-1.98 -2.05
.047 .040
*
*

2 and 3 -2.85 -2.81
.004 .005
** **
2 and 4

3 and 4 -2.19
.029
*

-4.12 -2.55
.000 .011
***
*

Mean
_36

-3.51 -3.11
.000 .002
***
**
-3.02
.003
**

-2.45 -2.03 -3.62
.014 .042 .000
*
*
***

-2.71 -2.89 -3.26
.007 .004 .001
**
** ***

35

-2.98
.003
**

-3.01 -2.10
.003 .036
**
*
-3.10 -3.95 -3.41
.002 .000 .001
** *** ***

-2.40
.016
*
-2.14
.033
*

-2.39
.017
*

*- statistically significant difference at p≤0,05
**- statistically significant difference at p≤0,01
***- statistically significant difference at p≤0,001

half of children with diagnosed mental retardation, and half of children within the
intellectual norm) is not unambiguous – the dysarthric patient’s oral utterance may
be understood in different degrees by addressees.
Statistically significant differences within each experimental group may have
been influenced by diverse individual factors, e.g. the student’s degree of readiness to enter in contact with children with speech dysfunction; experience in the
reception of disordered (including dysarthric) speech; the level of auditory perception; the level of attention concentration (tests in a group lasted 60 minutes);
the ability to separate one’s knowledge about what the patient is saying (each
one repeated the same sentence); and emotions that may have been inspired in a
student by particular children. An example of studies related to the last two of the
listed factors can be found in the book by C. A. Moore et al. (1991): it analyzed the
assessment of intelligibility of words in the semantic context and outside of it, and
the relationship between the assessment of utterance intelligibility in dysarthric
persons and the perception of their physical attractiveness.
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The occurrence of significant differences between experimental groups of
students in the global assessment of utterance intelligibility in the children studied
can be associated with the level of the students’ auditory training– this may be
indicated by significant differences between Group 1 (logopedics with audiology
before completing the course in dysarthria) and Group 3 (applied linguistics), and
between Groups 3 and 4 (psychology); we should remember that in comparison
with the other groups, applied linguistics students assessed patients’ utterances
as more intelligible. Significant differences between groups in grading individual
children may stem from the level of knowledge of speech disorders and dysfunctions in infantile cerebral palsy.
The foregoing hypotheses about the causes of the diversity of assessments of
utterance intelligibility in dysarthric speech need to be verified in studies oriented
towards this goal.
The problem to be investigated by the author during the next stage of realization of the research project will be the issue of interrelation between the statistically significant diversity in assessing the intelligibility of utterances produced by
the thirteen children in the studied group and the features of their utterances and
presented non-verbal behaviors, as well as the question of relationship between
the convergent assessments of utterance intelligibility among the remaining children and their verbal and non-verbal behaviors. Grading by the students will be
confronted with the assessment of utterances intelligibility in the studied children
conducted by the project author (assessments of intelligibility of free utterances,
and on the basis of tests of words and sentences repetition). Assessments of utterance intelligibility will be confronted with the reported disorders of the phonic
sequence: their types and frequency of occurrence.
The object of further inquiries will be also the problem of the manner of assessing the intelligibility of dysarthric speech: the question of operationalization
of the grading scale and specification of its criteria; apart from the grading scale
of intelligibility of dysarthric patients’ speech, interesting proposals can be found
in studies by H. Kim et al. (2011), and by B. E. Murdoch (1998).
The problem of assessment of utterance intelligibility in dysarthric disorders
should be also considered in the context of diagnosing the degree of dysarthria
severity (U. Mirecka, 2008) and in the context of training students: an extremely
important issue is to train future speech therapists in the reception and assessment
of dysarthric patients’ speech.
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Text Memory as a Category of Logopedic Diagnosis

Summary
The article seeks to define the concept of text memory, which is a new one used in the assessment of human language abilities. The introduction of the category of text memory of stems from
studies on narrative in schizophrenia and is based on the neuronetwork narrative theory formulated
by the author. In relation to psychological models of memory, the text memory is a function of working memory which uses language for remembering, storing and retrieving information organized
in a narrative way. The author then discusses preliminary studies on the text memory in the speech
norm and speech pathology to pass on to the instruments for diagnosing this phenomenon.
Key words: working memory, narrative, schizophrenia, speech disorders

1. Definition
The article aims at introducing the concept of text memory as a category
which can be used in determining the degree of the mastery of speech, as well
as in diagnosing speech disorders. In a longer perspective the category of text
memory may constitute the basis for developing standardized diagnostic tools and
new methods of therapeutic intervention.
Text memory is a function of working memory, using language for remembering, storing and recalling information, organized in a narrative way. I derive
the concept of text memory directly from the research on narrative (Woźniak,
2005). Clearly, the concept of text memory is associated with an extensive psy-
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chological and neuroanatomical discussion on memory processes, which will be
only briefly summarized.
Memory is one of the bases of building the identity of man and his cognitive functioning. Numerous theories of memory do not form disjoint sets, but
rather complementary models, divisions intersecting with one another, describing
ways of consolidating storing retrieving, information acquired in different sensory
modalities.
For example, in respect of the form of data storage and mechanisms of accessing data, declarative and nondeclarative memory are distinguished; in respect
of the nature of the stored information semantic and episodic memory are distinguished; in respect of the degree of conscious involvement in remembering information, explicit and implicit memory are distinguished. In addition, regarding the
duration of the memory processes (storage of information), the following types of
memory are distinguished:
Immediate memory (sensory); information storage time 1–2 sec.
Short-term memory; information storage time 15–30 sec.
Long-term memory
The inclusion of the mode of action of the individual “subsystems” of memory has led to the emergence of the concept of working memory (Baddeley, Hitch,
1974, Kurcz, 1995, Szepietowska, 2006).
In contemporary approaches the treatment of memory as a system of systems
dominates, where the term “system” is used in a general and working sense, i.e.
as the ability to perform certain mnestic tasks, activate specific operations, as well
as for identifying the type of stored information. Systems have a distinct neural
substrate, they are defined as independent, which means that a disruption of one
will not break the others (“logic of dissociation”) (Szepietowska, 2006).
Text memory belongs to conscious memory, its elements are contained in
both episodic memory (record of personal experience, structured according to
temporal and spatial sequences), but also in semantic memory (comprising general knowledge of the world, abstracted from individual experience) (see Chlewinski , Hankała et al., 1997), but I would seek its characteristics in the mode
of action. Therefore, to understand the basics of its operation, it is necessary to
refer to the concept of working memory. Working memory remains active for
a short time, it is engaged in retaining and processing newly acquired information and in manipulating it. The predominant modes of acquiring information are
the modalities: auditory (the phonological loop is at work here, where acoustic
information is processed in 1–2 sec.) and visual (where the visuo-spatial sketchpad is at work). Superior to the functioning of working memory is the attention
system (regulation of the resources of the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial
sketchpad), which sends information to long-term memory. The current version of
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a working memory model encloses the episodic buffer, which collects information in a multi-dimensional code. The episodic buffer acts as a temporary interface
between the phonological loop, visuo-spatial sketchbook and long-term episodic
memory and is controlled by a central unit which creates coherent fragments by
combining information from different sources. Long-term episodic memory uses
the resources of information stored in visual semantic memory, or from data created with the help of language (Baddeley, 2000). We can now indicate a fairly
exact anatomical location of the described functions. They are associated primarily with the activities of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which has connections
with the posterior parietal cortex, the lower part of the temporal cortex, callosal
gyrus and the hippocampus (Goldman-Rakic P.S., 1999).
The model described above corresponds to the understanding of memory
functioning described in the neuronetwork narrative theory (Wozniak, 2005).
Memory works “in the background” of all the narrative processes and, as such, is
an active element of the construction of the whole narrative discourse. It should
be assumed that this is so for all other types of discourse as well.
The neuronetwork narrative theory comes down to the statement saying that
narrative, understood as a procedure for interpreting the world through language,
works like processes in a neural network.
The neural network operation involves, firstly, the existence of specific input
information, but the system can handle multiple inputs. Secondly, the network
processes the data in a nonlinear way, performing a number of parallel operations
between the mutually connecting groups and maps of neurons. Thirdly, the result of the network’s ‘output’ operation is the creation of functional circuits (with
strengthened synapses), which become the foundations for categories based on
values.
The model of narrative interpreted in that way is presented in Diagram 1.
Diagram 1. The model of narrative in the neuronetwork narrative theory.
I [1]

Input:

(The world of consciousness: values, statements, qualia, emotions)

Processing:
NARRATIVE PICTURE [3]
NARRATIVE SEQUENCE [4]
MEMORY [7]
NARRATIVE SCENE [5]
NARRATIVE WORLD [6]
Output:
Narrative discourse [8]

NON - I [2]
(the sensually perceived world)
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The presented model of narrative functions in accordance with the requirements applicable to neural networks, i.e. input – processing – output. Inputs to the
model are:
1. Categorizations of the world of consciousness, i.e. statements, subjective
beliefs and feelings (qualia), emotions. Emotions are the most complex of mental
processes.
Additionally, thanks to feedback connections with memory [7], The processing
through the world of consciousness also invelves recategorizations of memory
traces, the previously fixed categorizations of narrative units. The anatomical
locations of these phenomena are mainly the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes.
2. Perceptual categorizations of the objects and phenomena of the world perceived sensually [2], in all sensory modalities: visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory,
gustatory and proprioceptive (responsible for deep sensibility). The anatomical
location of those phenomena is the primary and secondary cortex of mainly the
occipital, temporal and parietal lobes.
The input data are processed with the help of language. The anatomical location of these processes is Broca’s and Wernicke’s area. The processing consists of
several parallel levels:
3. Creation of narrative images [3], which are linguistic categorizations of
input data, binary units consisting of a theme and a rheme. We can distinguish
three types of narrative images: images of the external world, images of the world
of consciousness and images of memory traces.
Narrative images form narrative sequences [4], consisting of a minimum of
two images, linked by a common theme. Narrative sequences are ordered by time,
space or concept.
Creating a narrative scene [5] is another level of processing. A narrative scene
is a collection of images and sequences produced intentionally and subjectively by
the narrator; it is a unit distinguished on the basis of a global intention.
4. Correlated combinations of narrative scenes, connected through feedback
by memory [7], form a world of narrative[6]. The world of narrative is the most
complete unit which is a linguistic interpretation of reality. It is usually realized in
more complex narrative utterances of the same narrator.
5. All narrative units connect with each other via feedback on the basis of
current projections, and by memory [7]. Memory is a property of the whole
system and is the most important guarantor of the coherent functioning of
the whole, and the internal cohesion of units. Thanks to the feedback connections of memory, all units refer to the whole, which they form in syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic dimensions. The working of all levels of processing
and feedback-connected memories results in a coherent narrative discourse [8].
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The narrative discourse [8] is placed at the “output” of this narrative model.
It becomes the basis for further categorizations of the narrator’s awareness processes [1] and through feedback connections may be fixed in memory [7]. It also
becomes the object of the world perceived sensually [2] by the narrator and by
other people. As such, it may become the basis for subsequent narrative processes.
In that way the loop in the model closes, the loop which allows theoretically infinite possibilities of creating narrative worlds and the relationships between them.
The above presented approach to memory within the neuronetwork narrative
theory, supplemented by the model of working memory, is essentially a description of the activity of text memory. Therefore we should assume, as aforementioned hercin, that text memory is a function of working memory, using language
to remember, store and recall information organized in a narrative way. Such an
assumption implies a mandatory presumption of understanding the text that has
been remembered. The text stored in a mechanical, phonographic way does not
meet the definition of text memory because the remembered information is not a
text for the person involved (it does not have a denotative character). In the light
of the above-presented models of memory and narrative, the assumption that text
memory is closely related to working memory remains non-contradictory with
the assumption of using long-term memory for handling texts. A “store” of text
patterns is located in long-term memory, and becomes the basis for the narrative
world, for global understanding of the world, as well as for creating new texts.
2. Text memory in standard speech and speech disorders
The high usefulness of text memory for assessing language and communication skills was observed by the founders of Heidelberger Sprachentwicklungstest
(HSET), [Heidelberg Test of Language Development], H. Grimm and H. Schöler
(1978): the HSET’s point A2 tests the imitation of forms of grammatical structures, while point F tests the degree of integration of the levels of language mastery and communication at the level of reconstruction of a text recounted earlier.
In particular, the task of reconstruction from memory of a text recounted earlier
proved to be one of the most reliable. The text (in this case a modified fairy tale)
was divided into units of meaning, each of which being scored in the response.
Eight- and nine-year-olds achieve results of approximately 60% in this test (Wojtowicz, 1993).
The issue of text memory is becoming one of the key questions in the study of
speech pathology in schizophrenia. Many years of research on narrative in schizophrenia indicate a close link between the working of memory and creation of
a narrative text. Memory is fundamental for creating a coherent text, implementing the narrative model (Woźniak, 2005).
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In patients with schizophrenia, narrative disorders and memory deficits
appear. The thesis of the connection between text memory and the activity of
working memory is also confirmed. Moreover, the well-documented working
memory deficit in schizophrenic patients correlates with the lateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction (Callicott et al, 2003).
In the light of the research on schizophasia the following question should be
asked: what is the situation with other disorders, if functional and neuroanatomical connections between speech and memory disorders are so close?
An attempt to answer that question has become a task for a team of researchers led by me. Initial reports on auditory text memory show its significant impairment in children with schizophrenia and ADHD (Rogala, Szabelska 2008), as
well as in cluttering, autism, and oligophasia (in my own research). Comparison
of the functioning of text memory in normal and pathological cases is becoming
an interesting research task. Our research includes not only the reconstruction of
“units of meaning”, relevant information, but also the realization of a narrative
model, repeating events in their order (the narrative line). In the study, nine-yearsold normal children reconstruct 75.9% of the remembered information from the
recounted text and in 81.25% the correct narrative line. On the other hand, in children with schizophrenia the patients reconstruct 25.28% of the information from
the recounted text and in 11.1% the correct narrative line (on average 16 years
of age.). In ADHD, (in 10-years-old patients on average) 39.7% of the information from the recounted text was reconstructed and in 18.7% the correct narrative
line (Rogala, Szabelska 2008). The observation of so significant differences was
certainly not accidental and coincides with the findings from the study of speech
disorders in children with schizophrenia (Kaczyńska-Haładyj, Woźniak, 2003,
Woźniak, 2005).
The observed differences warrant further reflection on the relevance of text
memory as a category of description and diagnosis of linguistic and communication skills of humans.
First of all, the results provide an incentive to use the text memory test as a
diagnostic category for most speech disorders.
The next key task is to develop developmental standards for text memory
(taking into account the auditory and visual modalities). We should be aware of
the consequences of the adoption of the text memory category in the proposed
approach.
Firstly, phonological memory (as part of text memory) is the basis for the
mastery of vocabulary. It is due to this specifically human capacity to remember
speech sounds in their temporal order that it is possible to learn words. Although
a similar ability can be observed in some birds, this is only a global imitation of
the signal, without the possibility to consider its denotative nature and the possible
segmental analysis.
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A similar memory effect in relation to linguistic information obtained through
auditory channel can be found in the case of information perceived through visual
modality (taking into account visual semantic memory).
Secondly, text memory is necessary to imitate the forms of grammatical
structures, and thus to learn syntactic rules. Man masters basic syntactic patterns
by recognizing them in the statements of others, gathering them in memory and
building new utterances on that basis. This view is accepted by all approaches
describing the acquisition of speech – even nativist theories acknowledge that surface structures must appear before the deep ones. In a longer perspective, memory
of the context of speech usage (as a component of episodic memory) should also
be taken into account. As such, text memory is an obligatory basis for learning
interactive behaviors, basic dialogue initiations and responses.
And thirdly, text memory is essential to learn the narrative, which happens
after mastering the basics of language. At the same the narrative must be understood
not only as the ability to build a text, but as a procedure for interpreting the world
through language, as I mentioned earlier (Woźniak 2005).
3. THE design of a tool for assessing auditory
text memory
The foundations for theoretical studies of text memory seem clear, but the
problem of its adequate assessment remains an issue not yet realized. During the
studies of text memory in speech disorders, conducted at the UMCS Department
of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics, the idea to develop a test for assessing
auditory text memory arose. A design was developed, which has become the
basis for the preparation of a standardized version. Below I will present the main
assumptions of this proposal.
Firstly, the test takes into account two age levels:
• Children and schoolchildren (5–16 years of age)
• Adolescents and adults (over 16 years of age).
The division results from the observation of acquisition of the skills at remembering texts. Man learns narrative behaviors after having mastered the basics
of language, i.e. from the fourth year of life. It can therefore be assumed that at the
age of five text memory is already functioning in the majority of normal children.
The smooth functioning of text memory develops and is strengthened by school
education, reading different kinds of texts, and by development of abstract thinking. These skills stabilize after puberty, which, in the present generation, takes
place usually between 12 and 16 years of age. Achieving sexual maturity is usually related to the reconstruction of connections in the brain, particularly with the
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frontal area. The achieved level of functioning usually lasts until old age when the
ability to remember text can be affected by dementia.
The test introduces the following assessment categories:
1. Repetition of words (phonological memory test, recreating the structure
of a word with a growing number of syllables: 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11). This subtest
will enable determination of the limits of the system concerning the mastery of
vocabulary.
Repetition of sentences (recreating the syntactic structure of an utterance).
This subtest takes into account the increasing number of words in the utterance
and the complexity of its structure. As material for repetition, simple sentences are
used, as well as complex coordinate and subordinate two-component sentences
and extensive coordinate – subordinate four component structures.
The assessment of remembering words which do not form coherent structures
(repeating three unrelated words).
The assessment of the memory of a text read. As has been mentioned earlier,
this task is similar to the task in HSET and is highly diagnostic when it comes to
the assessment of the integration of the processes of understanding, remembering
and recalling coherent text data. Unlike HSET the test does not contain pictures
supporting the recall of text; additionally, the degree of recreation of the narrative
line (besides the assessment of the degree of relevant information repetition) is
assessed.
The assessment of the memory of movement sequences of the facial muscles,
tongue and hands. It is a non-linguistic task, which is a pause between reading
the text and its repetition; we repeat a sequence: 4, 6, 8 movements. The temporary switching of the attention system (for about 60 seconds) allows us to assess
whether the text has been fixed in long-term memory. Irrespective of that aim, the
relationship between motor memory and language skills is an interesting issue. It
is, however, a separate problem.
The assessment of a text remembered before the test – telling a story. The
tested person is asked to tell a familiar tale. In that subtest we cannot be certain
about the modalities of remembering the text, but we study the functioning of
the recall of the text activated from the long-term memory resources. We assess
among others: giving the title, narrative efficiency (semantic coherence, narrative
complexity, and narrative pattern implementation), the vocabulary and grammar
of a narrative utterance – cohesion of the text.
In conclusion I want to express my conviction that the adoption of the text
memory category in logopedic diagnosis will help to create new diagnostic tools
and, subsequently, it will permit speedy and accurate assessment of the patients’
linguistic abilities without burdening them.
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The Fading Cues Method in Logopedic Diagnosis
and Therapy of Dementia Patients

Summary
In this article, various ways of applying the Fading Cues Method in the logopedic treatment of
dementia, at the diagnosis and therapy stages are discussed. My proposed logopedic treatment, lexis
related, adopts the following steps during the preparation stage:
1/ The choice of lexical material for the exercises most appropriate for the disease stage and
the individual needs of the patient. This is based on an up-to-date evaluation of the patient’s lexical
capability;
2/ The choice of optimal support for the recall of lexical material on the basis of suggestions in
reference books and verified through contact with the patient. This support is in the form of guidance
given to the patient and how to act on it during therapy;
3/ The structural preparation of the semantic material in agreement with the principle of cue
minimalization and word construction rules.
At the stage of working with the patient, the logopedist’s activities are governed by the
following rules:
1/ The exercise difficulty level (increasing over the logopedist’s planned program, but from
the patient’s viewpoint, decreasing as a consequence of the Fading Cues Method) controlled so as
to minimize the number of incorrect associations triggered during the exercises, which can later
interfere with the correct answers;
2/ Lexical exercises are carried out in a chosen area of the lexical and semantic field so as to
direct a patient’s efforts into recalling the specified lexical material and activate deep processing
through activities related to the earlier identified semantic category. I will explain the proposed
logopedic treatment by means of an example, with reference to a selected patient with dementia.
Key words: lexical, diagnosis, therapy, dementia, Alzheimer’s disease
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Introduction
Lexical and semantic disorders are seen as one of the most dominant symptoms
of language disorders in Alzheimer’s dementia. Anomia/dysnomia is considered
to be the prominent feature in speech for dementia patients in the initial phase of
the disease. Despite much information devoted to lexical and semantic disorders in
the subject literature, there are still only a few findings relating to therapy methods
in this area (A. Domagała 2007b). The problem relates to patients with various
kinds of dementia. As mentioned by M. Newhart and his research collaborators,
lexical disorders may originate due to different deficits capable of interfering with
the naming process. This is the reason why it is often difficult to establish the
appropriate way to work with patients (M. Newhart et al. 2009). It is interesting
that these researchers, having a selection of methods for patients with different
types of primary progressive aphasia, were driven by empirical evidence and not
by theoretical assumptions.
In the case of dementia, logopedists (and other specialists) are warned against
activities, during the diagnosis and therapy stages, which can trigger negative
emotions in their patients when faced with experiencing failures, inability
to complete tasks, and exposing their shortfalls (“don’t test”, “don’t demand
impossible things”, “protect against frustration”). Thus, methods of dealing with
patients have to be planned carefully. The key is to determine the severity of
a patient’s lexical disorders, an appraisal of the ability to recall forgotten names,
and to recognize the patient’s potential, so as to plan relevant therapeutic treatment.
The aim of this article
The aim of this article is to discuss the different ways of using the Fading
Cues Method in logopedic procedures of dementia, during the diagnosis and
therapy stages, based on my own professional experience.
The Fading Cues Method (also referred to as the Vanishing Signs Method
or the Vanishing Indicators Technique in Polish reference books – N. Gawron
2008, T. Sobów 2011) is recommended as a method to improve the functioning
of patients with dementia. Gawron (2008), referring to the research carried out
in the West, points to its application in the case of Alzheimer’s disease. Sobów
(2011), however, sees the method as a non-pharmacological method of influencing
cognitive functions, recommended for practically all patients regardless of the
type of their dementia. According to Sobów, in the majority of dementia patients
it is possible to adopt techniques based on semantic and non-verbal clues given by
a therapist, including the Fading Cues Method, which has gained great popularity
in the United States
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The essence and aim of the Fading Cues Method is seen, in neuropsychology,
as an enhancement to the process of retrieving information from memory –
a method “consisting of many attempts at recalling information by patients, during
which the therapist provides them with a number of clues which are gradually
reduced” (N. Gawron 2008, p. 132). To illustrate this procedure, Gawron cites
a description of a training session, directed towards building associations between
the sound presented to a patient and the required behavior in a given situation
(M. Bird 2001, after: N. Gawron 2008) Thus, for a patient to use a notebook,
clues were used to remind him of it. Firstly, a direct request (“please look inside
your notebook”), followed by indirect hints (the word NOTEBOOK written on
a card), a verbal clue (“what should you do when you hear a bell?”), a visual clue
showing the patient a notebook), until the expected reaction from the patient was
triggered by the sound of the bell itself. From the point of view of logopedics,
the important fact is that in the Fading Cues Method, interactions can relate to
all kinds of information, including linguistic. This is evident, for example, in a
procedure where a patient is shown a word, which is later recalled by the patient
when shown the same word with the end letter missing, followed by successive
end letters missing. This emphasizes the fact that the type of clue applied can be
freely adapted to the type of exercise material (in this case: forenames, addresses,
telephone numbers) and the severity of the patient’s memory disorders (N. Gawron
2008).
Method
My proposed therapeutic procedure involves the following steps at the
preparation stage:
1/ The choice of lexical material for the exercises most appropriate for the
disease stage and the individual needs of the patient. This is based on an up-todate evaluation of the patient’s lexical capability;
2/ The choice of optimal support for the recall of lexical material on the basis
of suggestions in reference books and verified through contact with the patient.
This support is in the form of guidance given to patient and how to act on it during
therapy;
3/ The structural preparation of the semantic material in agreement with the
principle of cue minimalization and word construction rules.
During the therapy stage, whilst working with the patient, I follow the rules
below which govern the logopedist’s work:
1/ The exercise difficulty level (increasing over the logopedist’s planned
program, but from the patient’s viewpoint, decreasing as a consequence of the
Fading Cues Method) controlled so as to minimize the number of incorrect
associations triggered during the exercises, which can later interfere with the
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correct answers;
2/ Lexical exercises are carried out in a chosen area of the lexical and semantic
field so as to direct a patient’s efforts into recalling the specified lexical material
and activate deep processing through activities related to the earlier identified
semantic category.
I will later explain the above-mentioned logopedic treatment, using as an
example, a patient with moderate Alzheimer dementia.
The patient K. Z., aged 68, with primary education, used to be a housewife,
worked seasonally as a blue-collar worker in a fruit and vegetable processing
company and on farms. Currently, her husband is looking after her, the children
live abroad. The family’s standard of living is modest.
The patient underwent logopedic therapy (as well as other forms of nonpharmacological therapy) as an out-patient at a day center for patients with
Alzheimer’s and other related diseases, run by the Alzheimer’s Association
in Lublin. She benefited from The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare’s
competition projects (‘Social support for people with mental disorders” 2007,
2008), which concentrated on language communication, both direct and indirect
(A. Domagała 2007a, A. Domagała, E. Długosz-Mazur 2007, A. Domagała –
typescript). She also attended my therapeutic classes on a one-to-one basis in the
framework of activities/schemes run by the Local Self-help Centre – a continuous
rehabilitation centre - PFRON 2009.
The application of the Fading Cues Method during logopedic therapy
to patient K. Z. resulted from diagnosing lexical deficiencies (and wider
deficiencies in language and mental functioning) whilst she was completing the
prepared notebook exercises for patients with dementia (A. Domagała 2007c;
A. Domagała, E. Długosz-Mazur 2007; A. Domagała, 2008). Stimulating the
patient’s communication proficiency is primarily related to the evaluation of the
actual capabilities and deficiencies concerning:
1/ the range of thematic utterances, created independently and collaboratively
whilst conversing with another person (knowledge of reality retained in the
patient’s memory, the possibility to update information from a specified thematic
area),
2/ the level of linguistic systemic proficiency (linguistic resources available,
experienced talking difficulties and the prospect of benefiting from a logopedist’s
help when problems occur whilst talking),
3/ the skill level in reading and writing (preserved executive functions and the
ability to communicate in writing).
Due to experienced lexical difficulties, K.Z. avoided situations when they
could be revealed and the limited her verbal contacts with the community. To
some extent she was aware of her lexical deficiencies, and her failure to express
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herself was accompanied by negative emotions (“words escape me”, “I forget
everything”, “I don’t know how to say it”). The Fading Cues Method was applied
to improve the word recollection process, whilst at the same time, to help the
patient to overcome communication difficulties and encourage her to keep up the
language contact with her community.
From the diagnostics perspective, the Fading Cues Method was used to
evaluate the depth of lexical disorders. During selected tests to determine the level
of lexical proficiency, cues were used to help the patient in remembering words
(trying to gradually limit the help from the examiner, in accordance with the
adopted method, modeled on for example, during forename recollection, the name
“Franciszek” is shortened to Francisz… Fran… Fra… F… in subsequent tests). It
is worth emphasizing that this course of action (opposite to a logopedist’s usual
prompting, who most often starts with a small cue such as the first vowel or word
syllable) has therapeutic benefits; it initially allows the patient to increase the
number of correct answers and consequently protects the patient from frustration
in situations of lexical deficiencies and failures. It has been indicatively tested
as to what cues the patient should be given for her to find the right word, and
also how effective the cues are (partially exposed to the patient who reads them
unassisted or with the logopedist’s help) regarding the use of written words. The
therapeutic session then follows.
1) The choice of lexical material for the exercises
The lexical material for the exercises was appropriately selected for the
disease stage and the individual needs of the patient, on the basis of an up-to-date
evaluation of the patient’s lexical capability.
In the moderate case the symptoms of anomy are already clear. Whilst
diagnosing the patient, it was taken into account that she is aware of the missing
names, but with a well retained knowledge to the meaning of the words. Problems
with word definitions (even for the clarification needs of which word the speaker
means, what name she is searching for in a particular situation) are in this case
insufficient to diagnose semantic disorders. According to T. A. Harley and his
collaborators’ research (T. A. Harley et al., 2008), patients with Alzheimer’s
dementia may have difficulties with defining words, not because of a breakdown
of semantic knowledge as some Western researchers earlier claimed, but because
of deficiencies in meta-linguistic knowledge (this condition is rendered by the
statement “I don’t know what I know”). The authors emphasize that the people
they diagnosed were unable to construct a definition in the way the researchers
expected, and obtained worse results than healthy people. However, they were
able to provide the missing information with the help of auxiliary questions.
Although they did not have a feeling for what constitutes a good definition, they
recalled a lot of autobiographical information; it was their semantic knowledge
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that was retained. The researchers’ opinion is that the meta-linguistic processes are
special kinds of executive functions, associated with language use and the control
of linguistic behavior. In Alzheimer’s dementia, meta-linguistic deficiencies can
already be observed at an early stage of the disease due to damage in the frontal
lobes.
In this case it was decided that the scope of the lexical material would be
tailored primarily to the patient’s actual needs and interests. Taking into account
each patient’s individual circumstances and motivations is important, though in
the moderate state, the emphasis should be placed on basic vocabulary. It has been
confirmed in reference literature that in spite of an increase in lexical disorders
in Alzheimer’s dementia, the patients are capable of naming certain objects until
the later stages of the disease (F. Cuetos et al., 2005). According to the findings of
F. Cuetos and his collaborators, the acquisition time is the key, the best retained
phrases are those acquired the earliest. The researchers point out, amongst
others, that there is a tendency to answer “I don’t know” at the stage when word
recollection is still possible, though a patient requires encouragement and more
time to think. In this example, I took this into consideration when evaluating the
patient’s potential.
2/ The choice of optimal support for the recall of lexical material
The kind of clues given to the patient and their implementation during therapy
was described on the basis of suggestions included in reference literature, and
verified through contact with the patient.
It was decided that during the patient’s therapy both verbal and nonverbal
cues would be applied.
The results of research on the effectiveness of lexical therapy, conducted by
Ousset and his collaborators, prove that it is helpful for patients with Alzheimer’s
dementia, when recalling a specified word, to be specifically shown an illustration
and given the first syllable of a word (P. J. Ousset et al., 2002). In this case, lexical
therapy was conducted in the form of a computer application and the patients’
task was to guess words on the basis of their definitions (the words appeared in
narrative texts shown to the patients earlier). The following types of cues were
used: 1/ semantic category; 2/ the first syllable (computer synthesized); 3/ the
first letter of a word; 4/a color picture; 5/ a characteristic sound associated with
the object. The usefulness of the cues was 62.7% when a picture was shown, and
57.6% when the first syllable was provided. The characteristic sound was useful
slightly less often (56%), when remembering the required word. However, there is
a need for appropriate recordings to be available during logopedic therapy.
Using visual stimuli is justified from the perspective of established symptoms
of anomy for patients with dementia. In Alzheimer’s dementia, cases of undistorted
picture naming can be observed with simultaneous serious disorders related to
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other lexical capabilities. This state is described by J. Shuren and his collaborators
(J. Shuren et al., 1993) and they classify it as a particular type of aphasia –
“nonoptic aphasia”, which is differentiated by a selective retention naming ability
in situations using visual stimuli. In such a situation, well retained picture naming
can contrast not only with both poor results in word fluency evaluations, but
also with numerous symptoms of decreased lexical capabilities in spontaneous
utterances.
In the prepared exercises verbal clues were received by the patient
visually (word spelling, structurally shortened according to the principle of cue
minimalization) and aurally (the therapist reads written words, matched to the
structural shortening). It was decided that verbal clues would be multisensory, so
as to encourage additional routes of association during word recollection. This
approach often turned out useful in cases of aphasia with localized brain injuries
(J. Hickin et al., 2002). Use of phonological and orthographic clues helped in finding
words, but the effects’ duration were not always satisfactory (an improvement in
lexical proficiency for a possibly long time or, ideally, permanently was expected).
Such good results are not to be expected in cases of dementia. Besides, with some
elderly people, due to their education level and professional activity, one cannot
assume a good command of graphical word patterns.
The treatment established for the patient described above involved:
1. Use of word spelling clues in the form of pictures for the patient (with
a slightly shortened construction) with vocal accompaniment.
2. Use of word spelling clues in the form of pictures for the patient (with
a markedly shortened construction) with vocal accompaniment.
3. Use of clues in the form of images with vocal accompaniment (with respect
to the spelling of words with a significantly slim construction).
The aim of the exercises was to recall the names of the images without further
hints from the therapist. Subsequently, a greater proficiency in recalling names
from a selected semantic category was expected (in the prepared and exercise
language materials).
3) The preparation of lexical material in the structural aspect
The preparation of lexical material for the needs of the classes was in
accordance with the principle of cue minimalization and word construction rules.
Words taken from the lexical and semantic field “fruit” /Polish names/ serve as
an example.
For each individual word in the chosen semantic category “fruit” (the subjects
covered with the patient in the exercise books were “My favorite places – garden,
orchard”, “What I like to eat and drink”) the plural form was used, due to higher
frequency of usage of this grammatical form in every day language (lubię /I like/:
truskawki, maliny, czereśnie…/strawberries, raspberries, cherries/; kupimy /we
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will buy/: truskawki, maliny, czereśnie…/strawberries, raspberries, cherries/;
jedliśmy/we ate/: truskawki, maliny, czereśnie……/strawberries, raspberries,
cherries/ etc.). The questions posed by the therapist were directed towards
retrieving the basic form of a word (nominative or possibly accusative when both
are identical): “What fruit is this?”, What can we see?” etc.
Words for exercises were prepared in the following way:
1. Word spelling of a slightly shortened structure, e.g. truskaw…; poziom…;
jago…; mali…; porzecz…; czereś…; śliw…; wiś…/ shortened forms for
respectively: …/strawberries, wild strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, currants,
cherries, plums, sour cherries/
2. Word spelling with a markedly shortened structure, e.g. tru…; po…;
ja…; ma…; po…; cze…; śli…; wi…/ very shortened forms for respectively: …/
strawberries, wild strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, currants, cherries, plums,
sour cherries/
The words spelt in such a way, displayed beneath a picture are perceived as
a caption with missing information to be completed. The logopedist relies on the
syllable structure, the most natural in this situation. During a partial display of
the words, in the case of visual and aural cues, the logopedist reads the entry a
little slower, prolonging the pronunciation of the last written syllable (i.e. a vowel
being the center of the syllable, or possibly a fricative following it; prolonging
other consonants as well as semi-vowels is not desirable as it is related to a change
in the sound) and waits for the patient’s reaction. In the material above, a vowel
and consonant can be prolonged in examples such as czereś… [czereeeśśś…],
truskaw… [truskaaafff…], however, in examples like: poziom…; porzecz…the
sound of the final consonants could be misleading.
Thus, the lexical material should be prepared cautiously, and the partial display
of the various parts of a word, irrespective of their morphological structure (e.g.
a word with the last letter missing, then with subsequent letters missing, as in the
case of reference literature mentioned in the beginning of this article) is justified
only when we primarily refer to the patterns that a patient acquired earlier. Such
stimuli will not be effective with patients who are not well acquainted with the
written language. A vision defect, not corrected properly, or eyesight disorders can
be an additional obstacle to the use of spelling as a clue.
Care should be taken when preparing lexical material, so that in the first
part of the exercise the displaying of the shortened words to the patient does not
provoke the recollection of vulgar words, random words of high frequency usage,
or mistakes typical for patients with anomy (like tele….telephone/television).
In the described example, the patient watched the entries during the exercises,
the therapist started pronouncing the word and prolonged the final syllable, in
anticipation of the correct answer from the patient. Illustrations from books and
newspapers as well as charts showing fruit were of additional help.
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It should be emphasized that the lexical exercises, during logopedic therapy,
were conducted in combination with other ways of improving the patient’s
language functioning as recommended in the exercise books for dementia patients
(A. Domagała, E. Długosz-Mazur 2007).
The patient was interested in the exercise topics, she reacted to the knowledge
areas which are worth retrieving and consolidating, even to a limited extent, in spite
of progressive mental deterioration. The topics related to the most important issue
for the patient – “about herself”, vital for her functioning in everyday life. Lexical
exercises based on exercise books “Now and then” can be used in two stages:
I. The exercise books are completed gradually by the patient unaided or with the
help of another person – step by step, in the framework of the cycle of classes
activating various types of skills (e.g. lexical related to the prepared class topic).
II. Exercise books are used upon completion, the information gathered in them
becomes the basis of stimulating classes (e.g. a block of classes related to
vocabulary in a thematic group, also with the help of pictures, charts etc.)
Conclusions
Logopedic treatment of dementia is aimed at retaining a patient’s
communications capability in so far as is possible at a given stage of the disease
(related to the cognitive and interactive functions of the language – Grabias
2007). In terms of vocabulary one should not expect measurable results from
the treatment as L. Nickels (2002) points out. For people with aphasia, naming
disorders, in cases of localized brain damage, are sometimes also difficult to
evaluate, especially if an improvement in the transfer of results from the exercise
environment into the real-life environment is intended. It is most important for
me that in the proposed treatment, the Fading Cues Method faces the difficulties
of the patient with dementia, supports the process of word retrieval, increases the
number of correct answers and through this gives the patient the satisfaction and
incentive to exercise; it helps to eliminate escapism. This kind of treatment can be
satisfactory for a patient, even if its effects are ad-hoc.
Use of the Fading Cues Method helps to identify a patient’s problems in
a detailed way and suggest relevant therapeutic treatment. This method is an
example that logopedic therapy for dementia patients should be regarded as
a diagnostic and therapeutic process.
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Diagnosing Dysorthography in Patients
with Graphomotor Disorders

Summary
In this article we discuss the problems of so-called apparent spelling errors. We orient the
diagnostic process towards identifying them in the text structure, using the method of phenomena
analysis defined in our original technique developed for diagnosing graphomotor difficulties – the
Profile of Graphomotor Skills. We present the results of empirical studies carried out on the material
covering 600 text samples obtained while testing primary school pupils, grades one to six. On the
basis of the Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs we show which phenomena
pertaining to the graphic aspect of handwriting may formally appear as spelling errors, and illustrate
them with examples. These findings are useful in interpreting the determinants of errors in writing.
The presented empirical studies were conducted as part of the research project ‘Written
Communication Disorders. The Profile of Graphomotor Skills as A Technique for Diagnosing
Children Aged 7-13 Years. The Development of Graphomotorics - A Risk of Dysgraphy’ (The
Ministry of Science and Higher Education 33rd Competition for Research Projects, project no. NN
106 1885 33; project manager – Dr Urszula Mirecka, principal executors – Prof. Dr Habil. Stanisław
Grabias and Dr Aneta Domagała).
Key words: dysorthography, dysgraphy, graphomotor skills

Introduction
Dysorthography, dysgraphy and dyslexia as part of the broadly understood
developmental dyslexia, make it necessary to orient diagnosis of writing disorders
towards two aspects: orthographic (spelling) and graphic (M. Bogdanowicz 2006,
M. Kwaśniewska 2000, I. Pietras 2009).
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Our professional experience shows, however, that the assessment of
handwriting skills is usually oriented towards spelling, sometimes entirely
disregarding the graphic aspect of handwriting, even when pathological
symptoms relate to the two aspects in question and overlap with them. The cases
of identifying graphic errors as spelling ones are not uncommon, for example:
the teacher, when assessing a primary school third-grader’s dictation, seeks the
cause of the erroneous spelling of the word: śpi [sleeps] → śni, [dreams] in
perception or auditory memory disorders, whereas the text written by the pupil
demonstrates that s/he permanently deforms the letter p in writing by shortening
its lower part (as a result, this makes letters p and n look alike in handwriting). The
erroneous identification of the causes of writing difficulties leads, consequently,
to incorrectly planned and implemented therapeutic measures; in such cases
the child’s actual problems also escape attention of teachers and re-educators,
who are guided by the diagnostician’s recommendations defining the character
of disorders observed (U. Mirecka 2009). When assessing handwriting, many
people are first of all guided by the criterion of writing legibility and by esthetic
reasons, which, as the foregoing example shows, can be misleading. Disorders
in the graphomotor sphere are a serious problem; like dysorthography they can
impair written communication, leading to the wrong understanding of the written
message, inconsistent with the writer’s intentions.
The assessment of writing skills, made by logopedists in accordance
with their competence and according to the established procedural standards
(A. Domagała, U. Mirecka 2008), should be more thoroughgoing when spelling
and graphomotor difficulties co-occur - both in the spheres of symptoms and
etiology. The diagnostic-therapeutic process should take into account the fact
that the handwriting aspects distinguished above are closely interconnected: the
graphomotor development plays a significant role in the development of children’s
spelling skills (A. Domagała, U. Mirecka 2011; A. Domagała, U. Mirecka – in
press).
The Aim of the Article
The aim of the present article is to discuss the problem of graphic errors that
may be formally perceived as spelling errors. Because of their determinants we
term them ‘apparent spelling errors’. As such, they may be wrongly interpreted at
the stage of diagnosis of disorders.
In patients with spelling difficulties we orient the diagnostic process towards
identifying so-called apparent spelling errors in the written text structure, using
the method of phenomena analysis defined in our original technique developed
for diagnosing graphomotor difficulties – the Profile of Graphomotor Skills.
(A. Domagała, U. Mirecka 2009, 2010a, 2010b).
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Methods
In our studies using the Profile of Graphomotor Skills, the analysis of the
graphic aspect of the text written by the subject studied is conducted according to
the procedure laid down in the Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like
Designs It comprises six descriptive categories of the products of graphomotor
activities in the order of analysis most convenient for the diagnostician: from
particular to global phenomena, retaining the structural text arrangement and
with a gradual broadening of the perspective of phenomena examination. This
kind of structuring allows us to precisely assess graphomotor skills and assign
phenomena to this sphere, distinguishing them from the phenomena at the spelling
(orthographic) level. In the method in question, handwriting is carefully assessed
in the following categories: I. THE HANDWRITING LINE (a/ force of the writing
instrument; b/ line stability); II. LETTERS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGNS (a/ form of
letters/ letter-like signs; b/ proportions within a letter/letter-like sign); III. LETTER
IN A WORD/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE (a/ letter
sizes in words/ letter-like sign sizes in designs; b/ letter slant in words/ letter-like
sign slant in designs IV. THE WRITING DOWN OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE
DESIGNS (a/ direction (slant) of writing/ slant of letter-like designs; b/ writing
size/size of letter-like designs); V. VERSE ORGANIZATION (a/ spaces between
words/elements of letter-like designs; b/ retaining the writing/designs within
the ruling); VI. PAGE ORGANIZATION (a/ positioning of text/designs in the
horizontal arrangement; b/ positioning of text/designs in the vertical arrangement).
These categories, the manner of analyzing them and assessment criteria were
determined on the basis of instructions in literature, our own experience gained
from diagnostic and therapeutic work, and from findings in experimental research
using the Profile of Graphomotor Skills. When compiling the Chart of Assessment
of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs we drew upon T. Wróbel’s classification
of graphic errors (1980, 1985) and J. de Ajuriaguerra’s Dysarthria Profile and
the results of tests carried out with the use thereof under Polish conditions –
B. Borysowicz et al. (1991), as well as on Master’s theses defended in the UMCS
Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics.
The analysis of writing oriented towards identification of so-called apparent
spelling errors was carried out on the material covering 600 text samples copied
by primary school pupils, grades one to six – a total of 300 pupils, 50 at each
educational level, retaining the equal number of girls and boys in each group (the
material contained two samples from each of the subjects tested). The empirical
material served to find out what phenomena relating to the graphic aspect of
writing might appear formally as spelling errors and in which categories defined
by the Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs they might
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be found. Consequently, this procedure enables us to maker a record of so-called
apparent spelling errors, useful in interpreting writing errors.
The empirical studies in question were carried out as part of the research
project ‘Written Communication Disorders. The Profile of Graphomotor Skills
as A Technique for Diagnosing Children Aged 7-13 Years. The Development of
Graphomotorics - A Risk of Dysgraphy’ (The Ministry of Science and Higher
Education 33rd Competition for Research Projects, project no. NN 106 1885 33;
project manager – Dr Urszula Mirecka, principal executors – Prof. Dr Habil.
Stanisław Grabias and Dr Aneta Domagała).
Results
The analyses show that so-called apparent spelling errors can be found in
the following categories of phenomena description pertaining to the graphic
aspect of writing II. LETTERS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGNS; III. LETTER IN
A WORD/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE; V. VERSE
ORGANIZATION.
Among the undesirable phenomena analyzed in category II. LETTERS/
LETTER-LIKE SIGNS, we recorded deformations of letter forms, irregularities in
the connection of constituent elements, distortions in the proportions of structural
elements of the letter, sometimes resulting in the impossibility of recognizing
graphic signs, and in the assimilation of one letter to another. Here are some
examples of this type of errors:
c→e

p→r

a → oc
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ś→i

a→u

j → i, y → u

Out of the errors assigned to category III. LETTER IN A WORD/ LETTERLIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE, irregularities in the size and slant
of letters (variable sizes of letters in words, unstable letters) have a negative
impact first of all on the clarity and legibility of the text, whereas the assessment
of correct spelling is directly affected by the improper way of connecting letters
in words. The examples below illustrate the problem of identifying this type of
spelling errors: replacement and omission of letters in words, unhyphenated/
separate spelling, and the use of a hyphen:
• letters touching one another: omission of r in the first word – poproszono,
ol → d in the last one - psychologa

•

letters separated from one another, ‘spaced-out’: d → ol
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•

use of the horizontal line as the way of connecting letters: F → E

• letters touching one another and separated from one another: unhyphenated
spelling powpadali → separated spelling pow padali

• use of a horizontal line as a way of connecting letters, the same as a hyphen
and the sign of word division: Wycieczka-ucieczka → Wy-cieczka-ucieczka

5/ the wrong place of letter connection: o → a

In category V. VERSE ORGANIZATION, as in the previous ones, there
were phenomena that might result in different error interpretations: with incorrect
spaces between words we might have doubts whether the pupil made a graphic
error or an orthographic one in unhyphenated/separated spelling. Here are some
examples in this subcategory
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too small spaces between words: kraj świata → krajświata

• too small spaces between words with the simultaneous lack of connections
between letters: w nim → wnim

• too small spaces between words with the simultaneous lengthening of
connections between letters: na siebie → nasiebie

As the foregoing examples show, the positioning of words in a line is
graphically significant (in the aspect of delimitation of a graphic signs sequence –
the visual highlighting of words in the optimum way for reading the text) as well
as orthographically (on account of the problem of unhyphenated and separated
spelling of words: too small spaces, crowding and merging of words – these raise
spelling doubts).
Conclusions
Graphomotor disorders may be manifested at the level of orthography
(spelling) as so-called apparent orthographic (spelling) errors. Their occurrence
may make written communication especially difficult, particularly in persons with
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diminished language competence (lower lexical and grammatical predictability
often prevents decoding of the incorrectly written text). Apart from the foregoing
register of phenomena identified in categories: II. LETTERS/ LETTER-LIKE
SIGNS; III. LETTER IN A WORD/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN
STRUCTURE; V. VERSE ORGANIZATION, graphic errors impeding assessment
of the correctness of orthographic notation may concern the phenomena analyzed
within other categories in the Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like
Designs. The basis for mastering the correct form of letters and the development
of the skill of connecting them correctly in the word structure is to work out
the right pressure of the graphic instrument and the steady writing movements
(stable line). For the act of writing to run smoothly, it is essential to master the
right movement patterns (the direction and order of handwriting letters and their
constituent elements, the way of connecting letters in words) – the motor memory
allows pupils to refer to the visual patterns of previously learned words and to
implement them while writing, thereby determining the correct spelling of words.
The lack of visual-motor patterns or their low automaticity may significantly
impede learning to spell correctly. When seeking the causes of dysorthography
and dysgraphy in partial deficits of perceptual-motor functions, we can often
point out the common grounds of the difficulties observed, which allows us to
perceive orthographic skills in the context of graphomotor development. As
E. Polański (1987) demonstrated in his studies on the efficacy of teaching spelling,
‘the impeccable graphic aspect of the word has a more effective effect on the
student’s visual memory: the more careful and proportioned the writing is, the
better the spelling’ (p. 38): his recommended methods of teaching spelling include
copying because during these exercises ‘a motor activity is combined with visual
memory’ (p. 57). Developing graphomotor skills involving visual perception,
visual memory and visual-kinesthetic-motor integration indirectly leads to greater
efficacy in mastering orthography.
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Assessment of Perception of Speech Prosody

Summary
Speech prosody, on account of its many functions, is a very important constituent of the
linguistic communication process. It fulfills a special role in speech ontogeny, being the child’s
source of information on the structure and meaning of language elements. Already at the earliest
stage of speech development the child shows sensitivity to prosodic features. Some scholars maintain
that prosodic perception is associated with the fact that within phonematic hearing there are some
specific processes called prosodic hearing.
The paper briefly discusses selected, mainly Polish, studies on the perception of speech
prosody with special attention paid to its development in speech ontogeny. It also presents proposals
for a diagnostic tool for the assessment of development of prosodic hearing.
Key words: Speech prosody, prosodic hearing, development of prosody perception

The assessment of prosody perception in speech ontogeny appears significant
because of the role that prosody plays in the process of linguistic communication.
Prosodic structures are the first to be acquired in speech ontogeny and at its
early stages they are the child’s most important source of information about the
structure and meaning of language elements. Prosody is attributed with linguistic
functions (delimitation, segmentation, signaling by means of specific intonation
contours of particular types of utterance, emphasizing of significant meaningful
units), paralinguistic ones, chiefly associated with expressing emotions and the
sender’s attitude to the message content, and extralinguistic functions relating the
sender’s characteristics: gender, age, and socioeconomic status.
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Prosodic phenomena are regarded as an element common to speech and
music. Students of the problem point out numerous analogies pertaining to the
construction of language and music structures and the cerebral organization of
perception processes of speech and music, as well as connections of prosodic
disorders with disorders of music perception and expression. The subject of
research is also the effect of musical hearing on the development of phonological
awareness. We should add that underlying prosodic and musical phenomena are
changes in the same psychoacoustic parameters: pitch, volume, sound duration,
and tone; prosodic units have their equivalents in musical units. Research also
confirms the effect of musical stimulation on speech development, particularly
prosody. These facts permit a conclusion that the development of prosodic hearing
is connected with the development of music perception (cf. Wysocka 2010).
Prosodic Hearing
Within phonematic hearing some researchers distinguish specific processes
responsible for the perception of prosodic phenomena, calling them prosodic
hearing or musical hearing to stress the features shared by speech and music, and
interrelations of mechanisms of their perception..
According to M. Klimkowski, phonematic hearing is the ability to
differentiate phonemes (phonematic hearing) and suprasegmental elements: tone
of voice, utterance melody, its rhythm and rate. Klimkowski emphasizes the
common determinants of phonematic and musical hearing, asserting that speech
development is conducive to the development of musical hearing (Klimkowski
1976: 76-77).
L. Kaczmarek (1977: 280-281) distinguishes musical hearing associated with
differentiation and reproduction of pitch, tone and volume. He also points to the
musicality of prosodic units realized in speech melody, rhythm and stress.
In B. Rocławski’s approach, phonematic hearing is divided into phonemic
and phonetic hearing. Phonetic hearing, associated with musical hearing, is
responsible for the perception of the same class of sounds and for the perception
of prosodic phenomena of speech. (Rocławski 1993: 20-21). The author reports
that five-year-old children, especially girls, have already well-developed phonetic
hearing. They respond to changes in intonation, stress position, sound duration
and in articulation (Ibid: 26-27).
Z. M. Kurkowski, on the basis of the conception of hearing functions,
distinguishes within phonematic hearing the following: phonemic hearing
consisting in distinguishing between phonologically different utterances and
in identification of phonologically the same utterances; phonetic hearing –
distinguishing between sounds of the same class (phoneme); prosodic hearing
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responsible for differentiation of the utterance’s prosodic elements: stress,
melody, rhythm, as well as for the analysis and synthesis of sounds and syllables
(Kurkowski 1998: 289).
A. Domagała and U. Mirecka make an even more in-depth division of
phonematic hearing. They emphasize that it serves the child in order to acquire
phonological competence at the segmental and suprasegmental level, and to
receive non-systemic features of speech, essential in the communication process.
They distinguish phonemic hearing, associated with the segmental dimension of
the phonological subsystem; phonological prosodic hearing associated with the
perception of phonological suprasegmental features; segmental phonetic hearing sound hearing - covering sound profiles i.e. their features not fulfilling phonological
functions; and prosodic phonetic hearing responsible for the perception of nonsystemic prosodic information determined by individual differences (Domagała,
Mirecka 2001: 66).
Development of Perception of Prosody
The perception and expression of prosodic elements performs a significant
function in language acquisition (Doherty et al. 1999; Pinker 1987). The results
of studies (inter alia Juszczyk et al. 1993) show that sensitivity to prosodic factors
is already characteristic of babies who respond to modifications of prosodic
features and to the emotional coloring of utterances. Child-directed speech is rich
in many changes in intonation, rate, dynamics, and duration. Prosodic features,
which the child learns by imitation, function as a matrix, which will be filled with
morphemes and lexemes in the process of the child’s development. An example
of such matrices, according to J. S. Bruner, is the intonation of interrogatory,
exclamatory-imperative, and declarative sentences (Bruner 1980: 499).
The results of experiments show that alread1y two-month-old babies are
able to perceive elements of prosody (Mandel et al., 1994), and six-month-olds
can distinguish prosodically correct utterances from incorrect ones (Nazzi et al.
2000). The ability to use prosodic elements in communication develops at the later
age (Cohen et al.1990; Doherty et al. 1999).
The dominant belief among students of speech prosody is that linguistic
prosody develops later than emotional (after: Rymarczyk 2003, Wysocka 2010). In
children, who have successfully acquired syntax and communicate with language
fairly effectively, the ability to understand and express crucial elements of linguistic
prosody is unexpectedly low (Beach et al. 1996). A different standpoint is taken by
C. P. Doherty et al. (1999), who maintain that the development of the perception of
linguistic prosody precedes the development of emotional prosody. This appears
to corroborate the results of studies by P. Juszczyk et al. (1993), which point out
that even small children derive considerable information from linguistic prosody.
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The complete maturity of perception of emotional prosody may be acquired even
later than linguistic prosody. Similar conclusions are presented by I. Cohen et
al. (1990). They maintain that the complete understanding of emotional prosody
occurs only at the age of eleven.
Following J. Piaget’s conception, researchers stress the important role of
the pre-operational period in the development of linguistic, including prosodic,
awareness in the area of the perception and use of prosodic elements. This process
ends at school age (Rymarczyk, 2003).
In Poland, the themes connected with prosody perception in ontogeny were
explored by B. Kwarciak. He believes that speech prosody performs a fundamental
role in the early stages of language acquisition. The author emphasizes that
already since his/her birth, every child has biologically determined mechanisms
permitting analysis of speech prosody, from which s/he derives information of
utterances that s/he hears (Kwarciak 1995: 57). Studies cited by B. Kwarciak
clearly show that the child, since the first weeks of his/her life, is sensitive to
prosodic features, mainly to intonation contours and the temporal organization
of utterances. Prosody performs a vital role in speech perception. Reactions to
intonation (mainly its rising contours) can be observed already in two-monthsold infants. It is a universal feature that child-directed speech is characterized by
intensified prosodic features. The perceived prosodic features are also reproduced
by the child and productively used, preserving their attributed function. Owing
to the analysis of prosodic features the child obtains information about the
conformance of an utterance to the patterns known from his/her environment.
Analysis of prosodic features is an ability that appears every early both in
language perception and expression, therefore it is probably a process based on
innate mechanisms (after: Kwarciak 1995: 70-79). B. Kwarciak reports that by
the time the first word appears, prosodic abilities have already been well learned.
Studies on the perception of emotional and linguistic prosody in children were
also conducted by K. Rymarczyk (2003). Their aim was to answer the questions
about the development of prosodic functions in the age groups investigated,
relationships between the perception of emotional and linguistic prosody, and the
effect of the subjects’ gender on perception abilities in prosody. A group of children
aged from four years and six months to thirteen years and eight months was tested.
The results show an increase in the level of prosodic perception abilities with age.
Girls performed the tasks better. In the studied age groups, linguistic prosody is
characterized by great dynamics of development while the perceptual awareness
in emotional prosody develops earlier and is already largely formed at the age
of five. Four- or five-year-olds do emotional prosody tests with a great degree
of correctness (88.3 %) In older age groups no significant improved results was
reported. The subjects gained the best results in tests, in which prosodic features
coincided with sentence semantics, the weakest being in nonsensical sentences.
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Sadness was the best recognized emotion, while correct scores in anger recognition
rose with age (Rymarczyk 2002: 54-89). In light of the research presented in the
study in question there is a distinct rise in competence in linguistic prosody
from six years of age, while twelve-year-old children show the level of ability
comparable with that of adults. According to K. Rymarczyk an increase in the
awareness of phenomena associated with linguistic prosody is connected with
the development of the child’s lexicon, and with school training developing the
perception and expression of these phenomena. The author stresses that girls read
emotions contained in prosody better than boys. It is difficult to find out if these
abilities are innate or result from environmental factors due to differences in
educational methods used towards each gender. Unfortunately, Rymarczyk does
not provide a phonetic description of the tool she used, nor does she characterize
its acoustic parameters, which is why it is difficult to interpret the study results
obtained by that author from the psychoacoustic perspective which is necessary, it
seems, for description of the development of prosodic hearing.
The purpose of my study (Wysocka 2010) was to establish the degree of
development of prosodic hearing in five- to seven-year-old children and to trace
relationships between perception processes of speech and music prosody. In my
investigations I used the diagnostic tool which I constructed myself: while making
it I tried to take into account the most up-to-date findings concerning the structure
of prosodic units, perception of speech and music prosody, and relationships
between these processes.
Studies were conducted in groups of children (ten in each) aged five (the
mean age in the girls’ and boys’ groups being 5.3), aged six (the mean age in the
girls’ and in boys’ group being 6.2) and aged seven (the mean age in the girls’
group and in boys’ group being 7.2). The selection of the age group participating
in the experiments was dictated by facts concerning the language and musical
development in ontogeny. Many researchers, referring to the Piagetian conception
(1993), point to the important role of the preoperational process in the development
of prosodic competence. The five-year-old child’s phonetic hearing is so developed
that s/he perceives sound features and prosodic features of speech – changes in
intonation, stress position, and duration of sounds (Rocławski 1993: 20-27). The
sixth year of age is crucial to the development of language awareness because at
this age the child enters the next phase of cognitive development – the period of
concrete operation enabling him/her to control his/her own cognitive processes.
The upper age limit of the control group was selected because, as studies on
language development in ontogeny show, seven-year-old children already have
developed phonological competence enabling them to learn all the phonemes of
their native language. To date little is known, however, about the degree to which
they master prosodic competence. Worth noting is also the fact that at the age
of six to seven the stage of language acquisition exclusively by way of hearing
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perception ends. In school education a great role in assisting linguistic development
is played by writing, which does not render the whole complexity of prosodic
processes. We should suppose therefore that the most intensive development of
prosodic awareness occurs during the stages preceding school age. .
The results obtained confirm the influence, suggested in literature, of
preoperational thinking on the development of prosodic and musical competence,
which is shown by the five-year-olds’ well developed ability to differentiate
intonation sequences, differentiate and define emotions contained in prosody,
differentiate rhythm structures and the position of stress in rhythm and in a
sentence. A high degree of prosodic competence in children of this age is obviously
associated with the general direction of the development of phonetic-phonological
competence. At the beginnings of this development there is perception and
expression of prosodic structures which, already at the earliest stages of speech
ontogeny, are the child’s source of information on the structure and meaning of
their linguistic constituents..
The results of the studies presented here also indicate the existence of the
turning point occurring in the prosodic and musical awareness when the child
passes from the preoperational thinking stage to the stage of operational thinking.
It was demonstrated that five-year-old children do not yet have the ability to
consciously use the knowledge about the construction of prosodic structures. This
ability appears at the age of six and develops dynamically with age, which is
demonstrated by the weakening predominance in successive age groups of the
results of differentiation tasks (requiring automatic and unreflective reference to
linguistic or musical knowledge) over definition tasks (associated with conscious
and intentional use of this knowledge).
During the preoperational period, competence which enables perception of
emotional prosody exceeds perceptual competence in linguistic prosody, which
shows that it is acquired faster in speech ontogeny. Worth noting is the fact that
the ability to distinguish emotions of joy, sadness and anger, encoded in prosody,
fully develops already at the age of seven. The analysis of acoustic parameters of
the materials used in the emotional prosody perception test confirms the adopted
assumption, according to which emotions are encoded in prosody not only by
means of changes in the voice pitch but also by using other features of speech
signals, which is why we should speak of emotional prosody rather than intonation.
Confirmation of the similar development level of auditory perception in
intonation, instrumental melodies and in singing melodies in individual age groups
suggests that there are similar mechanisms responsible for these processes. This
is of significant importance for therapeutic measures because it strengthens the
advisability of using music to stimulate speech development and to treat speech
disorders, in which there are problems with perception of prosodic, especially
intonation, structures.
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Statistical analysis did not show the influence of gender, suggested in
literature, on the results of prosodic and musical tests. Slight differences in
percentages observable in some types of tasks were not statistically significant.
A Suggested Tool for the Assessment
of Speech Prosody Perception
In view of the existing instruments in Polish logopedics for the investigation
of phonetic-phonological competence in the segmental aspect, worth noting is
the lack of tools for the assessment of prosodic competence. I made an effort to
construct one for the needs of the abovementioned study. Because space limitations
in the present article prevent a detailed presentation of the whole tool, I focused
on a brief description of it, placing emphasis on its underlying methodological
assumptions.
The presented instrument focuses on investigating the perception of intonation
and intonation/accent structures, which stems from the well-documented conviction
in literature (cf. inter alia Botinis et al. 2001, Ropa 1981) about the special
importance of communicational changes in voice pitch manifested in intonation
patterns and being the most regular accent-forming factor. While constructing
it I took into account problems of differentiation of intonation structures, and
definition of the direction of intonation pattern, the effect of desemanticization of
linguistic material on intonation perception, the perception of stress in a sentence,
and perception of prosody in the emotional function.
As there are many views in literature on defining prosodic phenomena, I found
it necessary to precisely determine definitional ascertainments, which motivated
the measures aimed at devising an accurate diagnostic tool and directed its
description and the interpretation of the research results obtained. I recognized as
relevant characteristics of prosodic units the following acoustic voice parameters:
basic frequency (received as pitch), intensity (which produced the impression of
volume with frequency), and the duration of syllabic (after: Doherty et al. 1999;
Gussenhoven 2001; Hesling et al. 2005; Ostaszewska, Tambor 2000; Raithel,
Hielscher-Fastabend 2004; Sawicka 1995; Wierzchowska 1980).
I adopted a one-parameter definition of intonation, according to which it
is a prosodic phenomenon arisen as a result of changes of the basic frequency
of speech signal received in perception as changes in the voice pitch (after:
Botinis et al. 2001; Demenko 1999; Jassem 1962; Szczepankowski 1985; SzpyraKozłowska 2002; Wierzchowska 1967). I also assumed that intonation units are
inseparably connected with the rhythm and accent structure of an utterance, and
they are formed on the basis of consonances. I adopted the intoneme (also defined
as fundamental melody) as the basic functional unit of intonation. This term also
applies to the class of functionally equivalent tonal units (after: Jassem 1962;
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Steffen-Batogowa 1996; Wierzchowska 1967a; 1980). The tone pattern within
the intoneme (fundamental melody, nuclear melody, core intonation) equals the
melody contour occurring in the communicatively significant section of the phrase
comprising the accented (nuclear) syllable and post-accented one (after: Demenko
1999; Dukiewicz 1995; Francuzik et al. 2005; Jassem 1962; Wierzchowska 1967a;
1980).
I assumed that the main determinant of the phrase accent termed in literature
as logical, rhematic, real, main or ictic accent (Demenko 1999; Sawicka 1995),
which is the object of investigation and description in this study, are changes in
basic frequency (Demenko 1999; Jassem 1962).
The presented tool is composed of the following tests:
• The intonation perception test consisting of intonation structure
discrimination tasks in speech and tasks of determining the direction of intonation
pattern (in two- and three-syllable words and in seven-syllable utterances and in
their vocalic forms). The intonation structures used in the test are characterized by
the falling, rising, falling-rising and rising-falling directions.
• The sentence stress perception test consisting of tasks of stress position
determination and discrimination. Each task consists of four accent groups. In
successive realization variants a different group is stressed.
• The emotional prosody perception test, composed of tasks of emotion
determination and discrimination in speech. Particular realization variants contain
realized utterances that are emotionally unmarked, or marked with joy, anger and
sadness.
Durations of individual structures do not exceed three seconds, owing to
which they do not go beyond the perceptual integration mechanism. The structures
that made up the material for the study of prosody in the emotional function were
not uniformized with regard to their duration times because in this case duration
differences, along with the basic frequency patterns and intensity changes, were
also analyzed.
The tests were recorded using the Praat program (Boersma P., Weenink D.
2006), (the sampling frequency being 22050 Hz) and a high-quality broad-band
microphone, and they were saved on computer in the *.wav. format. The same
program was used to construct particular test tasks from the recorded material.
The musical and language material was presented by a woman with linguistic and
musical training.
The discrimination tasks compiled and used in the investigations can be
regarded as related to the widely used AFC (alternative forced-choice) tests in
psychoacoustics. In the discrimination tasks, individual tests have the form of
‘same-different tasks’, in which the subjects are required to answer the question
whether two sequences presented to the subject are the same or different. The first
is the point of reference for the second which contains information that has to be
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compared with information contained in the first sequence. As in the AFC tests,
the subjects can have the stimuli repeated should the need arise, and the duration
of the answer was not limited.
It is highly desirable that a tool for the assessment of prosodic competence
should be compiled. This would permit the expansion and standardization of
logopedic diagnostic management and the orientation of the therapeutic process
aiming at improvement of prosodic competence. It is also necessary to develop
practical aids for the enhancement of prosodic skills and competence.
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